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This study explores variables that seem to affect
results in four different cases of training in programs for
small industries development of Honduras.
To provide a framework, the study reviews literature
in the field concerning characteristics of small industries,
their role in rural communities in less developed countries,
and their possibilities of development. The characteristics
of programs for development of small industries and the role
of training in those programs are also analyzed.
Prior to the presentation and analysis of each case,
data about small industries in Honduras is provided, and the
programs where the cases were implemented are also
described. Each case represents a different training
approach: the first case concerns the training of field
V
agents to become facilitators for small industries; the
second involves one— to—one training, or assistance, for
small entrepreneurs especially regarding management; the
third studies technical training to upgrade skills of small
entrepreneurs; the last concerns the use of other industries
as models for training small entrepreneurs.
For the study of each case, documents produced by
the programs that implemented these cases have been used.
Assessment of results is based on data from various
evaluations implemented either by the programs themselves or
by specialized organization as required by funding agencies.
An analysis has been made of results obtained, and
of training and non-training variables that affect those
results. Findings concerning training variables relate to
design, types of methodologies and content used; concerning
non-training variables, they relate mainly to selection of
participants and program support.
Recommendations made at the end of the study deal
with topics such as the previous experience field personnel
should have, the practical orientation of training, and the
use of the entrepreneurs' innovations and experiences as an
input for training.
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INTRODUCTION
Background
The prevailing dream of many developing countries
has been to become as wealthy as the developed nations of
the world. Finding the cause of that wealth in modern
industry, these countries have set out on a heady course of
industrialization by emulating the foreign model and,
inevitably, by entangling their economies with those same
nations. For development, the results have been problematic.
In Latin America, possibilities of industrialization
were first tested during the late forties and early fifties.
A variety of measures were taken to protect the growing
national industry, to provide incentive for foreign
investments, and to bring in technical training and
technology. However, after more than thirty years,
industrialization based on copying models from developed
societies does not seem to have worked. Those Latin American
countries that succeeded in creating industries have not been
able to deal with the heavy imbalance in income distribution
and the chronic problems deriving therefrom.
Furthermore, industrialization has introduced new
problems. Large industries, concentrated in urban.
1
2have become the focus for rural migration. Because the
industries cannot provide sufficient jobs for the ever
growing number of migrants, unemployment and extreme poverty
has increased significantly in the cities.
Modernization has also brought dependency. To assure
that quality of products and prices be competitive with
those of industrialized countries, less developed societies
have imported their technology, rather than investing in the
development of native manufacture. In this respect, the
industrialization process differs from that followed in the
developed countries, where technology and industries grew
together, each feeding the other and interacting.
To be sure, industrialization as a development
strategy has not totally failed. Large industries, using
modern technology, may perform various important economic
functions in those societies. But this modernization has
reached only selected sectors. In most cases, the majority
of the population, living in rural areas or in the slums of
the cities, do not share in the wealth produced.
It seems that the answer for less developed
countries is to try new avenues, rather than following in
the path of others. The problems they face are not
equivalent to stages of development that industrialized
countries went through in the past. Their situations are
unique as are their problems, which largely derive from the
fact that they exist in a world where the wealth, technology
3and knowledge is unequally distributed and dominated by a
group of nations.
Alternatives to Large Industry
Long before the beginning of industrialization,
Latin American countries produced many of the goods the
people needed, not only for the people of the big cities,
but especially for the local communities; and they still do.
Small industries are scattered everywhere making clothes,
furniture, buildings, bread, tools, etc.
The advantages of this indigenous pattern of small
industry are many, in contrast to large industry. For
example, these industries do not usually use sophisticated
technology; thus, they provide more employment with less
capital investment — an ideal situation in countries with
high unemployment rates and scarce capital and with strong
migration from rural to urban areas.
When a small industry is created or grows, it can
offer new jobs and, therefore, create new incomes within the
community. It is important to remember that small
industries, especially those in the rural areas are more
likely to use production processes that are more intensive
in labor than in capital. Large industries also create new
jobs, but with a much higher investment per work place than
small industries.
4It is also very possible that the industries use
local material for their production and, in this way help to
activate the local economy when they buy the materials and
supplies they need. By contrast, large industries tend to
need materials and equipment not found in local communities
because of the sophistication of the production processes.
Also there will be more and new products available
for the community, reducing the need of the inhabitants to
get them from other places, sometimes at higher prices. In
this way small industries can reduce the dependency of the
local communities from other areas. Large industries,
usually located in urban areas, tend to increase this
dependency
.
Considering all these aspects, it seems that small
industries play such a role in the communities that their
development could be a catalyst for their development.
However, the importance of small industries in this
modern and highly sophisticated technological world, goes
beyond considerations related to local development and
employment. Small scale production and use of simpler
technologies is not only relevant for less developed
countries, but it could be the answer for many of the
problems industrialization and high technology have created.
E.F. Schumacher in his book SMall is Beautiful. Econonics as
if People Mattered, analyzes small scale production from
several perspectives. One of the most interesting is related
5to the human aspects of production. Modern technology does
not leave room for human creativity; the workers are one
more piece in the machine. Simpler technologies include
tools that allow that creativity. Schumacher also explains
how high technology and what he calls "intermediate
technology" relate to the environment. While the first
contributes to its destruction, the second relates with the
environment in a more gentle way, allowing its recovery
after exploi tation .
^
There are also arguments against small industries.
Usually large industries, using modern technologies, can
produce at a lower cost and sometimes with better quality.
Small industries have serious management problems and they
tend to be reticent in recognizing rights and benefits for
the workers. Oftentimes children are used as cheap labor. In
large industries it is easier for workers to organize and
form unions, defending in that way their rights.
Nevertheless, considering the needs for manufactured goods
in less developed countries, the growing rates of
unemployment, the technological dependency created by large
industries and the large investment required for their
installation, the option of small industries seems to be a
valid and important one.
However, when promoting the development of small
industries, planners should be aware of the problems
involved and foresee ways to deal with them.
6Following the dream of industrialization by copying
the "big brothers", governments have not given support to
small industries. In fact there have been many policies that
work, if indirectly, against these operations. These are
one author calls "disincentives from government
policies". 2 Nevertheless, because small industries do meet
needs of the people that no large industry does, they
continue to exist and reproduce.
Strategies for Small Industry Development
Because of the social and economic benefits of the
existence of small industries, development strategies and
programs, especially in the last twenty years, have begun to
pay attention to them, trying to provide support for their
creation and growth. Different approaches have been taken in
implementing programs for their development, but many
authors agree that considering the many variables that
affect these operations, a small industries development
strategy should consider not one factor, but a combination
of them.^ For example, a loan program which does not include
technical assistance or management training could even be
harmful to the industry. If the entrepreneurs do not have a
good picture of their problems or know how to invest the
loan, the funds could be used in a way that will not produce
the necessary profit to pay it back. Therefore, a program
must be concieved as a combination of strategies that try to
7cover the different variables that affect the life and
development of the target industries.
Some of the factors that affect small industries are
susceptible of modification through training strategies. For
instance, small industries usually have management,
technical, and marketing problems. If entrepreneurs and
workers recieve appropriate training in some areas under
certain conditions, this might have a positive impact on the
operation of the small enterprise.
Training Outcomes
There are a variety of ways that training can
contribute to the development of small industries. Different
types of training processes can have different types of
learning outputs. These can occur at the levels of
knowledge, attitudes, skills, and aspirations or motivation.
They can facilitate changes in the behavior of the
individuals involved in the industries. The individuals,
having acquired new behaviors, may try to make changes in
the industries, which in turn, may have an impact in the
communities
.
At the level of knowledge, training can help the
entrepreneurs, for instance, to understand better the
different variables affecting the industry and how to
control them. Training can be an agent for these people to
see their industries in a different way, to look for ways of
8development, to make new products, to look for new markets,
and also to better understand their place in the community
and the interdependency that occurs between their businesses
the other components of that community.
Training can also help the entrepreneurs and members
of the industry to develop a new attitude toward the
business and their role in it. For example, especially in
very small operations, it is common that the entrepreneurs
consider themselves to be laborers rather than
entrepreneurs, an attitude that discourages the development
of the operation. An acquisition of a different view of
themselves, their industries and the community may help the
entrepreneurs to make changes and improvements in their
business
.
New skills can be acquired through training. These
skills can be related to the production process or to the
management of the industry. Both aspects are very important
for the development of the industry. New technical skills
would potentially foster improvement in the quality of the
products, the development of new products, and a reduction
in costs. Improved managerial skills could lead to a whole
new perspective for the small industry, if entrepreneurs
begin to consider their industries as more dynamic
operations. Good management would mean controls for the
transactions made, plans for development, search for new
markets, etc.
9Training can also help to develop aspirations and
motivation for change and improvement. An example of this is
the exposure of entrepreneurs to other industries of similar
kind, to different ways of producing and to different ways
of selling products, all of which could be a rich source for
ideas and innovations.
Types of Training
Training for small industries has acquired many
forms which vary in terms of content, methods, training
models and participants. Training is implemented in such
areas as bookkeeping, marketing, financial management,
planning, personnel management, technical aspects of the
production process, etc. There is a variety of training
models used, such as intensive training for groups for a
certain length of time, one to one training in the
industries, exposure to different experiences, etc. The
participants in these training activities can be either the
owners or the workers. There are also programs that train
field personnel to work as extent ionists for small
industries
.
Planners who have understood the rich potential of
training have given it due consideration as an important
element in programs for the development of small industries.
10
The Problem of the Study
Despite the general recognition of the importance of
training, the effectiveness of training efforts designed to
strengthen small business has been problematic. Limitations,
if not failures occur at different stages of expected
outcomes: at the level of participation of learning and of
changes in individual behaviors. These limitations in
individual change affect the impact training could have in
ii^d-ustries and communities where they are located since,
at it was explained before, changes in the behavior of the
pstticipants in training activities are expected to promote
changes in their industries.
Evaluation results have presented evidence of such
problems and also practitioners and planners are aware of
their existence.^ In Honduras, the author has observed how
elements such as the selection of participants, options
between a more formal and a more practical training model,
content, or staff have influenced the results obtained with
those activities.
The problem rests in identifying which training
strategies or approaches could best contribute to the
results of a small industries development program. For
example, which training approach would have a stronger
impact, a theoretical or a practical one? training a group
or offering individualized training? technical, management
11
training? training for entrepreneurs, or for
for both? The potential for positive — or
impact of a given strategy must be determined,
raining is going to play a more effective role
in small industries development programs, there is a need to
know more about which factors and conditions are more
influential in outcomes, and which combinations of factors
are critical.
Purpose of the Study and the Cases
The overall purpose of this study is to examine some
selected training approaches and to explore the variety and
combination of factors that during the implementation of
each seemed to be most influential in determing their
results. The field application of those selected cases was
in Honduras, or with Hondurans in the U.S.
In the last few years, several programs for the
development of small industries have been implemented in
Honduras, all of them using training as one of their
components. These programs have been well documented and the
extent of their impact evaluated. The author has
participated in some of these programs as a planner and has
been in charge of the implementation of training. They form
the basis for the case studies.
or combined
workers, or
negative —
12
Each case represents a different training approach
in programs for small industries development. The first
concerns training field agents to become facilitators for
small industries. The second case involves one-to-one
training, or assistance, for small entrepreneurs especially
regarding management. The third studies technical training
to upgrade skills of small entrepreneurs. The last case
concerns the use of other industries as models for training
small entrepreneurs.
These training approaches can be considered as
typical options which planners face when designing training
programs for small industry development. Thus the first case
focuses on training intermediary personnel, the second on
assisting the entrepreneurs in their operations, the third
on production skills development, and the last on motivation
and development of innovations, using other industries as
models
.
Essentially, this study will address the following
question as a guide for the analysis of the cases to be
studied, and as a basic structure for its findings and
conclusions
;
What does experience in four approaches to
training for small Hondurans business
development suggest as to a ) apparent
results of the approaches; and b) training
and non-training variables that seem to
affect those results?
13
Definitions
The term "training approach" is being used in this
study to designate the basic focus or purpose of the
training. For example, training for upgrading production
skills is different from training for improved management
practices in the industries. Each approach can use various
training designs. For instance, the approach of upgrading
production skills could be designed as classes to teach
general theory or as supervised work in a workshop, both
designs still being representing the same approach.
The concept of training is viewed broadly. It
iricludes both educational activities for groups implemented
in a classroom, follow-up activities for individuals and
groups, and individual assistance to entrepreneurs. So
"training", as used here, is understood as an educational
activity which occurs outside the school system, but has a
defined purpose, a certain degree of organization, and is
primarily oriented to adults.
The distinction between training and non-training
variables is made to indicate that the first are
characteristics of training, while the second are variables
that affect the outputs of training but are not possible to
be modified by changing the characteristics of training.
Examples of training variables are content or methodologies
of training activities, while some non-training variables
are types of participants or resources available.
14
Theoretically, "results" of a training approach
could include any of a chain of possible outcomes: the
involvement of participants; different areas of learning
(knowledge, attitudes, skills, and aspirations); behavioral
changes; changes in the design and operation of small
industries; changes in the production and sales levels; and
socio-economic changes in the community and in the region.
For the purpose of this study the main focus will be
on participants' learnings, behavioral changes, and changes
in the industries. The data available focus mainly in these
areas of results. Some secondary references will be made to
changes in production, but only in a tentative wav.
The term "affect" obviously implies causal
relationships between variables or combination of variables
and results. But due to the nature of evidence available,
this study will attempt only to suggest possible
relationships between clusters of variables and results.
The Cases: Training Approaches
Of the four training approaches considered in this
study, the first three were designed and implemented by the
Project for Rural Technologies and the last by the Partners
of the Americas: Vermont-Honduras
. One of the approaches is
to train field personnel to work with small entrepreneurs in
projects for the development of their industries. The other
three approaches, two from PTR and one from the Partners,
15
are different ways of training small entrepreneurs. A brief
description of each of them is provided here considering
objectives, staff, participants, contents, design/methods,
and materials.
PTR's objective in training for field personnel was
to prepare this personnel to work with small industries. The
training was implemented by professional staff. The
participants were newly hired personnel graduated from high
schools, most of them with specialization in bookkeeping.
Management of small industries and methods for working with
entrepreneurs constituted the main contents. The training
was designed as an intensive pre-service course, with a
series of shorter in-service courses mixed with periods of
follow-up. The participants received hand-outs for every
t
. They formed with them a manual to guide their
work
.
One—to—one assistance/training for entrepreneurs in
PTR had the purposes of helping small entrepreneurs with
their businesses and developing new attitudes among them. It
was implemented by field agents, and the participants were
small entrepreneurs. The assistance was focused mostly on
management of small industries, but was designed according
to the needs of each entrepreneur. It was developed with an
on-site, individualized approach: one to three visits a week
to the industry, two to three hours each visit. For
materials, only some written guidelines were used.
16
PTR s objective in technical training for
entrepreneurs was to develop new skills for production or to
improve existing skills. Instructors of the National
Institute of Professional Training (iNFOP) implemented these
courses. The participants were small entrepreneurs and
sometimes also their employees. The contents of these
courses were welding, tailoring, auto mechanics, carpentry
and sawing. The courses lasted one to two weeks, full-time
or every evening for two hours, implemented in a facility of
the community or a workshop of one of the participants. The
materials used were mainly equipment and machinery used to
teach the technology and provided by INFOP or by the
participants
.
The training of entrepreneurs in Vermont by the
Partners of the Americas had the purpose of providing
management training and exposing the participants to
industries similar to their own. It was implemented by
professional, bilingual staff, and the participants were
small entrepreneurs from Honduras. The content of the course
was focused on management of small industries and production
process. Classroom work was mixed with field trips in
Vermont. A training manual was elaborated for the use of the
participants
.
17
Methodology of the Study
The study is based on a critical review of general
literature and program documents. This is supplemented by
results of the participation and observations of the author.
For the analysis of small business in general and in
Honduras, general studies in the field are considered. Also
the study reviews documents and evaluation reports produced
by funding or international agencies, such as AID, or the
United Nations. Studies focusing on Latin America are
especially considered; therefore some of the material is in
Spanish
.
The description and analysis of the case studies are
based on documents produced by the programs that implemented
these cases. For the assessment of results data from various
evaluations have been taken. These evaluations were
implemented either by the program themselves or required by
funding agencies and implemented by specialized organiza-
tions .
The author of this study participated in the
planning and implementation of the training approaches
presented here. He was the representative of Partnership for
Productivity in a contract with PTR to provide assistance to
that program in aspects related to training. He also
collaborated with the Partners of the Americas in the
training course for Honduran small entrepreneurs in Vermont.
18
This involvement has advantages and disadvantages
for the study. The author has had easy access to the
documentation produced by the programs that implemented the
cases considered and has had a good idea of what documents
contain the most relevant information. Because of his direct
observation of the training approaches analyzed, he also was
able to assess the contents of the documents used. However,
his involvement could produce biases in the analysis of each
case, which is the main disadvantage of the involvement
mentioned. To decrease the possibility of biased analyses,
the documentation produced by the programs considered will
be used to sustain the statements made through the study,
and those based on personal opinions will be stated as such.
In chapter I, a review of the literature will be
developed to provide a general framework for the study,
showing the importance of small industries within society,
the types of programs implemented to help small industries
and the role played by training in those programs.
The main questions to be addressed for the review of
the literature are: 1) How can small industries be defined?
2) What are their main characteristics? 3) In a social
context, what is the difference between small and large
industry? 4) Is it important for less developed countries to
support the development of small industries? Why? 5) What
are the main characteristics of programs designed for the
development of small industries? 6) How is training more
19
commonly used in those programs?
The study of small industries in Honduras and the
programs where the training approaches were implemented also
provide a framework, but at a more specific level, m
chapter n, small industries in Honduras will be described
and their problems analyzed, using the results of a survey
done on Honduran small industries by the Center for
Industrial Development of that country, with the purpose of
assesing the sector for planning development strategies.
Prior to the study of each case, the programs in
which those cases have been planned and implemented will be
presented in chapter m. For the description and analysis
of the programs, the following aspects will be considered:
background information, purposes/objectives, design/com-
ponents, clientele/scope, staff, and implementation. To
obtain this information; project papers, reports and
i 1 ions or documents that describe the projects, will
be used.
The cases will be developed following a similar
pattern in chapters IV through VII. They will be described,
on the basis of documents and reports elaborated by the
agencies that implemented the training approaches. The
impact of the approaches will be assessed through the use of
various documents, like evaluations or reports developed by
consulting or funding agencies.
20
The following aspects will be considered when
presenting each type of training: objectives, contents,
methodology, materials, staff, participants, evaluation,
follow-up, and results obtained. An effort will be made to
explore factors that influenced the results in each of the
cases analyzed. For this purpose training and non-training
variables affecting those results, will be identifyed.
Some of the existing sources to document the
training activities to be presented are: design of each
training, instructional materials, reports, and evaluation
reports.
The conclusions of the study, in chapter VIII, will
be presented as findings from the cases studied in terms of
apparent results of each of them, and possible variables
affecting those results. The analysis and comparison of
those results leads to some recommendations for improvement
training approaches for development of small business.
Some recommendations for further study will be posed at the
\ end as open questions or areas of interest that were not
covered by this study.
The intent of this study is to contribute to the
improvement of the role of training in programs for the
development of small industries. An improved training
component can help programs to obtain better results: to be
more effective in helping small industries — whether
privately owned or cooperatives — to become more prosperous
21
and to be a tool for development at the community level.
Development of small industries can mean more jobs, more
products and services available, and activation of the local
economy. Programs that are more effective also mean a better
use of the resources allocated for the implementation of
those programs, especially where the intended beneficiaries
do in fact benefit from the program.
FOOTNOTES INTRODUCTION
1. E.F. Schumacher, Small is Beautiful. Economics as ifPeople Mattered, (New York: Harper, 1973), p. 145.
2. S.R. Daines et al. Agribusiness and Rural EnterpriseProject Manual, (Washington D.C.; USAID Office of
Agriculture, March 1979), p. 6.
3. See P. A. Neck, "A Model for Small Enterprise Development
Programmes," in Small Enterprise Development: Policies and
Programmes, ed. P.A. Neck (Geneva; International Labour
Office, 1977), p. 35. Also E. Staley and R. Morse, Modern
Small Industry for Developing Countries, (New York; McGraw-
Hill, 1965), p. 355.
4. For examples of problems with the training component in
programs for the development of small industries see; A.I.D.
Project Impact Evaluation No. 40, Assisting Small Business
in Francophone Africa : The Entente Fund African Enterprise
(Washington D.C.; U.S. Agency for International
Development, 1982). Also see Daines, Neck, and Staley and
Morse .
CHAPTER I
SMALL INDUSTRIES IN LESS DEVELOPED COUNTRIES
Before presenting cases of different training
approaches for the development of small industries in less
developed nations, it is important to consider the
significance of small industries in the economy of the
countries. If the literature to be reviewed gives evidence
that these industries are significant, the next step would
be to determine the nature and strategies of programs for
their development, and the role of training in those
programs. Thus the cases to be studied later could be
analyzed in a context provided by what has been done in the
field and recorded in the existing literature.
Based on current literature about the role and
significance of small industries in less developed countries
(LDCs), this chapter intends to provide a framework for this
study. It is divided into five sections that present
characteristics of small industries, the role they play in
local communities, problems and constraints they have to
face, programs for the development of small industries, and
the role played by training activities in those programs.
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The chapter intends to show that small industries in
general, and especially in less developed countries, are not
only a legacy from the past, but also play a very important
role in the communities where they are located and could be
a promise for development in the future. Because of their
characteristics, they seem to be a much better choice for
rural industrialization than large operations. Their
potential for providing employment and the kind of
technology they use, make small industries a valid strategy,
among others, for development in LDCs.
However, the option of small industries as a way for
development and as an alternative to industrialization
through the use of capital intensive technologies, is not
free of problems. Small industries tend to have higher costs
of production than large industries. They also tend to pay
less attention to the rights of the workers; very often they
do not even pay social security and benefits to the workers.
Management of these industries tends to be very poor, making
the industry less efficient. But in general, for reasons
that will be presented in this chapter, the option for small
industries seems to be more appropriate for less developed
countries than the use of large industries. To overcome
their problems, small industries need support and
assistance. So far they have not received significant
support from the formal sector of the economy. This is why
many development programs are focusing their attention in
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this area.
Programs for the development of small industries
have proven to be ineffective if they take a single-factor
appoach. Effective programs are those that help small
industries in many of the elements that are affecting their
development. One of the important components of these
programs is training. The role of training and the different
approaches taken by programs are the last issues to be
studied in this chapter.
Main Characteristics
General characteristics of small industries are
presented in this section. Special attention is given to
small industries in LDCs, and within them, to the sector of
small industries called micro- industries
,
to indicate that
they are at the bottom of the scale.
Definitions
Small industries have been defined in many different
ways. Definitions have been elaborated to suit the purposes
or the environment where a particular definition is to be
employed. For instance, P.A. Neck in Small Enterprise
Development mentions that one study of small enterprises
identified more than fifty different definitions in seventy
five countries.^
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It does not seem to be a problem to assume that
there is no lower limit for the size of a small industry.
They can include the micro-industries of just one person,
family business, sole-owners, partnerships, companies and
cooperatives. As Neck says, a problem does arise, however,
when attempting to establish an acceptable upper limit for
the definition.
2
Quantitative Definitions. Some definitions set an
upper limit for the size of small industries in terms of
workers and/or capital. One example is the definition given
by Staley and Morse in their study Small Industry for
Developing Countries. They understand by small industries
"all manufacturing carried on in relatively small
establishments." They define "relatively small" as
industries with less than one hundred employees.^
Daines, in his manual for agribusinesses and small
rural enterprises development, elaborates a more precise
definition, taking in consideration not only the number of
workers, which he sets much lower than Staley and Morse, but
also the total assets and capital per workplace. For him
small scale enterprises would be those with a maximum of
twenty workers, $50,000 in total assets, and maximum capital
costs of $5,000 per workplace.'^
The concept of capital per workplace is a way to
measure the ratio of capital to labor in an industry and, in
this way, Daines is introducing the concept of labor
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intensivity which is characteristic of many small
industries
.
Qualitative Definition. P.a. Neck approaches the
definition from a different perspective, not using figures,
but a characteristic common to small operations and crucial
to their development: how the industry is managed. He
understand by small enterprises those in which "the
operational and administrative management lie in the hands
of one or two people who are also responsibile for the major
decisions
.
Classifications
Almost all small industries in LDCs are in the
private sector. The following classifications can help to
identify the different types of small industries.
Traditional and Modern. Staley and Morse make the
•distinction between traditional and modern small
enterprises. Traditional small industries would be those
that tend to use the same methods and techniques that were
used in the past. They say that "traditional small industry
is characterized by products, techniques and organization
not very different from those of previous generations."^
Modern small industry, by the other hand, would be
adapted to the needs of an emerging modern society.
According to the same authors, modern small industries are
adaptable to changing conditions, they use the results of
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modern science and invention in their production processes,
and apply reasonably up-to-date ideas of organization and
management in their business operations. Modern industries
differ from traditional industries in four major respects:
in outlook, there is a continual search for improved ways,
ready adaptability: in products and product design, products
are suited to modern needs or to the emerging needs of an
economy in transition from traditional to modern; in
technology of production, an appropriate use is made of
efficient machines, good plant layout, precise control of
chemical processes, etc; and in social technology of
organization and management, appropriate use is made of
business planning and budgeting, market analysis, cost
accounting, enlightened ideas of personnel management, etc.^
The authors are careful to clarify the use of the
term appropriate'. They explain that what is appropriate in
a newly industrializing country may be very different from
what is appropriate in a highly industrial society. They
develop the idea that modern small industry in developing
countries uses the technological advances according to their
own needs. There is a danger of misunderstanding this
concept and characterizing a small industry as modern just
because it uses modern machinery. To make the concept useful
for this study, it should be understood as explained by the
authors; "The point is that what we propose to call modern
small industry draws upon the world stock of science and
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technology, both in the physical and the social fields, and
selectively adopts or adapts those ideas that best meet its
particular problems in its own environment."®
Nonfactory and Factory. Staley and Morse make the
distinction between nonfactory and factory small industry,
since nonfactory industry has great importance in the
economy, especially in less developed countries. For
example, in Latin America during the fifties, 52% of the
total manufacturing employment in the region was in
nonfactory industries; in some countries this percentage was
much higher. In Ecuador was 85%, in Haiti 82%, Nicaragua
81%, Honduras 78%, Paraguay 78%, and Bolivia 74%. Nonfactory
industry is considered to be that which has five or less
workers .
^
The cla s i f i ca t ion that Staley and Morse make of
industries according to their organization is shown in table
No. 1.
Sector. The smallest kind of enterprises or
micro— industr ies are also called the informal sector.
According to Neck, this sector can be identified as
enterprises characterized by: ease of entry; reliance on
indigenous resources; family ownership; small-scale
operation; labour intensive and adapted technology; skills
acquired mainly outside the formal system of education and
training; and unregulated and competitive markets. But,
according to this author these micro- industr ies should also
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TABLE No.l: MANUFACTURING CLASSIFIED BY SYSTEMS OF
ORGANIZATION^^
Family
use
system
Art
sysl
Lsan
:em
Putting-out or
dispersed fac-
tory system
Factory
system
1
.
Own-
use
manu-
fac-
ture
2 •
Artisan
home-
work
3.
Artisan
work-
shop
4.
Indus-
trie 1
home-
work
(wage-
paid )
5.
Depen-
dent or
quasi-
indepen
dent
small
shops
6.
Sma 11
factory
7.
Medium
factory
8.
Lar
ge
Fac
tory
Use of terms:
Small industry 1, 2
, 3, 4, 5, 6.
Nonfactory industry 1, 2 , 3, 4, 5.
Small factory 6.
Artisan industry 2
, 3 , overlapping with 4
, 5.
Household industry 1, 2, 4, sometimes 5.
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be considered part of the small enterprise sector.
Urban and Rural. Small industries can also be
classified between rural and urban operations. Urban micro-
industries, as they are analyzed by P. Nevin in Survival
Economy, have common characteristics with rural small
industries. Established operations in the cities have more
access to resources, markets, qualified labor than rural
operations. This study will focus primarily in rural small
industries and industries of the informal sector of urban
areas
.
Characteristics
Staley and Morse mention the following charac-
teristics of small industries in developing countries;
1. Relatively little specialization in management. One
person, or just a few people take care of all the management
aspects of the business.
2. Close personal contacts. The manager has personal
contacts with the workers, customers, suppliers, etc. For
this reason a good manager can make a big difference in a
small industry.
3. Handicaps in obtaining capital and credit. It is much
more difficult for the small industries to get capital and
credit from the regular financial institutions.^^
Nevin, considering specifically urban micro-
industries, says that many of these enterprises are family
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operated, using cheap labor from members of the family,
including children. Kuz'min also considers the use of
unpaid labor by having members of the family working in the
business to be one of the characteristics of small
industries
.
Employment. Employment is a major concern in every
society. Underdeveloped countries have a high rate of
population growth and rural areas which are not able to
provide full employment for all the potential workers.
Therefore these countries face a growing migration to the
urban centers, making the problem of unemployment even more
critical
.
One way of dealing with unemployment and migration
to urban areas is the creation of sources of employment in
rural areas. Many governments have thought of small rural
industries as a way to offer employment in rural areas.
P.A. Neck sees the potential of small industries to
offer jobs to the population. According to his analysis,
small industries, using simpler production technologies, can
new jobs with lower investments than large industries.
He says that often small industries require less capital in
the form of fixed assets for the creation of each new job.
Neck refers to a World Bank report that assesses the capital
requirement for each job in small enterprises as only one-
third of that in large-scale enterprises. Furthermore, small
enterprises may be better suited for the unskilled and
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margi
using
needs
nally skilled workers who can be employed, efficiently,
labour-intensive techniques. However, a close watch
to be kept to ensure that productivity is maintained
at an acceptable level.
Nevin's study agrees with Neck's statement, saying
that "micro-business in the cities is able to provide new
jobs with very low new investments."
For Rondinelli, a key to development is in provision
of new jobs through small scale industries in the rural
areas and in the cities. For him it is essential that there
be an expansion of participation in productive activities,
an objective that depends primarily on the ability of
governments to accelerate the commercialization of
agriculture and to expand employment through promotion of
small scale industries in both rural and urban areas.
Learning Situations. Authors agree that small
enterprises are a way for many people to acquire new skills.
According to Nevin, "micro-business is also an informal
place for vocational training. New workers are usually hired
as apprentices and trained on the job.^®
Neck, affirms that in small enterprises it is more
likely that the workers will improve their skills because
"learning by doing can take place in a 'total' situation,"
instead of a rather compartmentalized and isolated unit of a
large scale enterprise
.
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small industries in rural areas are sometimes the
only means for rural people to get specialised skills and
vocational training, through serving as apprentices. "They
are the seedbeds of entrepreneurship in many rural villages
where apprentices often form their own shops after they have
acquired skills and experience
.
Sigurdson, referring to China's small rural
industries, says that they serve as an important training
ground for peasants who are learning manufacturing skills.
Small industries in China, according to this author, help
the people to adapt to an industrial environment and thus to
conditions found in larger enterprises.^^
Competitive Advantages. Another important character-
istic of small industries is the competitive advantage that
some products have in relation to production in the formal
sector of the economy. Nevin, in his study of micro- industry
in urban areas, considers that the causes for these
advantages are their low overhead, use of recycled
materials, and low labor costs. According to Nevin, micro-
businesses have a competitive advantage in producing goods
such as clothing, shoes, bicycles, and in services such as
metalworking, appliance repair and midwifery.
Nevin uses an example to illustrate his argument,
demonstrating that imported goods or goods from the formal
sector are often too expensive for the population and how
the informal sector can help in this respect. He says that
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in Bogota a seventeen-year-old boy contributes to his
family's income by manufacturing small cloth alligators
which he sells to a tiny manufacturer of sport shirts on his
block. In large department stores, the original imported
version costs $25.00 and is available only to a very select
market, while the informal sector equivalent is sold in the
streets for less than one-third the price and is very
popula r
.
Social and Economic Significance
Economic. The significance of small industries for
the economy of a country is not the same in industrialized
societies as in more traditional societies. Staley and Morse
say that in preindustrial societies, nonfactory producers
provided nearly all of the manufactured goods. In highly
industrialized societies, however, the role of nonfactory
manufacturing is minor. The transitional or newly
industrializing economies of today stand in between, at
various levels of industrial and economic development. In
many countries that are less advanced in the
industrialization process, according to these authors
traditional nonfactory forms still account for a large share
of output and employ many more people than factories.
Staley and Morse, however, think that the
traditional producers are under pressure from the
competition of factory goods and from the shift of consumer
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demands toward modern things. 24
^DCs are considered to
be in transition, and from this point of view, small
industries that play an important role in their economies,
have to be able to adapt. The point is not to grow and
become large industries, but remaining small, adapt their
technologies and management to more efficient levels, in
order to compete with the modern sector. Not all the
literature reviewed agrees with this concept. For example,
Nevin, based on his study of micro-industry in urban areas,
thinks that these industries can compete with the formal
sector and have some advantages over it.
Small rural enterprises are usually more labor
intensive than larger enterprises. Therefore, development of
small enterprises can result in more employment
opportunities in the areas where they are located. They can
also contribute to improve income distribution by increasing
the number of workers participating in the labor force.
Another important contribution is that they can encourage
decentralization of industrial development. Decentralization
is a factor for the improvement of income distribution and
can contribute to decreasing the migration to metropolitan
areas
.
According to P.A. Neck, small enterprises have a
strong impact on the economy of a country, directly through
their output of goods and services, and indirectly by
supplying to large-scale enterprises and to the governments.
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He says that in most nations the majority of the
manufacturing enterprises, {usually from 60 to 80 per cent
in industrialised countries, and up to or more than 90 per
cent in developing countries, are classified as small), and
they may account for more than one-half of the total
employment
.
Micro-enterprises in urban areas of LDCs also play
an important role in the economy. Nevin's study says that
"they supply many of the goods and services consumed by the
urban population and provide jobs to millions of workers who
would be without an income if they had to depend on
employment in larger enterprises. "27 According to this study
20% to 50% of the total jobs in urban areas are provided by
micro- enterprises.
SociaX. Small industries have more than economic
significance, especially for less developed societies.
Because of their size and the technology they use, small
industries could be an answer to critical situations in
which modern society has placed itself through the massive
development of sophisticated technology and mass production.
According to Neck there is an increasing public awareness of
sociological problems such as the "strain placed on existing
infrastructure by excessive on-site energy and labour
demands, mass production techniques and environmental
pollut ion"2® . This awareness also helps to support the idea
of promoting the development of small enterprise.
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EnviroMental, Schumacher, in his book Small is
Beautiful, elaborates a very radical argument in relation to
the conservation of the environment. He asserts that modern
technology and large scale industrial exploitation use the
environment, our natural resources, in such a way that they
do not give the environment the chance to recuperate itself.
In contrast, small-scale operations, no matter how numerous,
are always less likely to be harmful to the natural
environment, simply because their individual force is small
in relation to the recuperative force of nature.
Human Dimension of Small Scale Technology.
Technology used by small industries seems to be much more
related to a human level than the high technology used by
modern industry. Schumacher, citing Gandhi, says that "the
poor of the world cannot be helped by mass production, only
by production by the masses." "Mass production" is based on
a sophisticated, highly capital-intensive, high energy input
dependent, and human labour-saving technology. Mass
production can only be implemented by those who are already
rich since a great deal of capital investment is needed to
establish one single workplace.
The system of "production by the masses" mobilizes
the resources which everyone has; brains and hands, and
supports them with "first class tools." This means the
technology that should be used by small industries is not
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the "traditional" technology mentioned by Staley and Morse,
but a technology appropriate to the size of the industry and
the conditions of the community where it is located.
Schumacher calls this "intermediate technology" to indicate
that it is superior to traditional technology, but at the
same time is simpler, cheaper and freer than the "super-
technology of the rich." One can also call it "self-help
technology", or "democratic" or "people's technology" — a
technology accessible to everyone and not reserved for those
already rich and powerful.
According to Schumacher the technology of "mass
production" is inherently violent, ecologically damaging,
ing in terms of non-renewable resources, and
stultifying for the human person. The technology of
"production by the masses," making use of the best of modern
knowledge and experience, is conducive to decentralization,
compatible with the laws of ecology, gentle in its use of
scarce resources, and designed to serve the human person
instead of making him or her the servant of machines.
Importance for Local Communities
Authors on
employment, growth
main advantages of
section intends to
the subject of small industries refer to
with equity, and decentralization, as the
rural or local industrialization. This
present their opinions about the
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importance of small industries in rural
communities, as well as presenting some
industrialization
.
areas and local
strategies for rural
Advantages
Zwanenberg says that rural industrialization makes
sense in countries where a large number of people live off
the land and use traditional techniques of production, or
even where substantial numbers live in shanty urban areas
and work outside of government or foreign institutes.
According to this author, widespread rural industrial
strategies can lead to the growth of new skills and
therefore initiate the conditions for industrial change.
For Rondinelli, small-scale industrialization could
be the base for a transformation of rural villages into more
viable economic communities. He says that where small
industries have been successful they have required lower
investment costs per job, used labor more intensively, have
had lower capital requirements and have made use of more
local resources and materials than large industries.
Therefore small-scale industrialization can serve as the
base for a strategy to attain more equitable distribution of
income, overcome regional disparities and transform stagnant
rural villages into more viable and productive economic
communities
.
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Less developed countries usually need and seek for
foreign investment to facilitate industrialization. However,
according to Zwanenberg, foreign investment is in direct
conflict with rural industrialization because it tends to
bring its own organizational structure and technology with
It. Imported industry does not adapt to suit the local
conditions: it usually is transplanted as complete units
which give little to and take very little from the local
economy, in principle, this should not effect the use of
domestic capital for rural expansion and development, in
practice, however, it does because governments are eager to
provide services, e.g. electricity, buildings, water supply,
roads and other facilities to encourage foreign industries
into the country. This leaves little or no money at all for
rural domestic investment, while the foreign investments do
not benefit the local communities either. For these reasons
Zwanenberg suggests that multinational capital is in direct
conflict with rural industrialization.^^
Employment for Rural Areas
Daines believes rural enterprises and agribusinesses
are very important for activating the rural economy. The
creation of jobs and income is just one element of an
economic machinery that is put into action by the
development of small rural industries. This author says that
they not only can directly provide income and employment
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directly, but perhaps as important, they have an Indirect
impact on small farms from which they purchase produce and
for whom they provide inputs. He asserts that agribusinesses
and rural enterprises occupy an important intermediate
position between farms and consumers, and therefore their
development can be a key factor in transforming rural
development at all levels.
Growth with Equity
Daines indicates that rural enterprises allow a
balanced growth and development in rural areas, because of
their potential for promoting growth with equity. Many of
these activities are labor intensive, provide employment and
income for landless rural populations, and at the same time
are relatively efficient, all of which are characteristics
which could help communities to grow in a balanced way,
promoting a more just income distribution.^^
Decentra 1iza tion
Many less developed countries are concerned with the
concentration of large and medium industries in their few
urban areas. For many reasons they would like to have a more
decentralized pattern of industrialization. In some
countries the primary reason is the desire to provide work
for the unemployed and underemployed labor in the rural
areas. There is also the related need to decrease
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migration from rural to urban areas.
The solution to industrial centralization, however,
does not seem to be the scattering of large industries
throughout the country. Large industries, to function well,
need infrastructure and linkages with other sectors of the
economy making it more efficient to have a certain degree of
concentration for large modern industry.
Small industries, on the other hand, can work with
less infrastructure and can provide even more jobs than
large industries. They seem to be the answer for industrial
decentralization in order to decrease unemployment in rural
areas, and slow the migration to the cities.
The preceding statement should be qualified, since
towns and villages are not the ideal setting for certain
small industries. A good strategy for decentralized
industrial development should consider disseminating
industry into various locales and create connections between
small industries in towns and villages.
Small industries in rural areas have to consider
what they can produce efficiently enough to compete with
products from the large industries. Efficient small
industries could create jobs, independence in the rural
community, and areas of regional development, but only if
they are efficient enough to compete in quality and price
with the products coming from outside.
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The Use of Local Materials and Markets
Nimpuno holds that small industries, to be able to
bring benefits to the rural communities, have to be
integrated into the local economy. He says there are many
examples of small rural industries which bring the raw
material from elsewhere, and produce goods that are of
little use in the village. These will have to be marketed
elsewhere. Such types of small industries obviously become
very vulnerable in a village economy because of their
dependence on outside markets and supply. Nimpuno says that
rural industry should naturally relate completely to the
setting, should try to satisfy the needs of the village to
start with and, if possible, use the raw materials which are
locally available. The first production priorities should be
agricultural tools, buildings and installations.^®
However, small industries working totally at the
local community level also have to compete with the products
coming from the modern sectors of the economy. To cope with
competition small industries could concentrate in areas not
covered by the formal sector, as Nimpuno says, and also they
could try to be efficient enough to reduce their costs of
production in order to compete even with the products of
modern industries.
Industrial Strategy at the Village Level
Nimpuno develops some basic points to consider
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regarding developing industries at the village level. Snail
industries in rural communities reduce migration to urban
areas by bringing jobs and income. They also create
independence from more modern or developed areas of the
country by providing the goods and services the local
population needs and would otherwise have to get from other
places. By compounding this reduction of dependency at the
level of the villages, dependency at the national level in
LDCs could be effectively reduced.
According to Nimpuno, industrial strategy at the
village level should have as its aim developing of
agriculture, through infrastructural work and by providing
agricultural tools. It should also aim at substituting for
the import of consumer goods the local manufacture of the
means of production for processing agricultural products.
The following paragraph, taken from Nimpuno, seems
to synthesize the advantages of rural industrialization:
The future prosperity of agricultural countries lies
in the working hands of the villagers, they are a
hidden resource which needs to be mobilized.
Investment in rural areas does not, in this view,
require foreign capital for finance, it requires the
release and nurturing of the technical skills of the
people to face and overcome the problem of
production and development for themselves. The kind
of strategy we envisage is intended to go some way
to help in the process of unleashing the creative
powers of the rural population. Self-reliance,
community development, socialism and village
industrialization are all concepts which describe
the process through which man can consciously
manipulate nature to his own ends. If we endeavour
to improve our lot collectively, we may yet win
through.
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Problems Common to Small Industries
Small industries face several problems coming from
their own structure and characteristics, as well as from
other sources, such as the government, banks or other credit
institutions, suppliers, etc. This section presents these
problems, first in general, and then in more detail. The
analysis of problems is a step further in the study of
programs for development of small industries, because the
study is intended to provide ways of overcoming these
problems.
According to Rondinelli, small rural industries face
several problems which justify the consideration of their
significance in the economy of local communities, and the
existence of programs to help them to cope with problems and
develop. One area of problems is management. There is a lack
of skill for identifying good investment possibilities, for
preparing projects for external fundings, for testing their
feasibility or negotiating loans from commercial banks. Also
in rural areas skilled manpower for production and selling
is scarce. Usually small industries have lower levels of
productivity, poor quality output, inadequate technology,
obsolete equipment and limited and uncertain markets.
According to Staley and Morse, nonfactory industries
have an "extremely low production, reflecting backward
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production techniques and poor business organiza t ion . "42
They also point out that "resistance to change is strong in
the traditional nonfactory industry. "43 Besides this
resistance, "the cost and organizational problems of
reaching thousands of very small units in order to induce
change are high, as compared with the promotion of change in
centralized factor ies . "44
Staley and Morse make an analysis in their study, of
the constraints and problems in small industries which are
factors impeding growth. The low incomes limit the
possibilities for new products and expansion. The raw
materials available for small industries is usually scarce,
unstandardized, and of poor quality, which constitutes a
weak base for processing industries. Poor transport and high
transfer costs have the effect of segmenting even more the
already limited markets and of preventing scale economies.
The low wages and shortage of capital induce choices of
capi ta 1— sa vi ng rather than labor saving methods, favoring
the small, low-overhead unit in many branches of industry.
Shortages of skilled labor, qualified management, and
appropriate equipment have the effect of curtailing advances
in production technology. The limited business experience of
entrepreneurs restricts awareness of manufacturing opportu-
nities . 45
One of the constraints included in Staley and
Morse's list is shortage of capital and low wages, inducing
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options of capital saving rather than labor saving methods.
Of course this is a limitation to growth, but it is also the
reason why small industries can offer more jobs and use less
sophisticated technologies. It is possible that other
authors, like Schumacher, would not consider this as
limitation, since the objective would not be to grow, but to
improve efficiency at a small scale level. The intent of
this comment is not to imply that it is positive to have low
wages and shortage of capital. It does imply, however, that
the aim of the development of small industries should not be
to become part of a large, technologically sophisticated
modern industry. There are other options, which are more
appropriate for LDCs, and specially for the local
communities of those countries.
faced by small industries will be presented
in a more detailed manner, following Daines' analysis.
Goveriunent Disincentives
According to Daines one of the most serious problems
faced by small and medium rural enterprises are
disincentives established through government actions. These
disincentives adopt different forms, one of which is a
distortion in factor prices which may result in investment
in large, overly capital intensive operations. Artificially
low interest rates and overvalued foreign exchange make
purchase of capital equipment more attractive when in fact
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abundant, cheap labor and scarce capital should favor the
development of labor-intensive operations. Rules and
regulations such as those requiring overly detailed reports,
records and licensing, can consume valuable time and may
discourage growth. Taxes and tariffs may favor large firms,
giving them artificial advantages in comparison to small
operations. Also, tax structure sometimes discourages the
growth of small enterprises by rapidly increasing taxes once
the enterprise has reached a certain size.“^^
Management
In many small industries, the entrepreneur is at the
same time in charge of production, management, marketing and
financial operations. "The entrepreneur, who, for example,
may be a skilled craftman, often lacks expertise in all of
these areas. Although the firm's operations may appear to
be fairly straightforward, e.g., dressmaking, the
entrepreneur still has to make decisions relating to each of
the above functions, e.g., how many machines to purchase or
workers to hire, how much money to borrow, and how to better
sell his or her services. If the person does not have the
preparation, nor the information to make these decisions, he
or she can easily make mistakes resulting in an inefficient
use of resources and thereby seriously affect the
enterprise's ability to compete effectively. These
entrepreneurs are often reluctant to accept outside
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assistance and are unable to identify their specific
problems. From this lack of management skills many other
problems emerge."^®
Lack of Technical Information
The entrepreneur very seldom has access to technical
information. Therefore important decisions for the industry,
like those regarding technology, production processes and
planning, are often based on outdated and deficient
practices
.
Marketing
Usually small rural industries do not have the staff
or means to keep themselves informed and updated on the
developments of the market. Daines says that without this
information, the knowledge the small entrepreneur has of
new, changing opportunities is limited to his or her
immediate environment. In addition, large firms can afford
transport and storage facilities, advertising and product
development efforts which an individual small industry
cannot
.
Access to Credit
Daynes says that most small scale enterprises, and
to a slightly lesser degree, medium scale enterprises, are
forced to rely on personal savings, money from friends or
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relatives, and moneylenders. They therefore find it
difficult to obtain working capital or long term credit
needed for capital investment on an adequate basis, at an
appropriate time, and on reasonable terms.
Formal credit channels, Daynes points out, are often
closed to small enterprises for several reasons. These
enterprises constitute high risk for credit instititutions
because of their problems and their lack of good accounting
systems. Also, lending to small rural Industries rather than
to larger industries usually means higher administrative
costs due to the smaller sizes of the loans and the
additional time bank personnel may need to spend in
reviewing, monitoring, and assisting the rural customer. In
addition, credit institutions usually require substantial
collateral to insure these loans.
Access to Raw Materials and Equipment
Large industries have clear advantages over small
industries in this aspect. They can make bulk purchases,
usually have specialized personnel for this purpose, and
often have influence among politicians and suppliers. These
advantages allow them to have easier access to raw materials
and equipment which very often are scarce in the market of
small enterprises.
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Socio-cultural Factors
According to Daines, socio-cultural factors could be
very serious obstacles for the development of small
industries. The rural entrepreneur may be expected to share
his or her wealth among relatives, limiting the funds
available for reinvestment, profit may be discouraged by the
community, thereby discouraging aggressiveness and growth;
leisure time may be highly regarded and consequently efforts
discouraged to utilize available equipment at full capacity,
etc. In addition, the social structure in some countries may
be such that an elite can control access to government,
sources of credit and supplies, markets, etc., so
effectively that it denies small enterprises needed support
for development.^^
Infrastructure
Many small industries need access to infrastructure
to be able to operate. The lack of water, electricity or
roads could be a serious obstacle for the growth of small
industries. Sometimes a strategy for developing small
industries has to begin by developing this kind of
infrastructure.
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Programs for the Development of Small Industries
Based on the significance of small industries in
LDCs. and on their potential for contributing to
development, governments and development agencies have
decided to implement programs that help them to cope with
the problems they have to face and also to devise ways to
develop small industries. This section presents some reasons
authors give for implementing programs of this type,
strategies to ensure that programs really benefit the poor,
program approaches, and program components.
Meaning of and Purposes for Helping Small Industries
According to P.A. Neck, small industries make a very
important contribution to local economies, but they recieve
minimal help and facilities from governments and private
institutions. He says that it looks like a paradox, because
largest number of established enterprises can be
labelled small
,
they absorb a significant percentage of
the labour force and contribute in large part to a nation's
well-being in economic and social terms, compared to other
economic sectors, and they receive in many cases, only the
barest minimum of legislative, financial, technical and
other forms of assistance
.
It has been only recently that programs for the
development of small industries have begun to be
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implemented. It is interesting to note that not only
countries with market economies are interested in this
field. Socialist societies are also promoting the
development of small industries. According to the same
author, it has been only during the past two decades that
fully comprehensive programes, designed to promote small
enterprise development have taken shape as part of national
development plans. The author says that the problems of
small enterprise development receive most attention in
countries with market economies, but that this concern is
also shared by countries where economic development is
centrally planned.
According to Neck, the main reasons for implementing
programs to support the development of small industries in
LDCs. are industrialization and employment creation.
Staley and Morse, in the conclusions of their study,
see the basic orientation of development programs for small
industries as helping them to adapt to modern technologies
and organization methodologies so they can become more
efficient and compete with the most dynamic sectors of the
economy. They say considering that modern small industry can
contribute substantially to economic development, and active
growth of many independent small manufacturing enterprises
has social and political advantages, the policies toward
small industry should be based on a positive, developmental
attitude, "seeking to aid by promoting efficiency.
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adaptation to new circumstances, and growth, rather than by
protecting obsolete types of production against the
competition of more modern methods.
The existing pressure upon nonfactory, traditional
small industry is another reason to have programs supporting
its development. Staley and Morse think that if in a
transitional society, small nonfactory industry still has a
place in the local community, it is important to help it
cope with the pressure coming from the modern sectors of the
economy. They forcast that some of these nonfactory
industries will died out, other will survive, adapting to
changes and modernizing. Therefore, they suggest that the
programs which support small industry must help it in the
process of adaptation and modernization, understanding these
two concepts in an interrelated way. Modernization means to
be able to take from the modern society what is appropriate
to the specific reality of each small industry, and to adapt
it. It does not mean plain techni f ica t ion
.
Project Design to Benefit the Poor
In theory, programs for the development of small
industries benefit the rural and urban poor. However, these
benefits are not automatic. Programs often fail and other
sectors of the population get benefits from them, rather
than those who were supposed to receive the benefits. It is
important, therefore to design the projects carefully so the
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results get to the level of the intended beneficiaries of
the project. Da ines makes three recommendations designed to
increase the probability that positive employment and income
impact will result for the poor majority. The
recommendations he makes have a common focus of building on
existing enterprise structures and maximizing the
involvement of the poor through the utilization of their
skills, resources, and products. The first recommendation is
to focus programs on the use of labor, the second is to
focus on small scale enterprises existing in rural areas,
and the third is to focus on using local raw materials.
Supporting Labor Intensive Operations. According to
Daines, there are two ways "that agribusiness and rural
enterprises project interventions maximize their impact on
employment crea tion . " 57 The first way is to favor the
production of goods which use large proportions of labor,
and the second is to use techniques that utilize higher
proportions of labor. It seems that the smaller the scale of
the industry, the more labor it uses. However, this
relationship could create such an increase of costs, that
the products could not compete with those coming from bigger
industries. For this reason it is important to consider in
what areas small industries have comparative advantages.
Supporting Operations Owned by the Poor. Another way
to ensure that the benefits go to the poor is by supporting
small industries owned by the poor. This option not only
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benefits the poor more directly, but also helps to create
and develop entrepreneurial capabilities among them. For
Daines, the objective of focusing on enterprises owned and
operated by the rural poor is first to gear the
entrepreneurial capabilities of the poor toward the solution
of their own problems, and secondly to reduce the proportion
of project benefits which is captured by the nonpoor. To the
extent that larger scale enterprises, not owned by the poor,
are the focus of project interventions, the poor will
oenefit only in labor incomes and not in entrepreneurial
returns or profits.^®
Project Approaches
Projects for the development of small industries
could have a s ingle- factor approach or an integrated
approach. Single- factor approach means a strategy that
includes only one kind of help, like for instance a credit
program. An integrated approach is a program that considers
the different variables affecting the development of a small
industry and provides help and assistance in various of
those aspects.
P.A. Neck points out that programs of national and
international assistance for small enterprises have been
fashionable for more than twenty five years. Most adopted a
single- factor orientation, such as providing a financial
input without relating it to other factors such as training.
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The results were very poor and wasted valuable resources. 59
Staley and Morse explain the integrated approach, by
proposing three principles which they believe should serve
as a basis for any program for the development of small
industries. These principles are:
) The Principle of Combination and Interaction. The
productivity of small manufacturing plants depends on a
combination of interacting factors. If a program helps the
development of only one of those factors, the results may be
so meager that it may not be worth the effort and expense.
2) The Principle of Adaptation. Considering that every
situation where a program is to be implemented is going to
be original, different from similar situations, program
designs should not be copied. They always have to be
adapted. Staley and Morse say about this aspect: "A good
motto for development planners who are borrowing ideas on
social technology from abroad is: Adapt, do not simply
adopt.
3) The Principle of Selectivity. "The elements in a well-
designed program will be different, or combined in different
proportions, in each country.
Therefore, when designing a program for development
of small industries in a country, it is basic to study the
specific conditions of the industries and the factors
affecting them in that country. Each program should be
tailored according to those conditions and needs.
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Project Components
Staley and Morse propose what they call "the
management improvement triad" as basic components of
programs for the development of small industries. This traid
includes advisory services, training, and research. The
three elements have the purpose of improving the management
of small industries and they are conceived to work together.
Working in the industries makes available knowledge of their
problems and constraints, which provides the information
necessary in order to design appropriate training and
research. Research findings are useful only if they are
communicated effectively through extension services.
Therefore, these three elements should be linked together.
In addition to these three basic elements, programs
should include services, such as credit, procurement of
materials and equipment, marketing aids, and labor relations
services
.
For Daines, a program to help small industries
should have the following components; training, research
services, advisory services, credit programs, facilitation
of procurement of raw materials and equipment, and marketing
a ids
.
In relation to training, Daines mentions different
possible alternatives, such as: short-term courses, on-the-
job guidance, self-education aids, and preparatory training.
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The following subjects are mentioned for helping managers to
improve their operations: basic accounting, marketing (e.g.,
demand analysis, promotion, distribution), production (e.g.,
planning, quality control), finance, and organization (e.g.,
personnel, organizational structure.)
The objective of research services, according to
Daines is to provide the necessary knowledge for the
entrepreneur to make well-informed business decisions and
for the governments to improve policies affecting those
entrepreneurs. These services often include "economic
research such as general statistics by industry, market
surveys, and industry feasibility studies, and technical
research on production processes and appropriate/modern
technology.
Advisory services refer to managerial and technical
advice in all critical areas, i.e., marketing, production,
accounting, management, and finance.
Obtaining credit is usually identified by small
entrepreneurs as one of their primary problems. However,
even if this is true, getting credit could create other
problems for the small business. When offering credit in a
program, it should be considered among other project
components
.
Facilitating procurement of raw materials and
equipment can imply dealing with policies affecting the
availability of goods, such as inflation, foreign exchange.
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etc. It can also mean increasing the availability of
information related to supply and demand conditions.
Aside from training and advisory services directed
toward improved marketing, other approaches include
improving the flow of market information, strengthening
associations, and/or providing government or cooperative
outlets for goods, and improvement of marketing
infrastructure
Role of Training in Programs for the Development of Small
Industries
literature in small industries development very
often mentions training as one of the basic components of
the models or programs presented or analyzed. Training is
considered a tool for management improvement, for
introducing new production techniques, or to prepare field
personnel to work with small entrepreneurs. The last section
of this chapter focuses on training for the development of
small industries reviewing different types of training
proposed by the literature.
Training as a Part of More Comprehensive Programs
Skills acquired through training do not create
employment per se. Sometimes they create frustration among
the people who have gone through a training process and
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cannot find a job where they can use the skills they have
learned. Training should be conceived as a part of more
comprehensive programs, such as a program for development of
small industries, or, when training youth, attached to a
kind of employment program. In Attacking Rural Poverty,
Coombs and Ahmed say that training programs "will have
greatest effectiveness when they are made an integral part
of a broader development strategy and package of actions
aimed at the balanced overall development of such an
area
.
This is basically the same issue discussed in the
last section. A single-factor approach to small industries
development will not be effective, since industries are
complex organizations and their development is affected by
various factors. To use training as an isolated strategy
will not be as effective as including training as one
service or activity, among others, in a comprehensive
program for small industries development.
There is another important consideration when
designing training activities in this field: the principle
of selectivity mentioned by Staley and Morse. Training
should be designed according to the needs of the enterprises
participating in the program. The development of standarized
programs would be less effective than individualized
programs. Of course, total individualization is very
expensive, but it is possible to develop programs taking in
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consideration the type of participating industries. For
Coombs and Ahmed, "training programs for smaller
entrepreneurs and their employees are most effective when
tailored to the needs and conditions of particular
categories of manufacture, service trades and the like,
rather than attempting to cover very diverse enterprises
with dissimilar learning needs.
Types of Training
Training Managers. Many training programs focus on
the entrepreneur. Different approaches have been taken in
this area. One of them is a psychological approach that
intends to develop entrepreneurial attitudes.
Several theories have been developed to explain what
makes an entrepreneur and what are his or her main
characteristics. Peter Kilby summarizes the main theories on
this subject. He identifies theories developed from
psychological and from sociological points of view. He
analyzes the ideas of Schumpeter, McClelland, Hagen, Kunkel,
Weber, Cochran and Young.
For instance, Weber attributes the entrepreneurial
drive to religious beliefs, Schumpeter explains it with the
atavic will for power, and for McClelland the main
explanation of entrepreneurial behavior is the need for
achievement
.
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some of the concerns related to the Identification
of what makes an entrepreneur lead to the question of
whether it is possible to develop an entrepreneurial
attitude through training. Of course the question is valid
when the objective is to prepare for entrepreneurship. When
the objective is to provide training to entrepreneurs
already in business, the question has different
implications. In this case it is important to have the
criteria to select those who are going to be able to take
most advantage of the training process.
India for many years has been working in the field
of small enterprise development, and within this field, they
have been concerned with entrepreneurship development.
Pareek and Nadkarni define an entrepreneur as one "who
and establishes an economic activity or
enterprise." For them entrepreneurship development means
"development of entrepreneurs and promotion of increased
flow of individuals to entrepreneur ia Is ranks.
Meredith, Nelson and Neck, in their manual to
develop entrepreneurial skills, define entrepreneurs as
'people who have the ability to see and evaluate business
opportunities; to gather the necessary resources to take
advantage of them; and to initiate appropriate action to
ensure success." The main characteristics identified for
entrepreneurs are: self-confidence, task-result oriented,
risk taker, leadership, originality and future oriented.
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Training for developing entrepreneurship is mostly
based in the ideas of David C. MacClelland. He says that the
need for achievement promotes entrepreneurship and that
societies which emphasize this need for achievement make
more rapid economic progress than others. At the beginning
it was believed that this need for achievement was totally
the product of influences and training in early childhood.
However, many psychologists and McClelland himself later
reached the conclusion that through appropriate training,
even in adults, a certain degree of motivation could be
Strengthened.
Parrek and Nadkarni developed a training model for
entrepreneurial development. This model defines the process
as a role transformation or identity change of a person from
one role to another role which has a distinctly different
identity. Therefore the changes brought about in this
P^o^®ss are more basic than those involved in mere adoption
of a new practice.
For Venkateswara Rao motivation training is the tool
to develop entrepreneurship. This kind of training aims at
helping the participant to reinforce motives, and motive
related behaviours which increase the probabiblity of
becoming an entrepreneur. This author says that research has
demonstrated that the following motives and motive-related
behaviours are helpful for entrepreneurs: high need for
achievement, calculated risk-taking, desire to learn from
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©xperience and feedback,
action
.
and orientations to plan for
According to Miron and McClelland "achievement
motivation training significantly improves small business
performance, provided there is some minimum of support from
the economic infrastructure in the form of available loans,
market opportunities, and labor force. "’75
Is it possible to develop entrepreneurship just
through training? Or could a training process help to grow
something that is already in the participants?
One possible approach to these questions is that
training will not replace experience and will not create an
attitude from nothing. To be able to develop this attitude
in the participants, they have to bring something with them,
and for this reason, selection of participants is a crucial
issue .
The other approach, based on the same assumption, is
that the best indicator of entrepreneurship is the business
experience of the possible participants. Instead of working
from zero, why not to try to develop entrepreneurship among
people who are already entrepreneurs? This seems to be the
right perspective in the context of small industries
development in LDCs. There are so many small entrepreneurs
who need training to improve their performance. They need
skills as well as a more entrepreneurial attitude. Using the
performance of somebody as a manager can be the best
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indicator of potentiality in terms of developing an
entrepreneurial attitude.
The cases to be analyzed in this study are developed
within this context. The purpose of the training programs is
improving management skills in people who are already
managers. The assumption taken by this approach is that the
new managerial skills will facilitate the development of a
more entrepreneurial attitude.
Training for Production. One of the problems that
less developed countries have faced when attempting
industrialization is the lack of qualified labor. To cope
with this problem, many countries have implemented
vocational training systems. Very well equipped institutes
are working in Latin American countries, examples of them
are INACAP in Chile and INFOP in Honduras. Usually these
institutes offer technical training to youth.
Vocational training for youth has not always have
been effective. Often the people graduated from these
institutions have a hard time finding a job, and it happens
that they end up working in jobs for which they have not
been prepared, thereby wasting the training they have
received
.
Vocational training institutions, however, are not
the main suppliers of qualified labor for small industries.
They prepare workers for the large industries. Small
industries usually prepare their workers themselves through
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the apprentice system. A young inexperienced boy or girl is
hired under apprentice terms, getting a very low wage, but
having an opportunity to learn a trade.
Therefore, it seems that training for youth is not
the ideal way of preparing qualified workers for small
industries, at least according to the modalities these
industries are using now in LDCs.
And yet small industries need better qualifications
in their workers. Through apprenticeship they cannot teach
innovations, or new technologies. They can only transfer the
technologies they already know.
A different approach in training for production is
to offer training to workers in small industries. This
training is not for them to learn a new trade, but to
upgrade the skills they already have. This approach has
proved to be more effective for the needs of small
industries. In many cases the owner or entrepreneur him or
herself receives the training, because he or she is the best
qualified worker in the workshop.
Training for Field Personnel. One of the basic
components of several programs for small industries
development is the advisory service. These services are
usually provided not by people with college education, but
by personnel from the local communities specially trained
for this purpose.
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Malcolm Harper developed a manual to train this kind
of personnel, which were in that case consultants for small
rural businesses. The approach was developed from the
experiences of Partnership for Productivity in Kenya, where
young adults, usually with high school educations and
members of the locals communities, were prepared to work
with small business people, assisting them in improving
their operations. The manual is mostly focussed on basic
accounting in terms of contents.
However, the function of these consultants or
advisors is not usually understood as bookkeepers or someone
the industry hires to do their taxes. They are supposed to
work with the entrepreneurs establishing an educational
relationship, to facilitate the understanding of the
problems and situation of the specific industry of their
concern. For these reasons training of field personnel for
the development of small industries should include elements
of training for facilitators. The training should help to
develop some of the characteristics of a facilitator
mentioned by Etling. These characteristics were based on an
experience of research and training in Ecuador. The
following are those which seem to be most relevant for a
person who works with small industries;
1) The facilitator should be skilled at discussion and
dialogue
.
2) He or she should be able to increase people's confidence.
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3) He or she should be able to stablish horizontal
relationships
.
4) He or she should be skilled in dealing with diverse
individual needs and abilities.
5) He or she should believe in the possibility of change, in
people's capacity to grow, and in people's potential.
6) He or she should be able to discover and articulate the
learning needs present in the community.
7) He or she should be able to motivate.^"^
Assistance as Training. Authors Like Staley, Morse
and Daines consider the advisory services a different
component than training in programs for small industries
development. This distinction is valid because the services
are provided on a one-to-one basis, through visits to the
entrepreneur, usually without a preplanned content for each
visit. Training activities, on the other hand, are usually
offered to groups of entrepreneurs, with a specific content
and implemented in some facility other than the workshops.
Considering the assistance from a different point of
view, however, it is a training activity, since the relation
that is supposed to be established between the field agent
and the entrepreneur has educational purposes.
Coombs and Ahmed stated that the training should be
tailored to the needs of each type of enterprise. Through
assistance it is possible to analyze the individual
situation of each industry. Staley and Morse talked about
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the triad: training, assistance and research. This
connection is very important because the assistance is
conceived as a continuation of or preparation for training.
Follow up of training and assistance become the same.
This study will consider one-to-one assistance to
entrepreneurs as a form of training. One of the approaches
to be analyzed in the study is the case of assistance to
small rural industries in PTR of Honduras.
Methodologies for Training
Through the years there have been many efforts to
improve training in the industrial modern sector. Training
methodologies and approaches have been developed that
eventually could be used and adapted by planners of training
for small industries development in LDCs. For instance
Dowling and Drolet in Developing and Administering an
Industrial Training Program propose ideas for training
programs and training manuals for use in industries at any
level. This guide could be a good sources for ideas to adapt
to programs for small industries.
The book Managers for Small Industry presents
alternatives for training managers for small industries. The
short course is the first alternative, consisting of about
forty hours. In terms of methodology, lectures, discussions,
case studies and field trips are suggested. For less formal
training the book suggests the use of printed materials.
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correspondence courses and courses through radio and
televison
When organising training activities for entrepre-
neurs or workers in small industries, it is important to be
aware that the time the participants are using to attend the
course or training activity, is time they could be working,-
therefore the participation has a cost for them. This cost
could be reduced arranging the activities in hours and days
that are convenient for the participants.®*^
Sumnary
The main purpose of this study is to explore how
variables related to training affect the development of
small industries in cases of Honduran programs using
training as one of their components.
oi^dsr to provide a framework for the study/
general characteristics of small industries were analyzed.
Different authors agree that small industries are usually
able to provide employment at a lower ratio of capital
investment than large industry. Also they constitute a
learning situation for the workers, more effective than
large industry since in small operations workers can have
exposure to the total process. One author also pointed out
that small industry has competitive advantages since they
use cheaper technologies and local materials. Small
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industries are significant for the development of local
communities from economic, social, and environmental points
of view.
For the rural villages, small industries, in
addition to the creation of jobs, can contribute to a
reduction of dependency by producing goods the people of the
community need, and by activating the local economy by using
local materials and equipment and selling in local markets.
However, small industries face a series of problems
that hinder their development possibilities. They usually do
not have support from the national governments, they have
serious management problems, they do not have access to good
materials and equipment, they have restricted access to
credit and there are even social and cultural aspects that
make difficult their development.
Programs for the development of small industries
were analyzed in this chapter. Authors agree that a single-
factor approach would not be effective, and they suggest the
use of a series of components, considering management
support, training, information services, credit, technical
assistance, etc.
Finally this chapter analyzed the role of training
in these type of programs. Authors give training an
important role, and it is considered a tool for several
aspects: management development, production skills,
facilitators for small industries, etc.
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Therefore, if training plays an important role in
programs for small industries development, it follows that
variables related to this component would affect the results
and impact of a project as a whole. Therefore, changes in
training strategies would have an impact on the actual
development of small industries.
The following chapter intends to contribute to the
understanding of the cases to be presented, by providing a
more specific framework. Small industries in Honduras will
be studied, their characteristics will be considered, as
well as their role in Honduran society and efforts to help
them.
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CHAPTER II
SMALL INDUSTRIES IN HONDURAS
In order to understand the role of training in
programs in the development of small industries, and the
importance of these kinds of economic activities in less
developed countries, the previous chapter of this study
analyzed these aspects. That analysis was based on a review
of the literature on characteristics of small industries,
their economic and social role, their significance for rural
communities, their problems, characteristics of programs for
their development, and the role of training in those
programs. The focus of the present chapter is similar, but
relates specifically to Honduras.
This chapter describes small industries in Honduras,
contextual information for this description, an
overview of the economic and social conditions of the
country is first given. The description of Honduran small
industries is largely based on the results of a study
conducted by the Center for Industrial Development of
Honduras (CDI) with the purpose of designing strategies to
help small industries. Information is given on types and
sizes of small industries, labor, entrepreneurial
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characteristics, and problems characteristic of those
industries. Most of the data considered refers to rura
industries
.
1
The last section of the chapter presents some
efforts developed in Honduras to help small industries.
It IS expected that this analysis will increase
understanding of the situation, in terms of limitations,
problems and development possibilities of the small
industries that constitute the beneficiaries in the cases to
be presented in this study.
Overview of Social and Economic Conditions of Honduras
Honduras is a small, mountainous Central American
country bordered by Nicaragua, El Salvador, and Guatemala,
with 43,277 square miles of land, a little larger than the
state of Tennessee.^
Tegucigalpa, the capital, and the few other cities
contain 37% of the more than four million population. The
rest of the population lives in rural areas.
Population growth was calculated at over 4% in 1982
due to a high birth rate and some increase in life
expectancy, and exacerbated by refugees from Nicaragua, El
Salvador, and Guatemala.^
The overwhelming majority of the Honduran are poor.
Their income is insufficient to meet basic food, clothing.
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and shelter needs. Their productivity tends to be low, and
their employment alternatives are limited.
Prcxiuction
Honduras is a predominantly agricultural country.
The main export products of the country are bananas, coffee,
lumber, tobacco, beans, and coconuts. Agricultural products
make up 75% of all Honduran exports and agricultural
activities give employment to almost 70% of the Honduran
working force.
^
Income Distribution
Among 29 Latin American and Caribbean countries,
Honduras ranks second from last in per capita income,
estimated to be $122.30 in 1978.
Regarding to the distribution of income, the poorest
50% of the population receive 13% of the total income, the
next 30% receive 24%, the next 15% receive 30%, and the
richest 5% receive 33% of the national income.^
Rural and Urban Distribution
The U.S. Agency for International Development (AID)
Honduras Country Development Strategy Statement for 1982
uses the concept "nutr it ionally-at-risk" to define poverty
in Honduras. "Nutr itionally-at-r isk population is defined as
those who live on the edge of malnutrition, those for whom
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relatively minor changes in income, food prices, health
status, family size, or environmental conditions create
significant hardships . "5 According to this definition 64% of
the urban and 90% of the rural population are poor.
Urban areas are growing faster than the population
in general. "While the overall annual population growth rate
in Honduras is 3.5%, these two cities (Tegucigalpa and San
Pedro Sula) are growing at the rate of 6.2%. The bulk of
this growth is in marginal neigborhoods, which are growing
at the rate of 12%."^)
Unemployment
Unemployment in the rural areas varies from 5 to
30%, but almost all rural landless are unemployed or have
limited seasonal employment opportunities. Small farmers are
usually employed only 180 days per year.^
The highest unemployment rate in the urban areas is
21.9% among women 19 to 25 years of age. Among young men in
the same age range, there is 11.0% unemployment.®
Nutrition
Data compiled in 1966 shows that at that time 70% of
all Honduran children five years old or less, suffered some
degree of malnutrition. The same study found that in rural
areas, malnutrition was worst than the average.
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Another study, conducted in 1976, concluded that
malnutrition had increased in the period between the
previous study and 1976.^
I*iteracy and Education
During the fifties the rate of illiteracy in
Honduran rural areas was approximately 70%. A survey done in
1976 showed that only 50.3% of the rural population was
illiterate
.
School attendance has improved in recent, in 1974,
approximately 91% of school-age children were enrolled in
schools. Most of rural schools provide less than 6 years of
primary education. "The net result is that the average
educational level in rural Honduras is less than the
equivalent of a second grade education in the United
States . "10
Life Expectancy
Life expectancy is an indicator of the quality of
life. This indicator could be used to compare quality of
living in different societies. It is easy to assume that a
population of a society with nutritional deficiencies, lack
of proper medical care, and poor sanitation facilities,
would have a low life expectancy.
Life expectancy in male Hondurans is 52.10 years.
Among 26 Latin American and Caribbean countries, Honduras
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ranks in the 21st place.
H
Housing
A study done in 1977 by the United Nations indicated
that in Honduran rural areas 22.4% of the houses had only
one room, with an average of 2.2 rooms per house which gives
a ratio of 2.7 person-to-room. This is with an average of
six persons per family. The same study showed that 4.4% of
Honduran rural houses have water piped into the house, 10.6%
have an indoor toilet but only 1.2% have flush toilet: and
5.5% have electr ici ty.
Physical Quality of Life
The combination of the indexes of life expectancy,
infant mortality, and literacy is called "physical quality
of life index". In a comparative table of 20 Latin American
and Caribbean countries, Honduras is located in the 18th
place, only above Bolivia and Haiti.
Summary
It seems to be evident that Honduras is one of the
countries in Latin America. The standards of living
are very low, as the indicators for malnutrition, literacy,
life expectancy and housing show. These standards are
understandable considering that the country has one of the
lowest per capita incomes on the continent and a very
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concentrated distribution of wealth.
Being a predominantly agricultural country, Honduras
has to import many of the manufactured goods the population
needs. This situation increases even more the dependency of
Honduras. The few industries Honduras has are concentrated
mostly in one city and many of them are owned by foreigners.
Small Industries in Honduras
Small scale enterprise in Honduras is an important
source of employment and income generation. There are
approximately 75,000 manufacturing enterprises providing
employment to an estimated of 175,000 people, including the
entrepreneurs. The cost required to establish a workplace in
the average small rural enterprise is approximately $110.00.
Industries are traditional. The vast majority (95%)
of small industries in rural areas use very simple forms of
technologies. They have an average of 2.3 workers per
enterprise. The majority of these industries produce
consumer items such as clothing, foods, wood products, and
shoes. Production is sold in the local areas. They have very
few linkages with the modern sector or with the farms.
The small entrepreneurs are characterized by their
lack of information about markets and technologies and by
their limited managerial capabilities. These limitations and
the very small capital they usually have, enforce them to
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produce at the level of the existing fixed demand. Expansion
of production often represents a risk that is beyond their
managerial capabilities. 14
The Center for Industrial Development of Honduras,
in 1979, with the assistance of Michigan State University,
conducted a survey of small industries in Honduras with the
purpose of developing a descriptive profile of small rural
industries in selected regions of the country. This profile
was intended to serve as a base to design a program to
assist small industries. The questionnaire included aspects
related to capital, inventory, socio-economic charac-
teristics of entrepreneurs, and perceived problems.
The survey was conducted in four regions of the
country, selected according to criteria given by the
National Planning Council ( CONSUPLANE )
. The survey included
in a total of 2,120 small industries.
For the purpose of this study, a preliminary report
of findings published by GDI will be used. This report
includes characteristics and problems of small industries in
the target regions. The survey does not provide information
about small industries in the whole country, but because it
is the most recent relevant research done in Honduras, and
because of the size of the sample, it seems to be a source
reliable enough to convey the reality of the sector.
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Characteristics of Snail Industries
industrial categories. Among the most important
categories of rural small industries are clothing, food
processing, wood working, metal work, construction,
ceramics, leather work. Four out of ten industries are
clothing manufacture, two out of ten are food processors,
and one out of ten do woodwork. The number of tailors and
seamstresses seems to be the most important finding.
Metal and leather work are concentrated in larger
communities. Ceramics and food processing are located in
smaller communities.
capital. The average small scale rural industry has
?201.00 of fixed capital. The study defined fixed capital as
including equipment and buildings. The lowest inversion is
among bakers with ?85.00, followed by brickmakers with
5175.50, makers of clothing with 5227.00, carpenters with
$298.50, and blacksmiths with $309.00. since most small
industries are located in the houses of the owners, 90% of
the capital investment is in equipment.
Differences among regions are important for this
aspect of the study. Danli, which is the richest region in
agricultural production, has small industries with capital
investment twice as high as Marcala-Goascoran, which has the
poorest agricultural production of the regions surveyed.
These regional variations demonstrate the linkages between
small enterprise and agriculture.
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The average small industry required an initial
investment of approximately S400.00. This amount is
to one vear nfy of earnings for a worker with the
n.ininum wage salary. Most of the entrepreneurs
( 67 %)
initiated their business with savings, either from
agriculture or from other sources, it is possible to
conclude, therefore, that it takes a long time to save the
necessary amount to have the initial capital for a small
industry.
Labor. The average small industry employs 2.1
persons, including the entrepreneur. Considering the use of
unpaid labor, family members and children, the average size
is 1.-6 full-time paid worker.
The study measured the degree of mechanization by
computing the number of machines per worker. There are an
average of 1.2 workers per machine. Tools were not
considered and machines were defined a<? i, •u t a s naving working parts
that transmit energy.
To measure how labor intensive were the industries,
the ratio of fixed capital investment per worker was
determined. The greater the capital-labor ratio, the less
labor intensive is the industry. The mean investment per
worker is $117.00.
Entrepreneurial Characteristics. The average age of
the entrepreneurs is 40 years old. 58% are women and 42%
men. There is a strong correlation between sex and type of
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industry; seamstresses are women rs.ii, tailors are men; bakers
are women, and all others are primarily men.
The literacy rate is much higher among entrepreneurs
g neral in the rural areas of Honduras: 76% can read
and write and 61% can do the four basic arithmetic
operations
.
in relation to how the entrepreneurs learned their
1% were self-taught, followed by learning in the
family (27%), apprenticeship (26%), and formal
(12%). Among those who received formal training
attended courses and 4% have gone to vocational
training
/ 8% have
schools
.
Many of the entrepreneurs have a second occupation
(49%). Secondary occupations mainly are: housewives (16%),
farmers (7.3%), and agricultural laborers (6.6%).
Many people think that fatalism is a common
characteristic of rural people. Among the entrepreneurs
though, only 8% consider luck an important factor business
success. The main factors for success in the industry are
believe to be: experience (34%), hard work (20%), and
training (18%).
The majority of the entrepreneurs do not follow
modern" administrative methods in their businesses. Only
14% keep written records, and only 15% have bank accounts.
Two thirds of the entrepreneurs who do not keep written
records state that they do not see the need for them.^^
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Marketing. Most of the industries produce and sell
their own goods. 88% of the industries retail their products
directly from their shop/house. 5% sell to local retailers,
3% to national distributors, and only 1% export their
products. The predominant marketing-production relationship
p oduction on order, which characterizes 56% of the
industries
.
Problems of Small Industries
The survey of small industries in Honduras contained
a section which explored the perception entrepreneurs have
of their own problems. The problems presented here are,
therefore, according to these perceptions.
Equipment Conditions. The majority of the
entrepreneurs feel that their equipment was insufficient to
increase production. Also 38% have shops with inadequate
space
.
Raw Materials. Raw materials are considered as a
major problem for increasing production. Half of the
entrepreneurs have some degree of difficulty in obtaining
raw materials. Almost 40% of them have to travel to another
town to buy what they need. One third of the entrepreneurs
consider the quality of the materials they can get to be
average to poor.^^
Only 34% of the entrepreneurs believe
that their current production levels meet the local demand.
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This leads to the conclusion that an important sector of the
entrepreneurs feel that production levels can he increased.
However, the majority of them (65%) indicated that they
would encounter problems if they tried to increase their
production. 22
)
I^bor. It is interesting to note that despite the
unemployment problems in rural areas, 40% of the
entrepreneurs indicated they had trouble getting the labor
they needed, other problems mentioned in relation to labor
are: lack of resources to be able to hire labor (11%), and
lack of qualified workers (10 %), 23
Management. It is difficult to have an assessment of
management problems from the entrepreneurs themselves, since
many times they are unaware of them. However, a good
indicator seems to be the existence of a work plan. Two
thirds of the entrepreneurs do not formulate a work plan,
and 12% of them formulate plans on a daily basis. This low
incidence of planning is an indicator of the artisanal
rather than industrial mode of production. 24
Summary
Honduran small industries make an important
contribution to the economy of the country. They provide
many of the manufactured goods the people need regularly
such as clothing, furniture, shoes, some tools.
construction, etc.
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They tend to have small capital investments, but
they are an important source of employment.
Small industries have problems related to
management, qualified labor, procurement of raw materials
and conditions of the equipment. It is also very difficult
for them to obtain credit from the banking system.
Efforts to Help snail Industries in Honduras
Only in the last few years have there been serious
efforts to assist small industries in Honduras.
In October of 1978 a law for the development of
small and medium sized industries and crafts was issued in
Honduras. The purpose of the law was to establish special
incentives for these sectors, in order to promote their
development
.
The law provides two types of benefits; tax
exemptions, especially for importing equipment and raw
materials, and financial and technical assistance . 25 To
implement the financial and technical assistance
contemplated by the law, the Center for Industrial
Development was created in November of the same year.
Since its creation, GDI has been providing technical
assistance and credit to small industries and artisans.
Technical assistance is offered in the areas of management,
production and marketing. The most important contribution to
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craft.anship in Honduras has been the creation of training
centers for youth. ^6
CDI action has had two major flaws, it has not
provided an integrated service to small industries. There
are several examples of industries that obtained loans but
not the assistance for administering and investing those
funds. The other problem is with the prerequisites and paper
work required to obtain a loan or technical service from
CDI. The prerequisites make it virtually impossible for
micro-rural industries to obtain credit through CDI. The
beneficiaries have mostly been medium size industries
located in urban areas.
Non-government organizations have also developed
some programs to help small industries. One example is the
Institute for Cooperative Development that offers credit and
technical assistance to cooperatives. The benefits, in this
case, are not available to private small industries and also
the programs have the same single- factor orientation as do
the GDI programs.
The first program with an integrated approach geared
to micro industries of rural Honduras has been the component
of rural industries of the Project for Rural Technologies.
This project is described in length in the following
chapter, since three of the training approaches analyzed in
this study were implemented as part of PTR.
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Summary
Characteristics and problems of Honduran small
industries are very much connected to the general situation
of the country. Because Honduras is one of the poorest
countries in Latin America, many of its problems are
extreme. Data was given in this chapter on income,
production, and standard of living in the country.
Using a survey conducted by the Center for
industrial Development of Honduras, the main characteristics
of small industries were presented, along with their major
constraints and problems. The last section of the chapter
provided information about some efforts for helping small
industries, in the past and in the present.
Some of the characteristics and problems of Honduran
small industries make clear the necessity of using training
as an strategy for their development. For instance,
management is poor and there is an almost total lack of
ecordkeeping
,
qualified labor is scarce, and entrepreneurs
feel that training could help to solve the problems of their
industries
.
The next chapter will describe the programs for the
development of small industries where the cases to be
analyzed were implemented with such programs. These programs
represent recent efforts for helping this sector, and
training strategies were components of the programs.
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chapter III
CONTEXT FOR CASE STUDIES
Through the review of the general literature on
small business, it became clear that isolated activities
the development of small industries usually do not make a
for
significant impact.
Many factors, both internal and external conditions,
both intended and unintended affect the development of small
industries. Training occurs in a variety of contexts which
may affect the form, operation and results of the training.
Therefore, before looking at training cases, it is important
to consider the contexts in which those efforts occured.
This chapter studies the programs where the cases to
be considered were implemented, providing in this way
background information for those cases. Three of the four
approaches were developed under the Program for Rural
Technologies of the Center for Industrial Development of
Honduras. Therefore, that program will be described,
explaining the role played by the training approaches within
its strategies. The other approach to be studied was
developed by the Partners of Americas: Vermont-Honduras
.
This chapter will give information about the Partners, and
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the origins of the training approach used by them.
The main questions to be addressed in this chapter
are related to origins, design, structure, staff,
implementation and evaluation of the programs where the
cases to be studied were developed. The sources used are
documents elaborated by the programs involved. Details about
the approaches will be presented and analyzed later in the
Study.
The Program for Rural Technologies
General Information
Origins of PTR. The origins of the Program for Rural
Technologies (PTR) of the Center for Industrial Development
of Honduras (GDI) goes back to the mid seventies, when the
Agency for International Development of the United States
(USAID) was supporting a project of the Ministry of Natural
Resources of Honduras. One of the components of this project
was designed to assist Agrarian Reform farms. When
implementing that project, both agencies realized that a
major problem the farmers faced was the lack of appropriate
tools, implements and machinery for their work.
In 1978 an international seminar was held in
Honduras on the subject of technologies for small farmers.
By that time Congressman Clarence D. Long of the United
States, had visited Honduras, and he was concerned with the
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same issue These events helped the Goverment of Honduras to
become interested in establishing
development of appropriate small
determined that this effort also
industries and rural households.
a national capacity
farmer technologies,
should include rural
for
It was
small
CDI of the Ministry of Economy was chosen as the
institution to have the leading role in this project because
of its experience working with small industries and
artisans. It was thought that CDI would be able to transfer
this experience to rural economic activities. With its
participation so defined, CDI conducted a survey among small
industries to develop a profile of the rural small industry
in regions previously selected.
Approach and Goal. According to the project paper,
PTR was to use an integrated approach to help the rural poor
through the use of appropriate technology. 1 In this effort,
small industries could have an important role, both as
direct beneficiaries of these technologies and as producers
of agricultural tools. They also had the potential for
offering jobs in the rural areas.
^
This project considered the rural families as one of
its targets. "The inclusion of rural household in the
project has two objectives; increase in the quality of life
of the rural poor, and improved utilization of family
M 3resources
.
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Summarizing these previous considerations for the
project paper, PTR sought "to build the necessary Honduran
institutions to develop, test, demonstrate and deliver light
capital technologies and related technical assistance to
small farmers, small rural enterprises and to rural poor
families. Its goal is to improve incomes of small farmers
and entrepreneurs; and to improve the quality of rural
living.
The three cases presented in this study were
implemented within the small rural enterprise component of
PTR.
Project Objectives. Three objectives were defined
for PTR:
1. To increase the effective utilization of labor and land
in small farm.s through the use of light capital farm
implements and structures.
2. To increase small-scale rural industrial productivity and
employment through the improvement of production and
management systems in existing small enterprises and through
the establishment of new pilot enterprises.
3. To increase utilization by rural poor of low-cost
^PP^opriste technologies for products designed to improve
the quality of life.^
The intention of the project, according to the
project paper, is not to deliver technologies, but to use
problem solving methodologies in order to develop people's
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capacities in Honduras to find and deliver solutions which
fit their own needs.
^
Target Population. PTR has three kinds of target
population or beneficiaries: small farmers, small rural
entrepreneurs and rural households. It was originally
designed to be implemented in four regions of Honduras,
according to the priority areas defined in the National Plan
for Development. (See Map 1 ) These areas are:
1. Olancho, the largest region of Honduras, located in the
center of the country.
2. Valle, in the South, close to the borders of El Salvador
and Nicaragua.
El Paraiso, to the East, close to the border with
Nicaragua
.
4. Ocotepeque, in the West of the country, a very isolated
area with extensive influence from El Salvador.
Funding. The funds for this project came from a
donation made by USAID and the Government of Honduras as the
counterpart, through an agreement signed in 1979. The
duration of the project was of five years.
Organizations Involved. As said before, GDI was
designated to have the leading role in implementing this
project. However, there were several other institutions
involved. The Unit of Adaptation and Development of the
Ministry of Natural Resources (UDA) was in charge of
developing and testing new technologies. There were a number
MAP 1. departments OF HONDURAS WHERE PTR
WAS FIRST IMPLEMENTED
1
. Olancho
.
2
. El Parai so
.
3 . Valle.
4
. Ocotepeque
.
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Of support institutions, as for instance, the National
institute for Vocational Training (INFOP), other units of
the Ministry of Economy (besides GDI), Departments of the
National University, and the Information Center of the
Central Bank.
This complex structure of the Project proved to be a
problem for its implementation. In 1982 it was decided to
simplify the structure and to give much more responsibility
and autonomy to GDI.
Project Design
Several studies were done to design PTR. Among them,
perhaps the most important was the analysis of rural
industries carried out in 1979 by surveying over 500 rural
entrepreneurs in selected zones of Honduras. The study was
developed by GDI, USAID, and the Department of Economics of
Michigan State University.
According to the project paper, the design that
resulted from these series of studies is basically;
"...three systems which develop and deliver new and improved
technologies for three target groups: small farmers, small
rural enterprises and poor rural households."®
Small Farmers. This component of PTR was designed to
be implemented in five steps: needs identification, search
for solutions, testing of prototypes in experiment stations
and in farms near to the stations, mass production and
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demonstrations of new technologies, and evaluation of
marketing strategies.
UDA, of the Ministry of Natural Resources, was the
institution in charge of implementing the small farmers
component. Basically the design of this component is a
process of production, testing and distribution of
appropriate technologies for farming that would meet the
needs of the small farmers. Almost every step requires field
personnel for its implementation.
Rural Households. The desian ^j.iic u g or this component is
similar to the one for small farmers, the difference being
that the technologies are to improve the standard of living
of the rural families.
The first step is an identification of problems and
needs of the rural families. An inventory of these problems
is developed and there is a search for technologies that
could help to solve the problems and needs previously
Identified. The technologies chosen are adapted, tested, and
disseminated.
This component was supposed to work in coordination
with other institutions, either public or private non-profit
organizations (PVOs)
. As planned, it did not start until the
second year of implementation of the PTR.
Rural Industries. Appropriate technology
does not only mean the production of certain tools or pieces
of machinery. As previous studies showed, a problem very
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commonly found among small Industries is their lack of good
management. This was a key consideration for the design of
this component of PTR.
The assistance to small rural industries was
conceived as an integrated approach, providing technical and
managerial assistance, training, and loans. All the services
were to come from the regional offices of PTR, located in
each of the regions where the project was to be implemented.
Each of these regional offices was the base for the
“Extension Service for Small Rural Industries."
Managerial and technical assistance was to be
provided by field personnel specially trained for this task.
Their pre-service and in-service training is the first case
to be analyzed in this study, and the assistance or one-to-
one training they provided to the entrepreneurs, is the
second. In addition, the extension services contemplated
technical courses to be implemented by INFOP instructors.
This training will constitute the third case of this study.
Therefore, the three cases taken from PTR, are only from the
small industries component.
Loans were not supposed to be available for the
clients of the project until the second year of
implements t ion
.
structure of PTR
PTR was integrated within the structure of CDI.
However, for its implementation there were three operational
units,, an office of evaluation, an administration
department, and a Program Director. (See Fig 1)
Unit of Research and Planning (UEP). This unit had
the responsibility to provide all the information needed for
the implementation of the different activities of the
project. It was supposed to develop feasibility studies,
inventories of regional resources, plans for regional
industrial development, market analyses, etc. The study of
Honduran small industries, with Michigan state University,
was developed under this unit.
Unit of Services and Support (USA). This was the
unit in charge of supporting, supervising and coordinating
all the field operations of PTR. In the original design -
since the responsibility for the implementation of the small
farmers component was under UDA, and the activities of the
rural household component were not supposed to begin until
the second year of implementation of the project this
unit was concerned only with the component of small rural
industries
.
Unit of Infornation Services and Technical Resources
(USIRE). This unit operated a technical information service
system to support the activities developed with the three
target groups of PTR. It also had a resource center
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figure 1. ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE OF PTR
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primarily for the use of the other units of the project.
The unit published a variety of documents and
materials, most of them having as possible users the
beneficiaries of the project. It also maintained a
correspondence system with small entrepreneurs to give them
information and to answer their questions.
Implementation of PTR
According to the design of PTR, CDI was in charge of
the coordination, supervision and evaluation of the whole
project. However, UDA, of the Ministry of Natural Resources
was supposed to implement at least the first steps of the
small Farmers component. It was also decided in the original
planning of PTR not to begin the implementation of
activities for the Rural Households component until the
second year of the project. Consequently, PTR-CDI was
concentrated, during its first year, in the Small Rural
Industries component.
Since the focus of this study is on training
activities for the development of small industries, within
PTR the most relevant component to be studied is Small Rural
Industries. Therefore, this section will describe more in
detail the history of the implementation of this component.
First Steps in the Implementation. PTR officially
started in 1979, the year when the agreement was signed
between the Government of Honduras and USAID. During 1980,
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data for the longitudinal study was gathered. According to aUSAID report written by the end of that year, the
longitudinal study of 550 small rural industries was
g data on the operations and specific problems of 35
different types of industries.^
Also during 1980, the project began working with
blacksmiths for the construction of waterwheels. In selected
areas, blacksmiths received training in the construction of
these implements and PTR signed contracts with them for
production and marketing. Also during that year the regional
office of Danli/El Paraiso was established, with a
supervisor and some field agents.
The Assistance of PFP/OEF. However, it was only by
the beginning of 1981 that the Extension Service for Small
Industries was organized, m December of 1980, PTR hired the
services of two organizations from the United States to
prepare the field personnel to work with small industries.
Partnership for Productivity (PFP), a private non-
profit organization based in Washington D.C., had long
experience in providing assistance to small businesses,
specially in Africa. The model they used was based in
training people from the communities to serve as
facilitators for small entrepreneurs. They worked under the
assumption that one of the major constraints in small
businesses in less developed countries is the lack of good
management and bookkeeping.
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overseas Education Fund (OEP) of the League of Women
voters is another organization of the same hind, also based
.n Washington D.c. The organization focuses its action on
projects for women in less developed countries, giving
pecial attention to income generation projects. Considering
that more than 50% of the small rural entrepreneurs in
Honduras are women, the participation of OEF was very
relevant
.
These two organizations had the responsibility of
training the field personnel to work with small
entrepreneurs. Originally the contract was for one year.
They were supposed to work with professional staff of PTR
and INFOP, in planning, implementing and evaluating this
tra ining
.
An assessment of needs for training was the first
activity developed by PFP/OEF under the contract with PTR.
With the information obtained through this assessment, a
preliminary curriculum was elaborated. This document was
taken to Honduras where it was adapted and used to train the
professional staff from GDI and INFOP to be instructors in
the courses.
At that early moment of the participation of PFP/OEF
in PTR, it was already becoming clear that, given the nature
of the training to be developed, it was going to be
impossible to limit the participation of these institutions
to training alone. The training itself was going to provide
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the methodologies to woth with small rural Industries. Later
on, this analysis was confirmed and PTR asked PFP/OEF to
have a more comprehensive participation as consultants for
the project.
Training for Field Personnel. From the point of view
of PFP/OEF, 1981 was the year of training for the field
personnel. The training model intended to prepare
facilitators to work with small entrepreneurs, and
alternated periods of formal training with times for working
in the field, recieving support and follow-up training.
During the month of April, 1981, the field personnel
- regional supervisors and future field agents - received
intensive training in Danli, Department of El Paraiso.
After this course, the participants went to their
regional offices where they took the first steps to initiate
the services for small industries in their regions.
Communities were selected and a survey was done in each of
them to know about their resources and update the
information on existing small industries.
The next step was to introduce the service to each
of the small industries that the extension service
potentially could serve. Once this was done, the field
agents spent some time in different industries to become
acquainted with the kind of industries they would have to
work. During this time, they also made a selection of those
industries that could become their clients for intensive,
Ill
one-to-one assistance.
Before the field agents began offering assistance to
the entrepreneurs, they went through another intensive
training course, this time only for two weeks. Right before
the initiation of this activity, an evaluation of the first
training was developed by PFP/OEF.
After the second training, the field agents began
their work with the entrepreneurs. There was another
training activity three months after, this time in the
regional offices and totally focussed on methodology of
assistance. A workshop on women entrepreneurs was also
implemented before the end of the year.
In summary, a primary focus in 1981 was on training
for field personnel. During those times when there was no
formal training, the professional staff of PTR and PFP/OEF
visited the regional offices to give them support and
follow-up training.
Strategies of Implementation. The contents of the
training were very much related to the strategies and
methodologies for delivering services to small enterprises.
During 1981, and several times as a part of the follow-up
being offered to the field personnel, steps and
methodologies for implementing the service were developed.
The Extension Service for Small Rural Industries was
to offer the following types of services:
1. One-to-one assistance to selected small industries.
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Criteria for this selection were also developed.
2. Group assistance in specific topics.
3. Technical assistance.
4. Technical training for small entrepreneurs and, in some
cases, for workers.
5. Loans, to be made available one year after the Initiation
of the services.
To offer these services, the regional offices had
first to have data about the communities where they were
going to work. Also they had to have the service introduced,
so that all the potential clients would know about the
extension service and become interested in obtaining its
benefits
.
Strategies for selecting possible clients for one-
to-one assistance were also developed, as well as the
methodology for working with the enterprises.
Technical Training for Entrepreneurs. During 1981
planning and initial implementation of the technical
training for small industries was also done. This aspect of
the extension service was to be implemented by INFOP '
s
instructors
.
PFP/OEF assisted INFOP in planning the courses to be
offered and revising the methodology to be used. The courses
started during the last quarter of 1981.
Assessnent of the First Year of Implementation. The
report for the last quarter of 1981 of PFP/OEF gives some
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opinions on the problems and achievements of that year it
was a year very heavy i„ personnel training. Por this
reason, the report says, less productivity should be
expected than in the fnfuT-Q -u
, when a well prepared team would
be working, and there will not be a need for periods of
intensive training. According to the report, these training
activities could be considered, as an invesment for PTR,
because they made it possible to end up the year with a team
of field personnel with basic training, ptr also had
developed strategies for implementing the extension services
and had trained professional staff. The report ends these
considerations saying that it is very important that PTR use
the resources and build upon them.lO Later events showed
that in many respects PTR did not follow this advice.
By the end of the year, PTR decided to evaluate the
performance of the field personnel with the result that some
of them did not have their contracts renewed. Inmediately,
actions were taken to replace these personnel and to prepare
special training activities for them.
Policy Changes. The Center for Industrial
Development, and PTR as a part of it, belongs to the
Ministry of Economy, with a certain degree of autonomy. At
the beginning of 1982, a new government took office in
Honduras. Consequentely, the director of GDI was removed,
and several months passed before a new one was appointed.
Shortly before these changes occured, a new manager for PTR
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had been hired.
The immediate result of these changes was a
paralysis of most of the activities being developed at that
n.oment. Most affected was the extension service, since the
personnel to replace those who left was never hired. At the
same time, the new manager questioned the validity of the
strategies being applied in the extension service. The
revision of the strategies gave one more reason not to
reinitiate the activities with the small rural industries.
At the level of the regional offices, the field personnel
maintained relations with their clients, but without knowing
the future of the program or what services would be offered
to their clients.
At the level of the extension service, the only
activity not interrupted was the technical training for the
entrepreneurs offered by INFOP. This institution was a sub-
contractor of PTR, and their services were supposed to
continue until September of 1982.
By this time, AID was becoming concerned about PTR's
lack of results, and asked the Program take actions to
correct the situation. Part of AID ' s concern was related to
the dissemination of technologies. The original focus of
this Program was to offer the Honduran "campesinos"
appropriate implements to help them solve problems in
production and to improve their standard of living. Looking
back to 1981, it seemed to AID that the Program had only
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worked at implementing services for small industries,
without implementation of the other two components.
garding the Rural Households component of PTR.
PFP/oeF provided a person to support the program. During
this year, the initial steps for the implementation of this
component were taken.
During the second semester of this year, a new
director of CDI was appointed by the Honduran Government.
The manager of PTR was again changed, this time with the
specific task of getting results at the level of production
and dissemination of technologies. Structural changes were
made, too, in order to give more direct responsability to
PTR in the implementation of the Small Farmers components.
A "Plan for Immediate Action" was developed with the
objective of disseminating eleven artifacts of appropriate
technology in three months. ^ However, this plan was somehow
weak in relation to the small industries. There was not a
clear continuity with what had been developed during the
previous year.^^
Period of Time Covered by this Study. Concluding,
and from the point of view of this study, 1981 seems to have
been the most important period of time for an analysis of
the training activities for the development of small rural
industries in PTR, especially regarding the activities of
the field agents with the small entrepreneurs. 1981 was the
year when there was a well supported and supervised action
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developed according to a olan -uP • The technical courses for
small entrepreneurs were implemented by infop until
September of 1982. The field personnel received some
additional training during 1982, but it was not longer so
well connected with their activities, as it was during the
previous year.
Evaluation Systems of PTR
The Program for Rural Technologies had
evaluation to gather data about the activities
developed and the results obtained. The office
mainly with quantitative results.
an office of
being
was concerned
Three months after the end of the first training
course for field personnel, PFP/OEF implemented an
evaluation to assess in what degree that training had been
successful. The final report of this evaluation will be used
in this study as a key document to analyze the results of
that training.
At the end of 1981, the unit in charge of
supervising and supporting the activities of the Extension
Service for the Small Rural Industries (USA) decided to
evaluate the action of the field agents with their clients.
This evaluation will be used in this study to analyze the
results of the one-to-one assistance to small industries
offered by the extension service.
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During 1983, AID used the servir'^aoua rvices of a consulting
firm to evaluate ptr in i.r m all its aspects. This overall
evaluation will be also used in this study.
In spite of these efforts to evaluate PTR, there was
a lack Of a formative evaluation. The office of evaluation
was only concerned with quantitative results. The Program
very much needed a continuous evaluation that could have
been used as an orientation to change and improve
stra tegies
.
The Training Program of the Partners of the
Americas: Vermont—Honduras
The National Partners
The Partners of the Americas were conceived and
established by AID personnel in 1964. The general objective
was to develop greater U.S. - Latin American exchange and
contacts at a more personal level in relation to programs of
the Alliance for Progress. The purpose was to promote better
understanding of the needs and resources for economic and
social development through people to people act i vit ies
.
The Partnerships' projects include activities in
agriculture, education, health, community development, trade
and investment
.
The idea was to create partnerships between states
of the United States and countries, or regions of countries
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of Latin America
people- to-people
with Honduras.
Basically these partnerships would
relations. At that time Vermont was
work as
paired
For most of its history, the Partners has been
primarily a people-to-people program that also has been
concerned with developmental activities, within the past two
years there has been an important increase in these efforts,
seemingly due to pressure from AID, a grant from the Lilly
Endowment, and new directions stimulated by some of the
Partnerships.
The program is made up of forty five partnerships in
forty three U.S. States which are paired with forty five
counterpart areas in eighteen Latin American and Caribbean
countries. 16 Most of the Partnerships were set up in the
1960's, with only five started since 1970. Because the
Partnerships are run by volunteers, the scope and quality of
their programs varies according to the quality of leadership
and the personalities involved,
The Partners of Vermont
The first efforts to organize the partnership
Vermont-Honduras were made in December of 1965. Under the
initiative of what was called in that time the Association
of Partners of the Alliance, five people from the State of
Vermont went to Honduras. They contacted some people in
Honduras in order to organize the Honduras Partners.
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several possible projects were considered as for
instance; educational, medical, and cultural exchanges; work
with Peace Corps volunteers; work with cooperatives;
agricultural exchanges; and work with women groups. 18
Basically, within these possibilities, projects have been
developed for almost twenty years between Vermont and
Hondura s
.
Parhaps the most important activities have been the
cultural exchanges, the participation of the Partners
helping in Honduras after the hurricane Fifi, the Rural
Development Project that the Partners are currently
implementing in Honduras, and the training for small
entrepreneurs to be analyzed in this study.
The Rural Development Project is supported by USAID,
and It IS oriented to the conservation and improvement of
the land. Based in Sabana Grande, Department of Francisco
Morazan, it provides training and demonstrations in soil
conservation and recuperation techniques to the "campesinos"
of the area. It is being implemented on a small scale, and
It IS considered at this time one of the best and most
successful development projects in Honduras.
The Training Program
The business sector of Peace Corps Honduras has been
working for some time already with small industries
organized in cooperatives. Alejandro Corpeno, program
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-nager of fMs sector, developed the idea of providing agroup Of s^all entrepreneurs with the opportunity of being
exposed to similar operations in the United States, at the
same time that they recf^ivorq • •rn ce ed training in the area of
management of small industries.
Peace corps Honduras asked The Partners of the
Americas: Vermont-Honduras to implement this activity
considering the experience of this organization in working
on exchange and development projects in Honduras, and also
considering that Vermont has many small industries that the
participants could visit to obtain new ideas, and interact
with the entrepreneurs.
Responding to this request, the Partners wrote a
proposal that was submitted to USAID and Peace Corps
Honduras to train twenty Honduran small entrepreneurs during
two weeks in Vermont.
Implementation of the Program
The training was implemented at the beginning of
October, 1983. The participants were twenty Honduran small
entrepreneurs from Tegucigalpa, San Pedro Sula, and other
cities of Honduras. All were members of cooperatives; they
were tailors, seamstresses, carpenters and leather workers.
The training activity was evaluated by the
participants and staff immediately by the end of the course.
Four months after the course, USAID and Peace Corps Honduras
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aevelope. an impact evaluation of the activity, intetviewin,
some of the participants and studying changes made in the
industries as a product of the training.
Suminairy
This Chapter has described the programs under which
ining approaches to be studied were implemented.
Three approaches were implemented by ptR: training for field
personnel, one-to-one assistance to small entrepreneurs, and
technical training for small entrepreneurs. The last
approach, implemented by the Partners of the Americas:
Vermont-Honduras,
entrepreneurs by
sources of ideas.
concerned the training for small
using other industries as models and
The description of the
goals and objectives, design,
systems. PTR was presented in
programs included origins,
implementation, and evaluation
detail because of its size and
complexity.
Some aspects of the programs analyzed in this
chapter are expected to be significant in viewing the
training efforts. As has been described, PTR was a large
program with participation of several different institutions
and with a nation wide coverage. This structure tends to
make coordination and communications difficult. Also the
decision-making process could become a problem when the
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regional offices do not have
liand, the human and material
inputs of the program can be
enough autonomy. On the other
resources that constitute
a valuable assest for the
implementation
.
Another significant aspect in analysing PTR is the
change of policies and personnel after one year of
implementation, when the program had provided a long
training process for its field agents.
An aspect that appears to be significant in the
P g of the Partners of the Americas: Vermont-Honduras is
that a different organization. Peace Corps Honduras, is
providing other services and support to the participants in
the training course, which could create a lack of
coordination and reinforment.
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chapter I V
CASE OF TRAINING OF FIELD AGENTS
The case of training field personnel of the Honduras
Rural Technologies Project (PTR) is an example of preparing
field agents to become facilitators to work with small
entrepreneurs in a program for small industries development.
In the case under study, this process was designed as an
intensive pre-service training, and a series of shorter in-
training activities combined with periods of follow-
up. The participants were approximately twenty newly hired
graduates from high school, while the staff in charge of
planning and implementing the training activities was an
interdisciplinary team with a coordinator specialized in
training. The contents of training were mainly focused on
management of small industries and methodologies to work for
their development. The approach assumes that young people
who are members of the community where they will be assigned
to work, but with no previous business experience, can
become facilitators for the development of small industries
in their communities.
This study is based on the idea that different
characteristics of training could influence positively or
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negatively the impact of a program for small industries
development. The case to be analyzed in this chapter is
located one step further bach from the level where primary
results are expected to be obtained. However characteristics
training activities to be studied could influence the
Implementation of the program for which the field agents are
being prepared, and, in this way, influence the results of
that program.
Therefore, the primary concern of this chapter will
be to find out what were the apparent results of the
training process, and what variables affected those results.
In doing this some issues related to the planning
and implementation of this case will be discussed. For
example, what are the merits and problems of a training
strategy that insists on pre-service training for
participants without previous experience? What are the
advantages and disadvantages of using people without
previous business experience? Is the facilitator model
appropriate for working in small industries development? Is
it possible to prepare facilitators through formal,
intensive training? What conditions must exist in a program
to make worthwhile a long and expensive training process for
their personnel, etc.
In the presentation and analysis of this case, the
following training activities will be considered: the first
training course, (one month) with follow-up (over subsequent
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tlirt>3 inont'ns)
; tlis seconH -f-tiainuig course, (two weeks) with
£ollow-up (over three months) a weekend workshop on women
entrepreneurs; and a final weekend workshop on analysis of
assistance
.
The first section of the chapter will describe the
overall desj.gn or the training. Approach, contents,
-terials and methodology of the training will be presented.
The second section will describe the implementation of each
specific training activity, analysing problems and learning
experiences. The last section will use the existing
evaluations and assessments of this process to summarize its
epporent results and to suggest some variables that have
ofx.ected tiiioce results.
Training Design
Approach
Personnel training should always be related to the
functions that the personnel is being prepared to
accomplish. In this case it could be expected that PTR would
define those functions before asking the consultant agencies
to develop tlie training. However, the PTR Project Paper
provided only a very general idea of the kind of work the
field persoi^nel were supposed to do, without a model or
definition of functions. '
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The consultant agencies, pfp and OEF, were selected
for their experience in similar programs in other parts of
the world. PFP, for example, had developed programs for
assisting small business using field agents in various
African countries for more than ten years. Both PFP and OEF
had a crucial role in defining the functions of the field
personnel and their work methodology.
Though the field agents were not really defined as
•facilitators”, their functions were very much in line with
What is commonly understood by this concept. They were
supposed to know a great deal about the industries that
constituted their clientele, to help them to take the
initiative in dealing with their problems and in trying to
grow and develop, but they were not supposed to do those
things themselves.
This approach to the role of the field agents, which
IS crucial to the focus of their training, is based on the
concept that one of the most important variables in the
development of small industries Is the role of the
entrepreneur. The field agents, in working with small
entrepreneurs, were supposed to facilitate development of
entrepreneurship, because in this way they were helping to
develop independence and initiative.
Within this understanding of the functions of the
field personnel, PFP and OEF in their proposal to implement
training for PTR mentioned several characteristics.
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According to the propoeel. the training process should
^-.,iliarir.e the personnel «ith the entire Rural Technologies
P-:iect,. it Should he designed to show a range of „anage.ent
tecnnologies and techniques which may be adaptable to
Honduran businesses; it should be aware and respond to the
special concerns of the large number of women entrepreneurs
^nd managers; it should focus on the role of the field
agents as a development catalyst and a resource linker in
the area of small enterprise development; it should contain
built-in feedback and evaluation mechanisms so that 1) all
participants can learn from the project on an ongoing basis.
2) training efforts and materials can be redirected and
adjusted as necessary without delay, 3) focus of evaluation
is on the impact of this component in terms of overall
Project goals, not simply directed toward the training
materials themselves.^
Another important aspect considered in this training
approach is the concept of integration or totality. The
final report of the training needs assessment done by
PFP/OEF before planning the training process, pointed out
that to work with smalJ, enterprises is only a part of a
development process on a much bigger scale. To succeed,
therefoic, the fj.eld agent must have not only technical
skills, but also a wider and deeper knowledge of
deve lopinent . ^
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Thus, the traininq procesc; w = o v.9 ess was to be approached in a
way that would provide the participants with enough
Knowledge about small enterprises for them to be able to
understand their situation and their role in the community.
imagine ways for their development. At the same time,
process had to prepare them to work with small
entrepreneurs, being aware that the main role in the
development process of each enterprise had to be played by
their members and not by external agencies. Therefore, the
training process had to have these two characteristics:
being able to prepare facilitators to work with the small
entrepreneurs and to communicate skills and knowledge.
For these reasons the training had to be very
practical. Especially after the first month of intensive
training, it must be seen as an opportunity to process and
support the experiences the field personnel were having. The
first intensive course was designed to give an overview of
the different skills and areas with which the field
personnel should be familiar. As soon as they went to work
in their regions, observation of the implementation provided
the objectives and contents for the follow-up. Each follow-
up activity was supposed to give more information on how to
continue the training process.
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Objectives
several general objectivee were defined for the
entire training process. These objectives served as a base
for defining the objectives of the first course. Objectives
for the following training activities were always elaborated
taking also in consideration the current needs that emerged
from the implementation.
PFP/OEF defined the following objectives for the
training process;
1. Basic techniques in business administration: the field
agents are able to explain and use concepts and procedures
in the following aspects: three basic accounting systems,
ket analysis, financial analysis, and management of
resources
.
Capability to identify and use resources: the field
agents know the existing resources within and outside PTR;
they are aware of the need to mobilize potential resources
and of the basic strategies to get those resources and to
use them in their work.
3. Some knowledge and practical ways of assessing
possibilities and facilitating implementation of productive
small scale activities: the field agents know and can
explain basic concepts on small industries planning,
relating them with economic development at the local and
regional levels.
4. Ability to analyze the socio-economica 1 context of the
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ene iciaries, community, and region, applying that analysis
to PTR activities: the field agents Know the contents and
methods of the practical surveys developed in their
communities by ptr to elaborate strategies for using human
an other resources of the Program.
5- Skills and knowledge needed to be a field agent in an
extension service for small industries. This includes:
selection of clients, time planning, relation with the
clients, clients files, knowing how to add, drop and
graduate a client, analysis of progress achieved by clients,
criteria to evaluate field agents, and analysis of results
'
of the Program.
6. Awareness of the special aspects of PTR, including women
entrepreneurs, selection of appropriate technologies and the
role Of rural families; in deciding the priorities of the
Program.
^
With this set of objectives, PTR intended to prepare
Its field personnel to work with small industries. It is
important to point out that this personnel did not have
previous experiencie in this kind of work, so the training
had to be conceived in a very comprehensive way.
Contents
The curriculum for training field personnel designed
by PFP/OEF included the following areas:
1. Basic techniques in business management. This area
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ered basic accounting, management, marketing, and
financial management.
2. Identification of tesonrces within and outside PTR, for
the assistance of small industries.
3. Methodologies for the development of small industries.
Strategies to work with small industries in their
development
.
4. Planning in the context of the project, community and
region. Micro-planning.
5. Skills needed by the field personnel to operate within
the extension service for small industries.
6. Special aspects to be considered in the PTR. Women
entrepreneurs, appropriate technologies and rural house-
holds .
^
The design of this curriculum was mostly based on
the book Consultancy for Snail Business by Malcom Harper.
5
This book is a training manual for field agents, drawing on
the experiences of PFP in Kenya which trained relatively
unskilled young adults to work with small business. The same
approach was to be used in Honduras with more or less the
same curriculum.
The proposal submited by PFP/OEF explains that most
of the technical material contained in Consultancy for Small
Business "will form the core of the technical aspects of the
management training program developed by PFP/OEF for use in
Honduras."® However, it said that most of the material would
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be redesigned and restructured to the local context and to
make the training contents appropriate to the Honduras
reality.
^
The proposal mentions that some subjects should be
added to the curriculum for the Honduran project. These
subjects concern the importance of micro-economic activity
in relation to the macro-economic picture, the dynamics of
working with entrepreneurs and how to deal with a variety of
behavioral situations, needs assessment and resource
identification and utilization, information about the use of
alternative technologies, guidelines for collecting
appropriate feedback and evaluation information, and
understanding of each enterprise as a part of a larger
Structure
Materials
The training approach designed by PFP/OEF included
written materials as a very important complement to the
training activities. For each unit developed in a course,
the participants were supposed to get a set of materials
explaining the contents of the unit, expanding on them, and
providing exercises and examples. Many of the materials for
the participants were based on those in the Harpers' Manual.
Typically, each training unit was to have a plan for
the training session. This plan included the objectives for
the session, the training activities, the duration of each
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activity, t.e insttuctor in change of tHe activity, the
-tertals and supplies needed to i.pie.ent the activity and
the evaluation tot each activity, ot tot the session as a
Each unit would also contain a guide for the
insttuctot explaining how to implement each activity, tot
When the insttuctot had not designed the ttaining session
herself. The unit also contained information for the
patticipants, the most impottant patt ot the matetials.
These included explanations ot contents developed duting the
ttaining session, exetcises, examples and case studies. In
some cases they also included examples ot totms to be used
by the tield petsonnel when wotking with the enttepteneuts
or when reporting about their work.
Accotding to the PPP/oEF ptoposal, the matetials
should be ptesented accotding to theit levels ot complexity
rathet than longitudinally by ateas ot activity, they should
be apptoptiate tools tot the use of the tield agents, they
should teflect the needs of vatious types of Hondutan
businesses, and they should teflect the special concetns of
women entrepreneurs and managers.^
Methodologfy
The methodology used for the training of field
personnel of PTR could be studied from two different
perspectives: the methodology of the whole training process,
and the methodology of courses and workshops. The main
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ncern for both, m designing the methodology, was the
connection of the training process with the tasks the
personnel had to develop in their jobs.
In view of the training process as a whole, the
methodology consisted in combining periods of formal
training with periods of working in the field. This
combination allowed them to adjust the contents of each
course to the needs and problems that came from their
experience, it also facilitated the follow-up of each
course
.
Each formal training course or workshop was to be
developed with a methodology that allowed the participants
to very easily relate the experience with their jobs, a
relationship to be present in the different aspects of the
courses. Examples and exercises were to be developed using
situations that the participants would encounter in their
practice as field agents. Simulations were to be used to
give the participants the opportunity to have a first trial
of what they were going to experience. In later courses.
Participants had some initial experience on the
job, they could provide the situations for developing
further learning experiences for the courses.
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Implementation of Training
A series of training activities was implemented over
a period of eight months, during 1981, to prepare field
during two weeks in duly, m the three and a half months
between the two courses, there were several follow-up
activities, as well as after the second course. During
October and November, weekend workshops were held in the
regional offices.
Planning
Planning of the training process had two steps.
After the consultant agencies, pfp and OEF, had developed a
first design for the training, the team from these agencies
who would be involved in the project worked for a month in
Washington D.C. preparing a tentative curriculum and
materials for the training.
The second step took place in Honduras, integrating
the Honduran staff that was going to participate in the
training. The curriculum and materials developed in
Washington were used as a base to develop the final version.
Several parts were changed and adapted to the Honduran
reality; exercises, examples, and case studies were added.
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Selection of Participants
PTR selected the personnel for the regional office
Of Danli, Department of El Paraiso. a few months before the
beginning of the training. However, most of the^ » iuu x: t personnel
selected when the training was about to begin.
When PFP/OEF did a pre-study of PTR so as to have a
initiate the design of the training, some of the
personnel from Danli office were interviewed. The
impressions recorded in the renort ofp that pre-study provide
a Close idea of some characteristics of the personnel about
to be trained, that could be applied not just to Danli 's
personnel. According to the report, the field agents were
young adults 20 to 25 years old, the majority of them
without business experience. They had some skills in
mathematics, and they seemed to feel comfortable in front of
the public. The personnel in Danli had graduated as teachers
or bookkeepers from high school. 10
The rest of the field personnel, hired later for the
other regions, had the same characteristics: young adults
graduated from high school, native from the regions they
were going to be assigned to work, and without business
experience. In the regional office of Danli, Department of
El Paraiso, there were two women and three men field agents.
In the regional office of Juticalpa, Department of Olancho,
there were also two women and three men. In the regional
office of Nueva Ocotepeque, Department of Ocotepeque, there
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were
.our „en ana one wo.an, ana in r.e
.e.iona. o...oe o.Nacao^e, Department of Valle, there was one woman ana two
-n. in total they maae eighteen
.ieia agents, twelve male
and six female.
The supervisors also had no business experience, but
they were older, in their thirties, and some of them had
previous experience wording for development programs. Each
region had one supervisor, all of them men.
An interesting question is why PTR selected this
option for its field personnel. Why did they not look for
people with previous business experience? One answer for
this question is the experience of PFP in Africa. In Kenya,
PFP had used the same model of training high schools
graduates to assist small business in the rural areas. There
were, however, two major differences with the situation in
Honduras: first, the personnel in Kenya were trained in-
service from the beginning: secondly, they worked only with
small retail stores, not with manufacturers. This kind of
assistance to small industries was new for Honduras. PFP had
experience in a very different setting and with different
elements
.
What were the reasons for PFP to use this kind of
personnel in Africa?. It seems there are several reasons,
most of them valid for Honduras too. People recently
graduated from high school are most likely to be unemployed.
Somebody with business experience probably would have his o
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her own business and would not be available to work as an
extension agent. There is also an advantage of using people
the sa.e coMtunities or legions where the piogra. is tobe Implemented rather than specialized people from outside.
People with a college education in business would be much
«>°re expensive and would have problems adapting their
knowledge to the reality and problems of micro rural
industries
.
However, young field agents from the same
communities were not always accepted by the entrepreneurs.
some Of them were seen as "kids" without much of value to
bring to the business.
There is an even more important issue to analyze at
this point. Is it possible, through a short term training
process, to prepare inexperienced people to work for the
development of small industries? The last section of this
chapter will analyze the-Lyz n results of the training process and
it will deal with this issue.
Staff
PFP/OEF were responsible for the design, orientation
and implementation of the training process. According to the
original agreement with PTR, they were supposed to prepare
personnel from INFOP, the National Institute for
Professional Training, to be instructors in the different
training courses. In fact INFOP assigned two people full
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fro. its Enterprises Section,
.ale and fe.ale, both9radnatea fro. the Honduran National Uni.arsity in Business
Ad.rnistration. They were to ti.e to worK with PTR, at the
beginning in personnel training, and later on in the
imple.entation of the technical training for entrepreneurs.
Fro. the very beginning, it beca.e evident that not
only instructors fro. INFOP should be involved in the
training activities, but also professional staff fro. PTR.
one of the functions of USA, the Unit of Services and
Support of PTR, was to provide support to the action
developed by the regional offices. Therefore, they had to
work very closely with the field personnel.
PFP/OEF staff coordinated the training activities,
infop instructors were mostly in charge of teaching about
business administration, and USA staff dealt more with
issues related to the extension service itself.
The staff participating in the training had
different educational backgrounds and experiences. Some of
them were business administrators, some engineers, some
economists. Most of the people were from Honduras, except
for those working for PFP/OEF.
Training Course
The goal of the first course for field personnel of
PTR was "that the participants get knowledge, technical
skills and methodologies for the implementation of an
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extension service for the s.all rural industries in
Honduras, •'ll The course was designed to give an overview,
with the assumption that in later courses there was going tobe the opportunity to go more in depth or to review subjects
or areas that seemed important for the tasks the field
agents had to develop.
The Objectives of the course were defined as
follows
:
The field agents would be able to explain and use:
1. Basic techniques of business management.
2. Knowledge about the production process in small
industries and practical instruments for its analysis.
3. Basic skills to analyze the social and economic context
of the beneficiaries, relating this analysis with the
activities of the project.
4. Identification and use of resources for the assistance to
small industries.
5. Skills to act as a field agent of the extension service
for small industries.
6. Awareness about the especial emphasis of PTR, such as
women entrepreneurs, appropriate technologies, and the role
played by rural families in determining the demand for
activities and services of the project.
7. Knowledge of contents and methods of the implementation
strategies for the extension service.
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The course had twenty four participants, of whon,
eighteen were field «j-exa agents, four were reaionai r,g l supervisors
and two, guests or ob<?farx/o>-oObse vers: one extensionist from CDI andthe other, a member of the Unii- of dit Research and Planning of
PTR. There were four full-time instructors for the course-
two from PPP/oBP and two from 1«pop. m addition the whole
staff of USA of PTR collaborated in the planning and
presentation of different subjects. Throughout the course
there were at least three members of that unit always
present. On the full-time staff for the course, there were
three men and one woman, on the members of the Unit of
services and Support there were four men and three women.
The course had a duration of a month - from March 9
to April 4, 1981. It was held in Danli, Department of El
Paraiso, Honduras. The training activities were held in the
facilities of a local organization. The meals were taken in
a restaurant hired for this purpose, and the group stayed in
a local hotel.
According to a report on this course, the
methodologies and training techniques used were practical
and encouraged participation. The participants had to learn
in such a way that they should be able to explain and use
the concepts and techniques at a very simple and practical
level. The specific training techniques used in the course
were lectures, group activities, case studies, role playing,
panels, exercises, and field trips; These techniques were
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combined in order to
,
. 23
gj^oup attention and motivation
Role plays and simulations were used especially to
provide the trainees with the opportunity to observe and
rehearse the interaction with entrepreneurs. For example,
they had to practice how to introduce the service to
instructors playing the role of entrepreneurs, having
different attitudes toward what was being presented:
interest, suspicion of political intentions behind, apathy,
interest in the possibility of getting money, etc.
On one occasion a group of small entrepreneurs was
invited to the course for a panel presentation about their
problems. On another, the participants went to the town to
observe different small industries. However, most of the
time of the course was spent studying contents related to
bookkeeping and small business management, either through
lectures, study in small groups and developing exercises.
Observation guides were used to evaluate the
participation in the training activities as well as the
performance of the instructors. Individual exercises were
used to asses the learning process that was taking place.
Several instruments were applied to get feedback from the
participants
.
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Follow-up of First Training
The period between the firsfr t and the second course
.o.
.ont. of .uX, of fHe sa.e
„as
.effnl,
as •foxiow-up tMs definition wae fto. the point of
view Of training, for the field agents it was a ti.e to
-strata their activities in the different regions where
they had been assigned to work.
This follow-up was not designed as a formal
training, but as supervision and support of the field agent
activities. The staff from USA, who were to provide
supervision and support to the field work, actively
participated in these activities.
From the point of view of the agencies in charge of
training, PPP/OEF, the involvement of staff from the program
this period of follow-up was very important. It allowed
them to become more familiar with the first steps in
implementing the extension service for small industries and
also to see more clearly what role they were going to
play.
For this follow-up time, staff from PFP/OEF and USA
visited each regional office to meet the field personnel and
to review the implementation of the first one month plan of
action. This plan had been elaborated at the end of the
course and had guided the participants in their first steps
in the field. This visit had the further purpose of
suggesting ideas for a second phase plan of action to be
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implemented during the interval before the beginning of the
second course, and to explore needs for training for the
second course. The visit also was intended to get ideas for
designing training for small entrepreneurs . 15
According to the plan for the first month after the
course, field personnel would: obtain information about some
communities of their regions, make a list of possible
clients in those communities with their main character-
istics, select the communities where they would work, and
introduce the service among their possible clients. 1®)
For each community the field agents were to obtain
information about number and type of industries, potential
resources for the extension service in each area, e.g.,
collaboration from leaders and institutions, cooperatives,
credit institutions, etc., availability of labor and needs
for training, materials resources, e.g., availability of raw
raateriales, water, electricity and transportation, and
3ccess to the area.^^
The purposes of the second plan were to introduce
the service to all possible clients, to select possible
clients for intensive assistance, and to spend some time in
small industries selected in order to get familiar with the
ways they operate.^®
During this period, each regional office was visited
twice. Some tasks were given to the field agents to be
revised in the second visit, one of which was to develop the
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activities for the second plan, whose objectives were given
already.
Each visit lasted two days and mostly consisted of
meetings or workshops with all the personnel where the
different topics of the visit were discussed. This
methodology seemed to be less than efficient, since for each
visit there were three or four staff members - usually the
representative of PPP/OEF, one of the persons from INPOP,
and one or two people from USA. A more individualized
approach was suggested in order to have a better use of
staff and to provide more intensive attention to the field
agents
.
Second Training Course
The second training course lasted for two weeks,
from the 12th to the 25th of July, 1981. It was held in
Catacamas, Department of Olancho, at an agricultural school
about ten miles from town. It had the advantage that the
training activities, room, and board could all be in the
same area.
Participants and instructors were basically the
same, and the planning and implementation of this course
followed the same pattern as the first.
The following objectives were established for this
course
;
1. That the field agents master methods and techniques to;
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problems of their business; c) estahn=>./ ; blish with the clients
the best ways to solve the problems identified.
2. That the field a“^ents have practical knowledge of
management techniques and instruments relevant for
assistance to the small rural industries.
That the field agents be able to identify technical
problems in the industries and to orient the entrepreneurs
in ways to solve them.
4. That the field agents be able to identify needs for
financial assistance i„ the small rural industries and to
orient the entrepreneurs on how to get credit and how to use
it
.
5. That the field agents be able to report about their field
work, write reports and fill out forms of the extension
service
.
6. That the field agents have the criteria and capabilities
to evaluate the progress of the industries being assisted by
the service and their impact in the community. 20
These objectives were developed based on the
information gathered during the follow up visits.
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Follow up of the Second Training
Follow up for the second course had the same design
as the one for the first, pfp/oef and USA staff visited the
regional offices during August. This time the specific
objective of these visits was to give support in the
initiation of the process of intensive assistance to
selected industries.
The main subjects discussed with the field agents
during these visits were related to problem identification
in the industries, goal setting for the development of the
industries, elaboration of plans of action of the industries
and elaboration of plans for assistance . 21
Workshops on Women Entrepreneurs
By the end of September and beginning of October,
1981, workshops concerning the situation of women
entrepreneurs were implemented in each regional office.
These workshops, with a duration of two days, were designed
and implemented by three female staff members, one from
INFOP, one from USA and one from OEF.
The workshops were intended to help the field agents
to become aware of the special conditions of women who run
their own small industries in Honduras, relating these
conditions with their role in society. They were also
intended to help design strategies to work with women
clients of the extension service. These workshops were
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P merited because, according to the study developed by
Michigan State University, 60 % of small rural industries in
Honduras are managed by women.
The methodology for these workshops was focused in
an analysis of how the field agents work with women
entrepreneurs
.
workshops on Assistance to the Entrepreneurs
These workshops, developed in Tegucigalpa for the
regional supervisors, and in each regional office for the
field agents, closed the cycle of basic training for field
personnel. They had a duration of two days and they were
conducted by the representative of PFP/OEF.
During the follow up visits after the second course
there was evident need for a training activity to help the
field personnel to analyze in a more individual and creative
way the contents and methodologies of their work. These
workshops would help to develop criteria on which to base
decisions they had to make when assisting small industries.
A main problem was that the field personnel tended to repeat
what they had learned, without much analysis of the specific
nssds of esch client.
The workshops used questionnaires developed to help
to relate activities done for the assistance of small
industries with development and impact in the industries and
in the local communities (See Appendix A). These
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questionnaires were answered individually
answers then were analyzed in group. Each
the case of one of his or her clients as
answering the questionnaire. 24
and those
field agent used
the basis for
Analysis of Results
This section will present and discuss the results of
the training process for field personnel. The results have
been recorded and measured in different ways, through
different instruments. The first part will describe the
sources and the methodologies used to gather and analyze the
information. The results expected will be presented before
presenting the actual results, to facilitate the comparison
between the two. Finally, this section will discuss problems
and achievements of the model used for training field
personnel to work with small industries.
Sources and Methodologies
The best source to analyze the field personnel
training process is an evaluation conducted by Emily DiCicco
of PFP/OEF, three months after the end of the first course.
This evaluation aimed to assess the learning process that
had taken place up to time when the evaluation was
conducted. It assessed the participation of different
institutions in the training process.
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The evaluation was designed and implemented by a
team with the participation of three institnt,'li-ee titutions involved
in the implementation of the training process.
The information was gathered through interviews and
questionnaires (see Appendix B) answered by the regional
supervisors, all the field agents and a sample of
entrepreneurs participa tinq in ptrt' -tiiy fLR. Also, the evaluation
team had conversations with personnel of INFOP, CDI/ptr,
PFP/OEF, and AID.
The questionnaire for field agents aimed to assess
the degree of learning and comprehension of the Project and
the nature of their jobs.
Development Associates Inc, under a contract with
AID, conducted an impact evaluation of PTR. 26 This
evaluation was focused on the Program as a whole. However,
It contains some assessments of the training process for the
field personnel.
The quarterly reports of PFP/OEF are the other set
of documents that this study uses as a source of information
for analyzing the training process. These reports represent
only the opinions and analyses of these consultant
institutions; they are not evaluations per se. However, they
provide critical thought about the progress and problems of
the development of the Program.
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Expected Outputs
The proposal submitted by pfp/oef to CDI for
collaborating in training field personnel states as expected
outputs of the training process •the building of a corps of
.ndrviduals, the field agents, who serve as linKs between
the needs of rural industry and the resources spread among
components of the Rural Technologies Project. "27
Results Obtained
According to one of the PFP/OEF reports, the
training process provided the field agents with a general
overview of what an extension service is and the technical
concepts needed to work for it. The follow-up activities
specifically gave support to the work the field agents were
developing, relating the concepts studied in the course and
their experiences in the field. 28
In a more systematic way, and based on the
information that was gathered, the evaluation of the
training process says that the learning was "from
satisfactory to good", basic techniques for business
management being the area best under stood . 29
Analyzing the learning process in more detail, the
evaluation says that the majority of the questions related
to contents were answered in a satisfactory way. This shows,
that the participants learned a good amount of information
during a short period of time (See Appendix C).
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The areas best understood during the course are
those most related to their jobs, such as bookkeeping and
elements for a market analysis Some topics were basically
understood, but the field agents did not feel comfortable
with them, for example, the definition of business. Many of
them did not have a clear concept of the assistance they
were supposed to give to the small industries. The most
abstract contents were the least understood, such as the
social and economic context and strategies and methods to
develop small industries
.
The evaluation of PTR conducted by Development
Associates has a very brief statement in the conclusions
about the training process for the field agents: "PTR’s
•agentes de campo', received good training. However with so
few field staff remaining, it is difficult to predict a
particularly large impact of the PTR in this subject area in
the future, unless more staff are employed. "31
Analysis of Problems and Achievements
Practical Orientation of Training. Evidently, the
practical orientation should be stressed in this kind of
training. One of the PFP/OEF reports suggested that future
courses have a strong practical orientation, using more
cases and simulations, since these help the participants to
apply the concepts to specific situations.
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However, the practical orientation raised problems.
Even dnrin, the tirst course, there were conflicts tor both
the instructors and participants who did not feel
comfortable with an approach too different from what they
Knew in school. A ppp/oef report points out that some
instructors tended to use a more academic approach, probably
based on the college education that all of them had.
The approach usually taken in colleges and
universities may be appropriate for medium and
business, which can operate within the regular
system of a society. Micro-industries are in a
large
economic
di f ferent
situation and they need a different approach.
The differences in approaches between those who
originally designed the training and those who were
implementing it gave origin to some problems in the
implementation of some training modules. Some instructors
felt insecure, and there was disagreement among them about
how to present certain contents. The same report suggested
that in the future the same instructors implementing the
training should be involved in the planning. When this is
not possible, the instructors should be very familiar with
the training modules before implementing them.^^
Some of the field agents had the same difficulty
with a more practical approach. During the courses, many of
them tried to establish the same kind of relationships that
exist in school between teachers and students, and they
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tried to learn in a school way.
on this subject, the sabe report cited above
recognizes the emphasis of the curriculum on management-
accountrng, considering that the contents of about half of
the modules presented in the courses were on these aspects.
The reason for this emphasis is that one of the most
important obstacles for the development of small industries
IS the lack of good management systems. For this reason, it
was considered very important that the field agents had the
to help the entrepreneurs to develop good management
systems. However, this emphasis in management-accounting
aspects led to a missundertanding am.ong the participants. It
seems that they believed that their job was just to teach
bookkeeping to the entrepreneurs.
The same report indicates what should be the
emphasis in working with the entrepreneurs. It says that the
field agents must study with the entrepreneurs the different
factors affecting the development of a business, to be able
to establish the problems of each individual industry, since
an action without much knowledge of each business could be
even harmful for the industry.
For many of the participants, the first course was
their first contact with their future jobs. The same
difficulties that some instructors had in using a practical
approach was observed among some of the participants. Many
of them tried to use the knowledge and methodologies
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acquired in school or fro. experience „ifh previous jobs,
which blessed their comprehension of the new approach. At
the beginninq there was the tendency to see the relationship
field agent-entrepreneurs in a vertical way.
Following this analysis, the report says that it is
important to insist on establishing horizontal relationships
with the clients, trying to involve them in the process of
assistance. The entrepreneur should, with the field agent,
identify the problems and their causes and to devise ways of
solving them. The field agent should not be considered as an
instructor who teaches contents, but as a facilitator of a
process that basically belongs to the client. 34
Another interesting observation is given in the
evaluation report for this training course, it says that
during the follow-up time it was possible to observe that
the best field agents were not necessarily the best students
in the course, and also that some very good students were
not performing very well as field agents. ^5
This lack of relationship between course and job
performance could show a need for training methods that
recreate job situations in a better way. For example, one of
the field agents who had serious problems during the course
was the son of a mechanic, and knew a great deal about that
trade. He was also very familiar with the management aspects
of a small business. When he began working, it was
inmediately evident that it was very easy for him to relate
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to Clients and to understand their problems. Another
participant,
„ho was very ,ood durin, the courses, did not
show any motivation or discipline to do his job.
»eeds for Original il,inki„g. Another important issue
IS the need for more original thinking on the part of the
field agents so as to be able to develop a meaningful course
This need seems related to their tendency to
learn things in the same way they have been taught. This is
very understandable since memorizing is the predominant way
Of teaching in Honduras. However, this way of learning
created two problems: a dependency of field personnel on the
directions given to them by the professional staff, and a
lack of flexibility and adaptation to the needs of each
industry. A report of PPP/OEF noted a certain dependency of
the regional teams on the central office. Sometimes, the
report says, suggestions that intended to be just
suggestions were taken as rules.
In addition to this dependency, some lack of
flexibility was also observed. It looked like the field
agents were following a recipe, instead of creating their
own for each case or problem they had to face. 37
An example, taken from the author's experience in
this program, can illustrate this point. When visiting the
regional office of Valle, he realized that all the field
agents were advising their clients to put signs on front of
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their shops. That kind of "stanr^;,r-^ ^tanda d treatment" was suspectbecause one might assume that not all ^i the industries would
need signs at the same time. Exolorinr. •ploring the issue further, he
asked details from each field agent. One of th^mu e was working
with a mechanic shop that repaited ttactots fro. nearby
was located by the highway. Because the farmers
knew the shop, the sign would not be necessary for them-
likely cars and trucks, it turned out thst -ui.ueu na the mechanic did
not have any experience in repairing those vehicles.
Therefore, if the field agent had analysed the situation, he
would have realised that putting a sign by the highway would
not do any good for that business.
The workshop on assistance to entrepreneurs was
designed to deal with these problems. As explained before,
tried to help the field personnel to use their skills and
knowledge in analyzing the situations and problems of their
Clients, approaching them in an original way.
The course structure seems to have affected the way
the field agents learned. Because the course structure is
very similar to the school structure it encourages the way
learning takes place in school. Instead, less classroom work
and courses, and more in-service training, can help to
communicate concepts that are best understood in the context
of the job.
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The evaluation of PTR conducted by Development
Associates recognizes the need for additional in-service
training, while some field agents have already had good
training in small enterprises development, they still need
more
,
Personnel Stability. A very serious problem is that
the program did not consider the training pf field personnel
an investment. Two years after the end of the process, less
than 20% of those who received fho training remained working
for PTR.
During 1982. PTR put much more emphasis on
components other than small industries. The field personnel
prepared to work with small industries thus had to develop
other tasks, without the preparation to do them. For
example, some of the field agents were taught how to build
"Lorena stoves", in order to demonstrate and teach their use
to rural families rural families. This task is much simpler
than becoming a facilitator for small industries, but in the
new definition of their job. they no longer had the chance
to work in the area where they had more training and
experience
.
The Program should have considered the year when the
field agents were intensively trained an investment. This
personnel had the potential to become more efficient in the
future, having the knowledge and the experience they were
acquiring
.
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This is perhaps the most negative aspect in the
i inpl©in©n ta
t
ion of ptrOt . It meant a waste of human and
niaterial resourc©s.
Conclusions
The main concern of this study is to explore
pparent results of each training approach and to suggest
variables that seem to affect those results These
conclusions will attempt to summarize these two aspects for
the case of training of field personnel, based on the data
considered for the development of this case.
Apparent Results
According to the data considered to assess results,
through the training process, field agents acquired skills
and concepts that enabled them to function in their jobs.
They learned concepts on basic management of small
industries and about the extension service for small
industries. The best understood concepts were related to
bookkeeping and market analysis. More abstract concepts were
less understood.
Results were limited in terms of understanding the
nature of their jobs assisting small entrepreneurs. They
tended to follow formulas, without trying to adapt them to
the reality of each client.
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in
They also showed dependency
developing their own solutions in
and a limited capability
original situations.
Variables Affecting the Results
Training Variables. The design of training seems to
have affected the results. Long and intensive pre-service
training for participants without previous business
experience did not seem to have facilitated the practical
understanding of the skills and concepts being taught.
Because the first and second courses were implemented for
all the field agents together, most of the participants were
far from their own regions and therefore had little contact
with their future or actual clients.
If the training had been designed to provide wide
exposure to small industries and practical guidelines in the
steps of assistance, probably, the lack of experience would
not have affected as strongly as it did the understanding of
the model of assistance.
The contents of the courses also seem to have
affected the results. The emphasis in small business
administration apparently gave the idea to the participants
that this was the only content important to be implemented
their work with the entrepreneurs. They had
problems understanding that administration was just one
component in the businesses and was a tool for their job.
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The use of classroom and lecture methodologies
connected with the previous school experience of the
participants, influencing their wa, of learning. The. showed
a tendency to memorise and repeat formulas, instead of
understanding the meaning of the contents.
The type of planners and instructors used for this
training process affected the results of the process. Most
Of them had professional training in business administration
and accounting, other than some of the consultants provided
by PPP and OEF. they did not have much previous experience
in micro-industries. Apparently, this kind of background led
to a focus on administration and the use of concepts and
methods more appropriate for medium sized industries than
for those that constituted the target population of the
program.
Non-Training Variables. The selection of partici-
pants seems to have affected the results of the training
process. Having just graduated from high school they brought
all the study habits common to schools in Honduras, where
the students are encouraged to learn by rote, and original
thinking and creativity tend to be repressed. They did not
have previous business experience, and therefore were not
able to relate the concepts and skills being learned to
known situations.
Another variable that apparently affected the
results was the lack of stability of the field personnel in
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PTR. The year considered in this
much focussed
training the personnel. They did nn<-in ot have the opportunity
to acquire experience, which maybe would have facilitated
the internalization of concepts and a better understanding
of their functions.
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CHAPTER V
CASE OF ASSISTANCE TO SMALL INDUSTRIES
The one-to-one assistance provided by field agents
to s.all entrepreneurs, as one of the services of PTR to the
-au rural industries in Honduras, is the second case to be
considered by this study. The assistance had the purpose of
helping small entrepreneurs in the development of their
operations. Field agents visited selected small industries
Of their communities, two or three times a weeK. During that
time they followed a methodology conducive to elaborate a
plan for development of the industry and they helped the
entrepreneurs in specific aspects needed to implement that
development, such as recordkeeping, marketing, aspects
related to the production process, etc.
This particular way of using a training process for
development of small industries is based on the assumption
that many of the factors that hinder the development of
small industries are related to the entrepreneurs and to
their attitudes toward the operations. Therefore a process
that would help the entrepreneurs to get skills to better
manage the operation and to understand their components and
relationships would result in progress and development for
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the industries.
in presenting and analyzing this case, particular
attention will .e given to the results obtained through
assrstance, as they were assessed by the documentation used.The case will also explore aspects of the program and of the
design and implementation of this type of training that seem
to have affected the results obtained, m this way. the case
Of assistance to small entrepreneurs will contribute to the
main concern of this study, which is to explore factors
related to training that affect the impact of programs
working for the development of small industries.
The case will address a variety of issues. For
example, the question of selection of clients: what type of
entrepreneurs are most likely to take advantage of the
assistance? Another example is related to the staff, field
agents, who implemented the assistance. Given their
background and training, were they qualified to do this job,
or they were unable to establish with their clients the
right kind of relationship to enable the educational process
to take place? Another question concern the assistance as
one of other components: was this approach sufficient for
the industries to initiate a process of development and
solution for problems, or were other components, like
credit/ also necessary?
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The first section of the chapter will present how
the assrstance was designed and implemented. A second
section will analyze problems in the implementation, and the
last section will assess the results and impact of this
service, exploring variables that seem to have affected the
results and impact.
The study of the assistance to small industries is
based on reports and documents produced by the program
Itself and by the agencies that provided technical
assistance to the program. The analysis of problems and
impact is based largely on an evaluation required by AID and
implemented by an specialized evaluation firm. Since the
author had direct involvement in planning and implementing
this case, his own observation and experience is a source of
information and provides criteria to select and asses the
documentation used.
Th® Process of Assistance
The extension service intended to follow a
comprehensive approach in helping small rural industries.
Besides the individual intensive assistance to the
entrepreneurs, to be studied in this chapter, it offered
group assistance, technical training, technical assistance
and credit.
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This intensive assistance involved visits to
selected enttepnenents two ot thtee ti.es a weeK. tno. one
to three Hours each visit. Pield personnel were in charge ot
the assistance and were specially trained for this purpose
see Chapter IV.) During those visits, the field agents or
"agentes de ca-po'' as the progra. called the., worKed
.ainly
with the entrepreneurs in studying the problems and
possibilities for development of that particular industry
and, in later stages of the assistance, imple.enting
whatever was to be done for that develop.ent to happen, m
the first section of this chapter the process of assistance
will be presented in detail.
Group assistance was an alternative or, som’etimes
addition, to intensive individual assistance. It was
originally conceived for those industries that did not need
an intensive assistance, as a .ore sporadic activity to be
implemented with groups of entrepreneurs about a specific
subject or issue. It was also designed for entrepreneurs who
were receiving individual assistance, with the purpose of
meeting other entrepreneurs and discussing or studying
issues or topics of common interest. In fact, group
assistance was not very commonly offered.
Technical training was implemented by the National
Institute of Professional Training ( INFOP). They were
supposed to offer courses in the major technical areas of
the industries that’ were receiving assistance by PTR.
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Technical assistance was designed as a way of
supporting the action of the field agents. PTR had a group
Of engineers and business managers in the central office
available to provide support to field agents, when they
-.nested it. Por instance the field agents could run into
srtuatrons they could not handle the.selves because these
Implied knowledge or skills they did not have, m such
cases, staff from the central office would go to the
industry with the field agent to study the problem together.
PTR did not implement a credit fund until the second
year of the existence of the extension service. During the
time to be covered by this study. 1981
, loans were not
available to the clients of the service. This was because it
had been decided that assistance and training could develop
management capabilities among the entrepreneurs which could
help them to make better use of the funds. The study
conducted by Michigan State University previous to the
implementation of PTR also indicated that the major problems
of small rural industries were in the field of management,
rather than lack of capital. This did not mean that they did
not need capital; it meant that management should be the
first priority when working with small rural industries.
However, this lack of credit during the first year of the
implementation of PTR was considered a hindering factor for
obtaining results. This is an aspect to be discussed in the
last section of this chapter.
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This study assumes that the acio-: 4.«-n T: n assistance to small
rural industries offered by ptr „as a training activity.
Although the literature reviewed did not define assistance
as training,
"training" in this IS understood broadly
y its educational meaning, Assi st-:^nr-c»y a ce, as conceived by PTR
is an educational process where field agents with
entrepreneurs go through a process of becoming aware of the
ifferent factors affecting the industry and the steps to be
tahen to change those factors to facilitate the development
Of the industry. This process usually i„pUes a change in
the attitude of the entrepreneurs toward the business.
Assistance is training because its objectives are to develop
skrlls and understanding among the entrepreneurs, and its
methods are based on interpersonal relationships.
Getting Acquinted with the Co-nunity and Small Industries
Several activities to be developed by the field
agents were designed prior to the beginning of the
assistance to small rural entrepreneurs. These activities
had the purpose of obtaining information about the relevant
communities and the small industries located in those
communities: making this service known in the communities,
and providing more exposure for the field agents to small
industries
.
Community Surveys. Inmediately after the end of the
first training course, the field personnel gathered
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information about the communities where they were going tobe assigned to wotK.l This iniot.ation was
.ainly for the
use Of the field agents, to know the context in which each
industry was located and to be aware of the existing
resources and constraints for the possible development of
the local industries.2 fn the course of this activity a list
of all small industries in the area was to be made.
Each region used different methods to collect the
information. They had an outline of the kind of data
needed, but the regional supervisors decided about the
specific way of getting it. Most of them interviewed
ities and organizations in each community, in one
region, however, the supervisor asked the field agents to
draw maps of each community, identifying the location of
each small industry. The survey was implemented in the four
regions of the program.
Introducing the Service. The field agents were
supposed to visit all small industries and to inform the
entrepreneurs about the initiation of this service to help
small rural industries. This activity had the purposes of
making the service known to all the potential clients and to
test their interest in participating in the program. Field
agents were supposed to observe each unit, in order to
assess their possiblities as future clients.
^
This activity was implemented without major
problems. Based on the list of industries the field agents
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program. Some of them were suspicious of hidden political
intentions in the program, hut most had a positive attitude
toward the possibility of obtaining some help.
Observation of Selected Units. Considering the lack
Of business experience of the field agents, this activity
was designed to help them to become more familiar with
different types of small rural industries. Each field agent
was asked to spend some time, at least eight hours in each
type Of industry existing in his or her area. During this
time they were supposed to observe and help the regular
operations of the industry. They were asked to become
familiar not only with management aspects of the operation,
but also with the production process.
4
In general this activity was implemented, but it
seems that there was a certain degree of confusion among the
field agents in relation to its purpose. They viewed it not
so much as a learning process for them, but as the beginning
of the assistance. Most of them did not select the
industries according to their lack of familiarity with them,
but according to the receptive attitude of the entrepreneurs
toward the program.
Selection of Industries
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There was agreement in PTR that not every small
rural industry would have the same possibilities for
development, that the possibilities for them to tahe
advantage of the services offered would depend on a
combination of factors. Some of those factors were the
location Of the industry, the type of industry, where raw
materials were obtained and the quality of those materials,
the production process, qualification of workers, managemelt
Of the industry, attitudes of the entrepreneurs, marketing
of the products, etc. Knowing these factors, would allow for
predicting the degree of impact that the action of PTR would
have in that particular industry.
5
However, it was decided not to take these factors in
consideration at the beginning of the service, considering
the lack of experience of the field personnel, and that the
program did not have in-depth information about the factors
that would affect the industries in their development.
Another consideration for this decision was that the service
should create demand among the industries by becoming known.
When this demand would exist, the service could be more
selective in terms of their clients.
Therefore, the only criterion applied for selection
of industries was the willingness of the entrepreneurs to
receive the service being offered. This was accepted by the
program as a temporary arrangement. Unfortunately, given the
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changes in policies occurred during the second year of
implementation, selection applying criteria to increase
impact was never used.
When the field agents were introducing the service
and When they asked some entrepreneurs to observe their
operations, they assessed their interest in receiving the
service. On this basis, the field agents selected the
industries to offer intensive assistance. This basis for
selection gave origin to problems in the process of
assistance and in obtaining results.
Steps in the Process
A series of steps were designed for the assistance
process. These steps intended that the entrepreneurs, with
the help of the field agents, become aware of their
situation and problems, and do something to improve the
situation and overcome problems. The process would ideally
help the entrepreneur to become in charge, take
responsibility for the industry, and see it as a dynamic
organization
.
The description and presentation of these steps is
based in a series of guidelines elaborated by PFP/OEF to
support the field agents' work.
Clarification of Purposes and Benefits of
Assistance. The entrepreneurs should know from the beginning
what kind of benefits they could get through the assistance
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P-cess, and what benefits they would not. Also they shouldKnow What steps were ,oin, to be followed, how ™uch ti„e
they were supposed to spend with the field agents, and what
their tasks were.
These Clarifications were important since some
entrepreneurs assumed the attitude of accepting the
expecting to get loans or other kind of material
benefits later, and some wanted to use the field agents as
their bookkeepers.^
This stage was somehow hindered by the limited
understanding the field agents had of the process of
assistance. The author doubts that many of the field agents
made the purposes of the assistance clear to the
entrepreneurs. This conclusion is based on the problems that
appeared in later stages, such as hesitation from the
entrepreneurs to get involved in the process or tendency to
use the field agents as their bookkeepers.
Problem Identification. A "problem" was defined as
"a situation or fact that is affecting or hindering the
development of the enterprise. It must be possible to be
solved, in a determined length of time, and with available
resources."'^ Problems were identified in this way to
discourage a fatalist attitude. Usually entrepreneurs talked
about problems as something beyond their possibilities to do
anything to solve them. Problems of this kind were defined
as constraints" — things the entrepreneurs had to learn to
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live with and adapt to, because they cannot change.
Problems'', by contrast, are those things that it is
possible to change.
The field agent was supposed to have information
about the resources and limitations of the community where
the industry was located, and in this way to be aware of the
possible constraints for that industry.
The field agents ashed the entrepreneurs what their
problems were, encouraging critical analysis that would be
at the same time constructive. The field agents helped in
this definition of problems by rewording them, using the
information the agent had about existing constraints and the
elements given by the entrepreneurs.
After establishing a list of problems, the field
agent asked the entrepreneur to set priorities, trying to
define which problems were the cause of others, and which
had no connection. In this way it was possible to determine
the most important problems for the industry.
8
Goal Setting. Goals were defined as the situation
the industry could be expected to reach over a certain
period of time. These goals must imply development for the
enterprise. Development was defined as "growing and
improvement of an enterprise. It could be at the level of
profits, sales, quality and variety of the products, or jobs
offered
.
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The goals were to be set 4-uy entrepreneurs; theeld agents were only supposed to helo in tnn ip he process. The
.oals would he realistic, connected with the problems
-Jentrfred rn the enterprise, and with a liheXy deadline for
resolving them. 10
Plan Of Action. The plan of action of the industry
was defined as "the activities to hn ,be implemented for the
accomplishment of the goals."U The plan must he a series of
activities to he developed mainly hy the entrepreneur (See
Appendix D). The field agents were supposed to monitor the
Implementation of the plan, to help analyse problems and
implications of that implementation, to detect areas where
the entrepreneur might need helo for ^n ip t the implementation, to
motivate the entrepreneurs, and to serve as a resource
person helping the entrepreneur to locate the needed
resources for the implementation of the plan. 12
The plan for each activity had to establish a
definite deadline; it had to explain the kind of resources
needed to implement the activity; and it had to contain
means for evaluation of the success of the activity.
The guidelines produced by the program for the field
agents insisted that this plan should be drawn up by the
entrepreneurs. If the entrepreneurs were aware of the
importance of this plan, this indicated that they were
taking responsibility of the development
operations.
of their
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Plan of Assistance. This defined as 'the activitiesto he deveioped h. the field a,ent heipin, the enttepnenent
to acccpiish the plan of action fot the industry. '14 Thisplan was to be elaborated by the field =.o cn agents and it should
contain the goals of the assistance, the activities,
deadlines and resources (See Appendix D)
. This plan was
totally different than the plan of action of the industry.
Using the former as a base it, I was the product of the needs
for assistance that emerged from the plan of action.
Agree.»nt. Both entrepreneur and field agent had to
agree on the plan of assistance because this plan could
imply time and efforts for the entrepreneur. The
entrepreneur should be totally aware of the meaning of both
plans and be willing to develop the plan of action and to
work with the field agent in the activities implied by the
plan of assistance. This agreement, even if made orally, was
very important as the approach of the assistance required
commitment from the beneficiaries.
Develop«nt of the assistance. After the agreement
was made, both plans were put into action. The contents of
the assistance for each case were supposed to be different.
In some cases the field agents had to teach basic
bookkeping, in others to help with a weekly saving plan, or
to help making a sign for the shop - in many cases
different types of activities were developed at the
time
.
same
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nee the objectives of the plan of assistance were
-t, an asses^ent of the process was
.ade to see if the
industry still needed the service m. In theory, this kind of
service, at least intensive assistance, was not supposed tolast „uch longer than two or three months. After that ti.e
a less intensive assistance could be
.antained, mostly to
supervise the development of the plan of action of the
industry.
Each of the steps of the process of assistance,
outlined above are in accordance with the design. In
reality, only some of the field agents followed them in such
a way that they really fuctioned for the development of the
industry, with their tendency to use recipes, most of the
field agents did ask the entrepreneurs to have a plan of
action and developed their own plan of assistance; but they
did this only as a kind of "homework" to be shown to the
supervisors
.
The Case of a Carpenter in Jnticalpa. To illustrate
the process of assistance to small entrepreneurs, the
following case, taken from the author’s experience in this
project, is provided. One of the female field agents of the
region of Olancho was assisting a carpenter in the city of
Juticalpa, the Department capital. After going through the
process described above, the entrepreneur had decided to go
into new lines of products. Specifically he was thinking of
making coffins, but he did not know the demand in the area
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for this product or how thf=
carpenters were r,eetingthat demand. The field agent offered to help the
entrepreneurs by doing a simple market analysis She .ticixysi . went tothe office where the records of the cit,,ty were kept to find
out the number of deaths inn the area per month. Then she
went to the hospital to check the previous figure. Pinally
She surveyed the other carpentry shops to know if they made
coffins and how many, with thaty information she was able to
tell the entrepreneurs what his prospects for selling
coffins were and approximately how many he should produce.
This case is one example of the different ways a
field agent could help an entrepreneur. The actions taken by
this field agent showed creativity and initiative. However
Ideally she should have involved the entrepreneur in the
process, to make this market analysis a teaching experience
for him, so the next time he could do it without any help.
Assistance Impleaented
According to the report of the Evaluation office of
PTR, by the end of 1981, the service had been introduced to
896 small industries in 31 communities in the four regions
where the program was being implemented. By that time 251
small industries were receiving intensive assistance. The
majority of those operations involved seamstresses (84),
tailors (42), and carpenters (35). In addition, welders,
mechanics, brickmakers, shoemakers, leatherworkers, and
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"r:.::r - .......® mostly women, the rest Of the entrepreneurs assisted
were
..3ti,
.en. in the region of oianeho, entrepreneurs
re reoer.rn, assistance, ea rn the region of Oanii,
..
e region of Ocotepeque, and 45 in Valle. 15
By July 1982 the number of industries receiving
intensive assistance had decreased to 182. This was
explained by a Progress Report of the Evaluation office, as
caused by the decrease in the number of field agents. 4S. ofth6m hs d b©©n noee either fired or had resigned. 16
Problems in the Implementation
This section presents some of the problems
encountered when implementing the assistance to small
industries. These problems were not findings of any
evaluation. They were discussed in staff meetings with the
field agents; some were brought up by the field agents
themselves, they were also analysed in documents and reports
produc©d by PTR or PFP/OEF.
Selection of Clients
As previously explained, there was no formal
selection of clients. Entrepreneurs who were favorable to
the program received assistance, regardless of the actual
possiblities for development of the enterprise. The damage
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for the program caused by lacK of selection criteria was
ed with two other problems to be analyzed later intMs section: the lacK of understanding of the field agentsOf their functions and the changes in policies in the
Program.
That the selection of clients was a problem became
pparent when it was clear that industries kept receiving a
kind of routine service, without showing any progress or an
active participation of the entrepreneurs. It seems to be a
valid alternative to begin offering the service to any small
industry interested in receiving it, since this is a way to
n.ake the service known among the entrepreneurs. However, the
field agents should have been assesing their clients from
the beginning in order to decide if they were really making
progress or if they needed a different kind of service.
Perhaps some entrepreneurs were not interested or did not
feel they had the time to work intensively with the field
agents; in those cases a less intensive assistance, or group
assistance, or some courses, might have been the best
alternative.
In summary, lack of selection seems to have hurt the
program in terms of results because industries without
possibilities of taking good advantage of it kept receiving
the assistance.
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Understanding of the Assistance
AS analysed in chapter IV, the field agents had
ulties understanding their role. The tendency was to
teach the entrepreneurs see technigues. lihe hooKKeeping
without studying the real needs of each enterprise.
According to one of PFP/OEF reports, the field
agents "showed a lack of flexibilltvi y in using concepts and
-thods they learned in their training process. "17 This lack
Of flexibility constituted another problem by itself. Many
the field agents went to visit an industry and the
entrepreneur was not there or could not receive them. That
time could have been used in other ways that could have
served the purposes of the assistance, like for example some
market analysis. Usually agents did not do anything when
they were not received by the entrepreneurs. 18
Another report also discusses the tendency of the
field agents to follow recipes for their action. It says
that this tendency, and the problems many of them had
explaining the rationale of certain plans of action of
enterprises they were working with, showed that the field
gents had not developed an independent commitment to their
work. The cause for this could be a lack of in-depth
comprehension of the program, and also lack of experience
This lack of understanding resulted in the
incapability of the field agents to assess their clients or
to decide if some of them should be dropped from the
19
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assistance. Therefore,
.sny of the™ continued offeri
assistance without obtain!
ng
ng significant results.
Women Entrepreneurs
It is surprising that while throughout the training
process for field agents the issue of wo^en entrepreneurs
was always mentioned, there are no records of special
activities or strategies for them. Actually there was no
special concern in the implementation of the assistance
toward the problems women face when running a small
industry.
The field agents were expected to be aware of the
number of women entrepreneurs and of the special problems
they had. This issue was discussed in two training courses,
and was the subject of one of their workshops. The main
reason that the Overseas Education Fund was selected to
provide technical assistant to PTR was the high number of
women entrepreneurs in Honduras.
However, when analyzing the implementation of the
assistance to small industries, there are no indications of
special activities or strategies for this important group of
small entrepreneurs.
Perhaps the reason for this was that the program
intended to give this special attention through the training
the field personnel received. Perhaps the assumption was
that if the personnel was aware of the problems, they could
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provide special attention to women
program should have made explicit
clients. Even
some guidelines
with women entrepreneurs.
so,
to
the
work
Administrative and Logistic Problems
The structure of the extension service and the lack
Of a better logistical support from the program was another
problem that affected the implementation of the assistance
to small industries.
The regional offices of PTR were located in the
urban areas of each of the regions where the program was
working. Most of the field agents lived in those areas, but
industries they were assisting were scattered throughout
the region. Often it took a full day to get to one community
to visit one or two industries.
The program never made a decision on this matter.
Alternatives were discussed. One possibility was to provide
transportation to the field agents. The agents were even
willing to pay back the cost in monthly installments if the
program would buy motor cycles for them. Another possibility
was to have the agents live in the rural communities they
worked in. However, this way would restrict them to the
immediate area and with more transportation problems than if
they lived in the urban areas.
The purchase of raincoats was an example of how
bureaucracy prevented the program from providing needed
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support. When the rainy
go out for their visits
raincoats for them. When
season began, the agents could not
and the program agreed to buy
the raincoats finally got to the
agents the rainy
productivity of
whole season.
season was long over, and the work
the agents had been very low during the
Change of Priorities of the Progran
in 1982, along with changes in the management of
PTR, there was pressure from AID to obtain and show results.
By the end of 1981, some decisions were taken to improve the
impact Of the extension service for small industries. For
instance: contracts for some field agents would not be
renewed: changes would be made in relation to regions where
the extension service was being implemented; and a strategy
for 1982 was elaborated to extend the service to more rural
communities and to provide more training for the field
personnel. When these changes began in the program, some of
these measures were not completed, whichs affected the
implementation of the service. What was originally an idea
to improve the service, turned out to be something that
stopped It. Some field agents did not have their contracts
renewed, but the program did not hire new personnel to
replace them, changes were not made in relation to the
regions, field personnel did not receive new training; and
the visits to the regions were considerable reduced.
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Therefore, the extension service was practicaily
dismantled by the end of its t year of existence. Though
some efforts were made later in PTR to vkeep working in the
area of small rural industriesa , the personnel training and
the experience they were ohf^-ir,-:y btaining seems to have been
wasted
.
The evaluation report of Development Associates
comments on this aspect that PTR decided to put stronger
mphasis on the Home Technologies component, reducing the
number of '•agentes de campo’’ to seven, and giving the
additional personnel slots to Home Technologies. The report
says that the current program level of the small business
component is so reduced that it is not clear if it is
possible to obtain any impact in the future. 22
Assessment of Results
In 1983, AID contracted the services of Development
Associates Inc. to evaluate the impact of PTR. Upon the
results of this evaluation, AID was going to decide about
the future of the program. This evaluation will be used in
this section to assess the results obtained with the
assistance to small rural industries. By the end of 1981 the
Unit of Support and Services (USA) of PTR implemented an
evaluation of the impact of the extension service. Some
information from this evaluation will also be taken in
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cons idera t ion
.
Sources and Methodology
The evaluation implemented by Development Associates
was conceived by AID to '•investigate the processes and
impacts of the Rural Technologies Program. "23
To obtain the data, 90 interviews with beneficiaries
Of the three technology areas were conducted: agriculture
(40), home (25), and small industry (25). The sample did not
intend to be representative of Honduras but "was purposive
in nature, selected to probe the spectrum of technologies
within low, medium, and high intensity interventions by
PTR. ..24
The evaluation used a general information instrument
for all beneficiaries and different instruments for each
group. In the area of concern of this study, there was a
study guide for small industries. 25
This evaluation was implemented a year after the
changes that took place in the program were made. Some of
the small entrepreneurs interviewed began receiving
assistance after those changes. For this reason, the results
may not show the real impact of the assistance being studied
in this chapter. The Unit of Support and Services of PTR
evaluated the impact of the assistance by the end of the
firts year of implementation. Since this evaluation was
conducted by the program itself, it is not as reliable as
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the other one, and this is whv ih
"ain source for assessment, it was based on interviews to
a the entrepreneurs who were receiving intensive
assistance, and it tooK i. indicators to measure industry
development. The data obtained wiu be presented in the
following section.
Results Obtained
By the third quarter of 1981, a report of PFP/OEF
sard about results being obtained by the assistance to small
industries that the present, assistance is being offered
in the four regions covered by the program. Moreover, in
some regions some result^; ofults the assistance can be seen, as
for example increase number of workers in some industries,
new products, improvement in the organization of the
workshops, and saving plans for investment. "26
To evaluate the process of assistance, the staff of
USA made the effort of interviewing all the entrepreneurs
participating in the program. Several indicators of
improvement in the industries were used to assess the
impact. The use of bookkeeping was the strongest area of
changes (124), followed by better qualifications of workers
(43), and increase in the number of workers (42). Thirty
four entrepreneurs said that they had improved the
organization of their workshops, and thirty said that they
were obtaining their raw materials and equipment from local
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rsportsd an incrp»;^Go •i>i jcrease m production, but only three
-cognised an improvement in the quality of their products
While only two said they were using new technologies for
production. Eleven of them said that they had increased
their sales, while nine said that they were nrody p ucing new
and six t'Viiii'f- y were selling in new markets.
Considering that the total number of small
industries receiving assistance was 251, the results were
rather modest. Notice that the strongest area was controls.
indicator of the insistence on bookkeeping by the
field agents.
These results confirm the analysis made about
problems with the assistance. The field agents tended to be
inflexible and routine in their jobs; they mostly taught
bookkeeping, which was the area of strongest results. There
percentage of small industries, difficult to establish
from the way the data are Dresent#^^ -u ^p nted, that showed no results
at all though they kept receiving assistance.
The evaluation of Development Associates reports
that the staff and entrepreneurs recognized the usefulness
of assistance but the lack of credit was a major obstacle
for the development of the industries being helped. 28
Entrepreneurs had a good impression of the field
agents, considering that they were "competent and interested
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With the process of assistance. 29
However, twelve of the entrepreneurs interviewed
-xd that they were better off after the assistance than
-fore. They felt that their standard of livin, had
improved, by having more profitable enterprises. 30
During 1982, ptr finally implemented a credit fund
for small industries. Referring to this credit and to the
assistance, the evaluation report says that the two services
provided by the PTR, management assistance and credit, ned
to twenty companies in the sample claiming benefits. '• m
many cases, the report says, recipients of management
assistance stated that they did not Know what their business
situation was before receiving managerial help in cost
control and recordkeeping. Knowing their own business better
after assistance has helped them to price their products
better, because they know what should be charged and where
rised to be cut to e able to remain competititve and
profitable, 31
Those industries that received credit as well as
assistance noticed that they could use those funds more
effectively. It was also noticed that improvements in the
industries had a beneficial impact in the communities where
the industries were located. The evaluation report provides
the example of Juticalpa, Department of Olancho, where "as
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business improved in the carpentry shops and brick
factories, some of this improvement
community through increased local
materials . "32
was passed on to the
purchase of raw
Analysis of Problems and Achievements
It seems that the changes in policies and priorities
that took place at the beginning of 1982 in the Program for
Rural Technologies very deeply affected the possibilities of
impact of the service fnr amai
i
mall rural industries. The first
year of the implementation «as mostly a time to provide
training and initial experience to the field personnel, so
expectation of their performance should not have been very
high. It was also a time to begin offering assistance to the
entrepreneurs, when the credit component of the service was
not yet implemented. However, it seems it was correct not to
offer credit immediately, because the assistance was
supposed to be developing the management capabilities of the
entrepreneurs, and in this way they could make a better use
of credit later.
For these two reasons — field personnel still being
trained, and credit not yet available - the service could
not show impressive results in the first year of
implementation
.
Unfortunally, USAID, which provided the funds for
PTR, was pressing the program to show results and
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..e conUnuaUon o. ,..,3 upon
..ese nesuUs.Th.s pressure, along with the assumption hy the new
administrators of the program that their precursors
misunderstood the aoalQ o-fof the program, resulted in changesin policies that prevented the assistance to small
industries from yielding the expected results.
In relation to the availability of credit for small
rural industries, ppp/oep were already aware of the need to
implement this component at the beginning of the second year
Of the program. A document elaborated to provide a rationale
for the need of additional training for field personnel
mentions that lack of credit could be an additional cause
for positive results. The report says that in this area, the
program was responsibile because it had not been able to
implement this component on time.^^
According to the Development Associates evaluation
report, the credit helped to provide meaning to the
assistance: the entrepreneurs recognised the importance of
improving management but, without loans •'much of this work
would have been put on the back burner by the businesses or
possibly never implemented at all."^^
For Development Associates, one reason that explains
the lost of interest and lack of impact, is that the credit
component was implemented too late. The report says that "in
large part, because of the absence of credit availability
during the build-up of the program, entrepreneurs began to
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lose their enthusiasm for management assistance aions.-S
this evaluation report gives strong weight to
the credit component for the success of ^ •
. ,
assistance to small
-^ustries.. at ieast within PT., it recognizes the value of
the combination of both components. The report says that the
combination of the two inputs, technical assistance an.
credrt, provides small enterprises with a much better
opportunity to increase production, profits, and hire more
employees
.
TO summarize, it seems that PTR was correct in not
implementing a credit component at the very beginning of the
programs so as to develop management capabilities first.
However, it seems that the program waited too long before
implementing this component.
On the other hand, the results of Development
Associates Inc. evaluation seem to be very strong in this
aspect, would not these results be influenced by the fact
that when the interviews were made the funds were recently
exhausted, and many of the entrepreneurs interviewed had
either gotten a loan or had applied for one? This question
arises because it seems that, considering the management
problems that small rural industries have, they could take
some advantage of assistance in this aspect. Maybe without
credit the results would not be spectacular, but some
improvement would be realistically expected.
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Finally, it is quite evident that better resultsobtaxned through a program that uses a co b
'
m ination of
-ors and not a single-taotor approach,
.his shows thePontance of methodologies lihe the assistance to
entrepreneurs presented in this chapter, since it helps to
Its the program eventually offers to their best
advantage
.
Conclusions
Apparent Results
Results Of the assistance, assessed at the end ofthe frrst year of implementation, were not spectacular. The
-3t Of these results were in the area of recordkeeping.
Almost 50% Of the entrepreneurs receiving assistance were
using some methods for remrriiTmr, i.cording transactions made in the
The impact, that is, the level of indicators of
real development of the industries, was also modest.
However, it seems that the assistance was good preparation
for the industries to receive and use credit productively
wh^n it W0 S ofO fered by the program later on, as indicated in
the second year evaluation.
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Variables Affecting Results
Training Variables. Probably the lac. of better
-rstance an. of tbe problems of s.all maustries re.uce.
pact Of their action (see chapter iv). instead of
-coring assistance to the needs of each client, the fieldagents tended to standardize the action, offering the sane
-d Of contents and activities to all of then.
It has to be taken in consideration that the staffWho provided the assi ^for entrepreneurs were still intraining. A better conprehension of their functions could
have been expected if they had been able to get nore
experience in the inplenentation of their jobs.
one Of the most popular aspects anong the field
agents was recordkeeping. Most of then tended to focus the
assistance on this aspect, teaching basic accounting books
to their Clients. This tendency affected the results of the
assistance, since it nade it less related to the specific
needs of each entrepreneur.
Non-training Variables. As in the previous case
presented, the way participants were selected seems to have
influenced the results. A number of other factors might
P why some industries showed more improvements than
others, although basically the same kind of efforts were
used for their development. These factors could be location,
market, technology used, type and availability of raw
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material, the attitudes and skin, ^ills of entrepreneurs, etc.
program was another variable
' «• o. ».
*•“
."PP.r. o, supplies prevented fieldagents from accomplishing their work.
The policies Of the program had two apparent
effects. The program did not make credit available for the
entrepreneurs receiving assistance earlier in the
implementation, reducing somehow the potential for impact
this assistance could have had. The change of priorities
interrupted the implementation of the assistance for many of
the Clients, since the number of field agents was reduced or
their functions changed. The assistance that was maintained
^id not have enough support in terms of orientation from the
central office, with the result thai- s t- ki at it became largely
routine
.
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chapter VI
CASE OF TECHNICAL TRAINING
Technical training for small industries was one of
ponents of the extension service of ptr. Courses to
skills in the areas of auto mechanics, welding,
tailoring, carpentry, and sawing were offered to
entrepreneurs, and in some cases to workers of small
industries, by the National Institute for Professional
Training (inpop) of Honduras, under a contract with PTR. The
participants of these courses were usually receiving other
types Of services from the extension service, like intensive
assistance; so these courses were part of a more
comprehensive action.
The design of these courses was based on the
assumption that the participants had the basic technical
skills and that the training would provide additional skills
in their fields, so they could improve the quality or
variety of their products. Another assumption was that
technical training for entrepreneurs, combined with
assistance and other services of the program, would help
development of small industries.
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When studying this case, the i n ^n ma focus will be on
explain, the apparent results ot these courses and the
varrables that affected those results, m this way
presenting the case of technical training for small
industries in Honduras can contribute to the analysis of the
central problem of this study, which is how characteristics
related to training in programs for development of small
industries can affect, either positively or negatively, the
impact of those programs.
In presenting this case, some of the following
questions will be addressed* j.uicb a. Are the entrepreneurs
themselves the best option for participants in technical
courses in programs for small industries development? Would
it be better to offer them to workers? How should content
for these courses be defined, considering that there are
almost as many different needs for training as there are
participants? How could the participants' experiences and
innovations be used as another input for the training?, etc.
The presentation of this case is divided into two
parts: a description and analysis of the planning and
implementation of these courses, a discussion of some of the
problems encountered; and an analysis of the results
obtained. The conclusions of the case will summarize the
results and point out some variables that probably affected
the results.
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Training Design
=
" by infop and
.or a dnrauon oF r.o years r.e purpose oF
Providing technir'^i
1 industries within theprogram for the development of this kinti c^ ut n nd of industries.
There were three units of infop that could
participate in and contribute to this program: The
Enterprises Section which provided mostly management
training for medium and small industries in urban areas; the
Mobile Actions Section which provided vocational training in
rural areas and had equipment they could move from one site
to another; and Mobile Centers Unit that was more focus in
agricultural training. The leading role was assigned to the
Enterprises Section, with the expectation of the
participation of the other two units mentioned above. For
this reason, all the planning and supervision of the
implementation of the courses were under the Enterprises
section
.
In studying the design of the technical training
courses, this chapter will present the planning process, the
objectives of the training, the contents, staff, and
methodologies
.
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Planning
Technical training did not begin until late 1981,and the field agents, „ho were already working in their
^
assignments, contributed to the fir = <- ^^ cn r st staae«? of ^acdyes t the design
or these courses.
,,
Of these courses,
was decided to gather information about the training
"eeds of small industries. Two sources were used: the
longitudinal study and the entrepreneurs themselves, through
the field agents.
Considering that the results of the longitudinal
study were not yet available, selected information was taken
from the computer referring to needs for training.
The field agents were asked to find out among the
entrepreneurs about their needs for training. This task was
assigned to them after the follow-up of their first training
course. They were supposed to have the information by the
ti.e Of the second follow-up visit. The field agents asked
:ust a few Of the entrepreneurs, and obtained very general
information
.
At the same time that the information about training
needs was being gathered, a survey of the types of courses
INFOP could offer was also made. Based on this data, a
tentative training program was prepared by INFOP staff .
2
As a general orientation for these courses it was
considered necessary that they would not be only focused in
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technical aspects, but that they shouldy n also cover some
management asnectc; ipects, to help the participants to see the
relationship between production and the rest of the
business
.
The programing of the courses brought up some
problems, industries in rural areas are scattered.
. course
- to have a minimal number of participants to mahe the
costs affordable, and when the possible participants live indifferent towns or villages and there is no means of
transportation, it is diffir'ni+- -uicult to have the number required.
Another challenge for the planning was the variety
of training needs in comparison with the areas INFOP could
offer
.
Analyzing these problems, a PFP/oEF report said they
demonstrated the need for extremely flexible and adaptable
courses. These courses should be short, not full time in
urban areas, where there would be enough participants, but
full time courses for participants who come from more remote
areas. Individual follow-up should be implemented, and an
appropriate methodology of training should be used, which
would meet the needs of small entrepreneurs.
^
Agreement was reached between INFOP and PTR to
develop two types of courses, full time and part time; all
of them providing individual follow-up. 4 part time courses
were to have an evening schedule and the follow-up, or
individualized part of the course, to be given
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Simultaneously during the day. Pull ri.e courses were foripants coming out of town and some funds for
reimbursing expenses for food and lodging were provided, m
rs case follow-up would be implemented after the end ofthe course .
^
Objectives
The technical training component of the extension
for small rural industries was planned with the
in order to help them to improve their production processes.
The most common way of learning technical skills in
small rural industries is by observing and working either
through apprenticeship, or in the wF/ UX n family shop. The weakness
of this system is that it only can communicate skills
already in use. The apprentice will not be able to learn
about innovations and new technologies. For this reason
technical training for people who already know their trades
is so important. It intended to exposes them to innovations,
new technologies, new products, etc.
A CDI/PTR newsletter concerning the contract between
INFOP and PTR said that the purpose of this contract was to
provide training to small entrepreneurs and their employees
to improve their management, technical and production
capabilities.
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Contents
ing to the small entrepreneurs the technical
areas where there was more neea tor training were auto
-hanics, weiaing, sawing, tailoring an. carpentry
Therefore rt was determined that courses on diesel engines
tune-up, and use of measurement instruments should be
designed in the area of auto mechanics, m the area of
welding, courses were designed in waterwheel construction,
arc welding, and oxyacetylene welding, m the area of
wing, courses on four levels of embroidery, stitching
-n’s shirts, and stitching women's pants, were designed, m
the area of carpentry, courses were designed in mechanical
drawing, furniture finishing, use of equipment for
'
finishing, and roof structures, m the area of tailoring,
courses were designed in pants tracing, tailoring of vests,
and jacket tracing.
The criteria used to decide what specific courses to
design in each area was that the techniques taught should
add more value to an industry's products, like for example
in the case of sewing, embroidery can make the products more
valuable and also can help seamtresses to produce to sell to
a market instead of just by request. Finishing had also the
same purpose, m other cases the criteria used was to
introduce new techniques that could help to improve the
quality of the products or services.
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Besides the techniques, each course had so.e3
.rnrstratrve aspects. Mostly these aspects referred to
products that would involvethe techniques the participants were learning.
Staff
3rea, from the Mobile
o ions section were assigned by INFOP to work full time for
people from the Enterprise Section supervised and
coordinated their activities. PFP/OEF provided technical
assistance in designing the training and supervising the
implementation
.
The instructors, four men =and a woman, were very
wen prepared and had good abilities in conMunicating with
the entrepreneurs, according to participants in the courses.
All of them had long experience teaching courses of this
type. Each of them had the necessary equipment to teach
their courses and they went to live in each place where a
course was to be held and stayed there for the length of the
activity, including the follow— up.
Methodology
These courses followed a traditional method of
teaching technical skills. The participants had to do
exercises step by step. The instructors monitored their
advances and helped them when they had problems. The
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administrative aspects of
on the t h
courses were usually based
techniques they were learning, for instance pricing ane-up 30b or an embroidered blouse.
Each course had two parts: the course itself andfollow-up or individualized teaching,
.or this part the
course m each of the participants' shops. The methodology
or these visits was much more informal. The instructors
tried to relate the contents of the course to the reality of
the Shop and also they tried to help with some problems
related to the production process. Follow-up was considered
r^portant as a way of tailoring the contents of each course
to the individual needs of each participant.
Implementation of Training
Courses Implemented
The goal of the contract between INFOP and PTR was
to train a minimum of 500 small entrepreneurs and 600
workers, making a total of 1100 participants. That goal was
only 85o accomplished, since in 64 courses Implemented, 932
participants were trained, m the area of auto mechanics,
eleven courses were implemented, eleven in the area of
welding, seven in sewing, thirteen in tailoring, and
fourteen in carpentry.
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PFP/oef's report for the fir«?i-t rst quarter of 1982
PTR was working and that the svst^m h •y e designed for their
Implementation is being put into practice .
7
The same report comments on the fact that these
courses do not meet all the needs of the entrej^trepreneurs for
training which were detected through the
demand among the clients of PTR and thehi y are implemented
according to the capabilities of INFOP in terms of
instructors and equipment . "8
The technical assistance of PFP/oEF helped INFOP
adapt content and methodology to the characteristics of the
Clients of PTR. The main adaptations were related to
administrative aspects that had to be added to the
curriculum and changes in the contents, lihe for instance
simplifications of contents or modifications according to
the Clients' needs.® To make these adaptations, the
representative of PFP/OEF had monthly meetings with all the
instructors, where the courses being implemented were
assessed and recent experiences analyzed.
An interesting experience for the instructors was
the discovery of technological innovations used in some
shops. For example there was a carpenter in Ocotepeque who
developed a sealer for finishing furniture made out of
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nited States, therefore expensive and scarce. This
instructor was encouraged to test this sealer •using the
facilities of INFOP -4.infop, and If rt worked correctly, to teach
the technology to other carpenters.
Some Problems in the Implementation
some Of the problems detected through out the
implementation of the techm’o;ai 4- • •n hnic l training courses were lack
of coordination with other components of PTR, lack of
support from INFOP, and lack of flexibility.
Lack Of coordination. Sometimes when two government
institutions have to work together for an specific project
communication and coordination do not go very smoothly
between them. This was exactly the case between CDI/PTR and
INFOP. Problems of communication and lack of coordination
happened at the management level, where there was a large
degree of distrust and suspicion, as well as at the field
level
.
Among field agents of PTR and instructors of INFOP
relationships were not the problem. Coordination, however,
very poor. The field agents were supposed to select the
participants for the courses and to make the arrengements
for the facilities where the courses were going to take
place. This made sense, since the field agents lived in the
ne area very shortly before k •y the beginning of the
course, an. 30 r.e, couX. not promote t.e course an. select
e Parucxpants. UsuaXX. t.ese activities were poorX,
.one
field agents and poorly monitored by their
supervisors. Sometimes the beainnin., ^cn ginning of courses had to bedelayed because there were ..not enough participants, since
small entrepreneurs did not know about the activity. 10
Lack Of support. iNpoP was usually slow and hesitant
to provide the needed support, which sometimes hurt the
implementation of the courses. The beginning of several
courses were delayed because the instructors did not have
their per diem approved or they did not have gas or drivers,
in one occasion, at the same time that one of the courses
was supposed to begin in a town a hundred miles away, the
instructor was sitting at the headquarters of iNFOP waiting
for the papers to be processed to be able to get gasoline
for the vehicle. These kind of situations happened very
often
.
im
Lack of institutional Flexibility. Another proble,
that the implementation of these courses had to face was the
lack of flexibility in planning and procedures shown by
INFOP. Being a large training institution, INFOP has a set
of procedures to evaluate their students. They also have a
quantitative system to measure the degree to which they are
achieving their goals. INFOP tried to follow the same
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pattern with these courses, which created prohl w
^
^ b ems when PTRfor changes in the planning without p hy I muc notice, infop
scheduled in advance their train.ing activities for a whole
semester, ptr was ashing the. to be
.ore flexible h^-*-®xibl because ofhe needs that could e.erge fro. the assistance to
entrepreneurs. Also PTH wanted courses in other areas
beyond those that were being i.ple.ented, i.pop argued
against these requests saying that they had to follow
institutional procedures.
Results of Training
Sources and Methodologies
Close to the expiration date of the contract between
INFOP and PTR. both institutions decided to develop an
evaluation of the technical training courses for s.all
industries implemented by INFOP.
This evaluation was to be designed and implemented
by the Unit of Research and Planning (UEP), and the
Evaluation Offices of PTR; PFP/OEF; and INFOP. The
evaluation intended to .easure quantitative and qualitative
results of the courses implemented by INFOP.
Two instruments were developed, one to be applied to
a sample of participants in the courses and the other to
instructors (See Appendix E)
. For the sample, 15% of the
participants were selected at random within every region and
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type of coursG.^1
those course had in the industries. For this last
,,
-‘-ast purposethe questions tried to aefg information about new skills
learned, and the relationship of those skint' '•Ji. cn ills with the
production and income of the industry.
Results Obtained
In general, the participants responded positively
about improvements in production after the courses. 85%
indicated that the quality of their products had improved
68% said that they now made a better use of their materrals
and 78% said that they used less time in making the same
product
.
However, when asking about the use of techniques
learned in the courses, only 56% said that they could apply
all the techniques they learned, 36% said they only applied
part of them, and 8* could not apply any of the techniques
learned
.
The limited use of the techniques taught in the
courses is maybe an indicator that those techniques were not
very well adapted to the needs of the participants.
The evaluation also asked about improvement in
sales, income and clients. In this case the results were
less positive. Only 48% indicated that they had seen an
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increase in income after usina
"9 new techniques learned,
35* said that they had increased their sale,^ s, and 54% said
they increased the number of clients affi ter the courses. 14
However, it would be unfair to give all the
responsibility for development of small industries to
technical courses,
.s has been said before in this study,
development must happen as a result of a combination of
factors. The figures relating to progress in the business,
therefore, should not be given too much significance, what
does seem to be significant, however, is the improvement in
the production process, since these courses were oriented
precisely to improve that aspect.
Analysis of Problems and Achievements
It was a new experience for INFOP to provide
training for rural micro-enterprises. INFOP, like many other
similar institutes in Latin America, was created to prepare
workers for modern industry. The equipment it has and the
qualifications of its teaching personnel are good indicators
of that. Most of INFOP activities are focused on long term
technical training for youth. It also offers training for
industry workers, but mostly from the urban areas of the
country.
This program did not have the objective of training
people in modern, sophisticated technology. On the contrary,
the idea was to develop technologies appropriate to the
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level and need of rural small industries.
Therefore, getting involved in this program was, forinfop, a kind Of Challenge. Somehow they responded to the
allenge by going through a process of adaptation that it
valuable for the institution. They gained from
this experience. However, it also caused problems, it seems
that it was easier for the instructors and personnel
involved with this project to adapt and to be flexible, it
was much more difficult for the institution's procedures to
do so
.
But the experience was valuable for INFOP because
this project demonstrated a way to make technical training
more connected with production and employment. The main
reason for the existence of INFOP is to provide qualified
labor to the country. However, there is a percentage of
people graduated from the institution who have never used
the skills learned, because they do not find jobs in the
'eld where they have the preparation. Training small
entrepreneurs, who are usually the most experienced workers
in the shop, ensures that the training is not going to be
wasted
But there is another reason to advocate in favor of
this kind of training, m countries like Honduras, most of
the workers in small industries learn their trades
informally. Therefore, it seems that it makes more sense
to provide, at least for the small industries sector.
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training to workers who already have the basic shills and
are practicing them.
Apparently it is easier to obtain a good degree oflearning when the participants already have experience and
>=nowledge of the subject being taught. The necessary
frameworh to use the new concepts or technigues is already
it does not nee»d ^e to be developed. This is the case
for this technical training,
.u the participants had a good
nastery of their trades and maybe because of that reason the
majority said in the evaluation that they had improved the
quality of their products after the training.
However this situation is a challenge for the
instructors in the sense that they should be able to learn
and use the participants' experiences. This is a very good
example of a situation where the "horizontal" concept of
education should be applied. If the instructors are open to
listen and learn from the participants, each new course
could be enriched by the experience of the participants of
the previous courses. Also the course itself could be more
valuable for the participants by offering the chance to
learn from their peers and exchange experiences. It is
incredible how many small industries make their own tools
and machinery. Scarcity and poverty sometimes work for them
as an incentive for creativity. This creativity and these
good ideas should be shared and used. The courses that have
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been studied in this chapter could
^ 9°°d opportunity for
Conclusions
in this last section of the presentation of the case
of technical training for small entrepreneurs, the apparent
results Obtained with the implementation of this kind of
training will be summarized and some variables suggested
which could possibly have affected the results.
Apparent Results
According to the evaluation of the technical
training, the participants stated that they obtained
benefits from this training. The majority of them reported
beneficial changes in their operations after the training;
for instance, improvement in the quality of products,
better use of the materials, and more efficient use of the
time. However, only half of the participants seem to have
applied all the techniques learned, and even a smaller
percentage reported positive impact on their businesses,
like increase in sales and profits.
Variables Affecting Results
Training Variables. The design of the courses
influenced the results, since it was easier for some to
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participate and more difficult for others Thn
.
ucn . ose who lived
rural areas had to commute or stay in th ,y e place where the
course was being offered.
The content of the courses seem to have affected the
results, since the techniques taught were more or less
-levant for improving the guaiity of the products and
making them more marketable. Very carf-f,mv efully chosen
technigues could mahe a greater impact on the industries.
Technigues that are not relevant for the marhet will reduce
the impact. For example if the clients of carpenters in a
region where a course in furniture finishing is offered do
not pay much atention to quality but to the price,
techniques to improve quality may not produce an important
impact on the sales of those carpenters.
If the instructors were able to consider and use
participants experiences and innovations as a part of the
courses, the participants could increase their learnings and
could share their particular ways of dealing with problems
in the production process. Therefore the type of classroom
methodology could be another variable affecting results.
Non-training Variables. Institutional policies and
procedures seem to have influenced the implementation and
output of this training approach. INFOP tried to fit these
courses within the regular ways the institution plans and
evaluates its activities, reducing the possibilities for a
more flexible approach. Administrative aspects also affected
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the implementation, sincp i
,,
logistics support was notalways ready when needed.
The coordination between the instructors of these
courses and the field agents who were working with the s.all
.... « ....
advantage of the courses, with a better coordination, thefield agents could have relat-ea .wn at d the content of the courses
to the assistance they were providing.
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chapter VII
CASE OF OBSERVATION OP OTHER INDUSTRIES
An example of another possible training approach for
development of small industries is the course for Honduran
small entrepreneurs designed and implemented by the Partners
Of the Americas: Vermont-Honduras. In this case, a group of
twenty small entrepreneurs from Honduras were invited to
visit operations similar to their own in the state of
Vermont, United States. The visit was not only focused on
observing these operations, but also provided management
training for the group and opportunities and orientation to
process what they were observing during their field trips. A
team of bilingual instructors and facilitators for the
visits worked with the group during the two weeks that the
activity lasted, and a training manual was elaborated to
serve as a support for the classroom activities.
This training approach is based in the assumption
that entrepreneurs can learn by observing other operations
in their own field. Therefore, if carpenters would visit
other carpentry shops, they could get ideas that they could
eventually use in their own shops. This U.S. variety of the
training approach is original but difficult to replicate on
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ervation of other industries; the model becomes much more
affordable.
The study Of this case will explore the apparent
results obtained with this training approach and the factors
affecting these results, contributing in this way to the
main concern of this study, which is to explore possible
relationships between characteristics of training for
development of small industries and results obtained, in
terms of the actual progress and development of the
industries involved.
Several issues and questions could be raised from
this experience. For instance, is the exposure to operations
rn the United States an encouragement to imitate and adopt
American technologies? Could the fact that the participants
received a free trip to the United States turn to be a
negative factor in their development as entrepreneurs? what
were the real motives for the entrepreneurs to participate
in the course: an interest in improving their businesses or
the trip to another country? This training approach,
however, should not be understood just as a visit to
American small industries. The model is broader than that;
It IS the use of other industries as a learning experience
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in training entrepreneurs. Based on this aspect of the
it is possible to thrnh of its repUcability. so.e of
these issues and questions will be raised and di ..j-c isea discussed in
this chapter.
This Chapter will first present the design and
implementation of this training course based on documents
produced before the course took place and in its final
report. The second part of the chapter will analyze the
results of the course, taking into consideration two types
Of assessments: the course's final evaluation, which
gathered participants and instructors' opinions, and an
impact evaluation conducted by Peace Corps and AID Honduras.
This evaluation tried to measure what kind of changes took
place in the industries after the course.
The author of this study participated in planning
and implementing the course. His observations and
experiences will be another source of data and assessment.
snd Iinpleinenta tion
During the first two weeks of October of 1983, the
course for Honduran small entrepreneurs was implemented. It
was held at Goddard College in Plainfield, Vermont, with
twenty participants. Half of the time was devoted to field
trips to different operations in that state, and half of the
time to classroom work. The classroom activities were
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divided between the study of subjects in s^all b 'm usiness
gement, and group activities mostly focused on
ptocessin, the fieid ttips.
.ocotdin, to the coutse.s finai
eport, strong emphasis was placed on group work, in order
-- the participants could analyse their visits in terms of
w.at Ideas they could eventually use or adapt to the realityOf their situations in Honduras. 1
Training Design
The idea of training Honduran small entrepreneurs
through exposure to American small industries had its origin
in the Cooperative/Business Sector of Peace Corps Honduras.
Peace Corps volunteers under this sector work with
cooperative and small business especially outside
Tegucigalpa providing support to this kind of organization.
The program manager for this sector developed the idea of
bringing to the United States a group of small entrepreneurs
with whom Peace Corps volunteers were working, as a way to
motivate them and to give them the opportunity to get new
idea s
.
For this purpose. Peace Corps requested funds from
AID Honduras. After the funds were approved, they searched
for the institution that could implement this training. The
American Management Association was considered but their
costs were too high and they did not offer any training in
Spanish. Another alternative considered was the New Orleans
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Chamber of Coheres, but they needed a coordinaf
for before and after the trai '
agency
,
rnrng. Finally the Partners of
a
-ricas: Ver.ont-Honduras was selected.2
,,i 3
seemed to make sense because of i-hr.t e experience of this
organization in Hondurasa , and the importance of small
industries in Vermont.
Vermont is a mountainous state located in the
ortheast of the United States. It is mostly rural, with a
population Of a little over half a million people.3 Most of
Vermont industries are small, having a wide production of
crafts and handmade products. These characteristics, and the
fact that Vermont is one of the poorest states of the U.S.,
that some similarities could be found between
Vermont and Honduras.
The course was designed as a training activity for
entrepreneurs participating in projects with Peace Corps
volunteers. In this way the course would not be an isolated
effort, but a part of a more comprehensive project for the
development of small industries. Peace Corps volunteers, as
It was explained before, mostly provide assistance, helping
with recordkeeping, planning, marketing, etc.
refore. Peace Corps Honduras was supposed to make
the selection of participants. The design of the training
itself was to be developed by the Partners of the Americas:
Vermont-Honduras. The programs' coordinatoor in Vermont and
the author of this study planned the course and elaborated
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the training manual
The fifteen day training course was conceived as a
combination of visits to small industries in the area and
C assroom activities. The course was planned m these two
training manual was developed for the classroom
activities. This manual was to serve as guidelines for the
classes and to was be taken back home by the participants.
For the field trips several small industries were contacted
and trips were arranged trying to keep a balance in the
schedule between classes and field trips (See Appendix F)
. A
detailed description of each of these aspects will be
presented in the following sections of this chapter.
Objectives
The mam objectives defined for the training courses
were: •! ) to expose the group to similar types of small
industries in Vermont, giving them a chance to learn how
these industries operate and to interact with their managers
and workers: and 2) to provide formal training in basic
management of small industries
.
Selection of Participants
Participants for the course were selected by Peace
corps volunteers of Honduras and their program manager.
Motivation and desire to communicate the skills learned to
other small entrepreneurs of their communities were the main
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criteria to be uspde . However, when the selection of
participants was made, aid was not coverinc, the
airfares. Therefore ab , n unexpected criteria was that the
P-ticipants Should he able to pay for their round trip
-ets.S,his aspect modified the composition of the
.roup,leaving out less prosperous entrepreneurs.
Twenty small entrepreneurs participated in the
course; three were carpenters, six seamtresses of h^^ , w om two
were specialized in embroidering, eight tailors, and three
leather workers, one of them being specialized in shoe
and seven from San Pedro Sula
, the two biggest cities of the
country. The rest came from smaller urban areas, but no one
came from rural ar^^Qeas. In the group there were seven women
thirteen men. Besides the seamtresses, all of them
women, a woman was representing a cooperative of woodworkers
of San Pedro Sula, therefore she joined the group of
carpenters .
^
The criteria used for selection of participants was
criticized by some of the staff, considering that the
capability to pay their airfare should not be included as a
criteria.! Obsviously enforcing payment of over five hundred
dollars in order to participate in the course, put this
activity way beyond the financial capabilities of most
Honduran small entrepreneurs, and if the target population
for the program were micro-enterprises, this criteria is in
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possxtxve, because it would be an indicator of the
participants' interest.
After the selection of the participants was
.ade,
- Pai. bheir airfares, but it was already too late to .a.eany changes.
Staff
Three instructors worKed primarily in the classroom.
TWO Of the. served as resource persons, while the third did
the actual teaching in Spanish. Four staff people
translators and facilitators for the visits to small
industries. Their function was to help the participants to
Observe aspects which could eventually be adapted, to get
new ideas, to ash guestions, etc. Each of the. was in charge
Of a group of approxi.ately three to seven people. On the
days When they did not have field trips, they helped in the
Classroom by facilitating group activities or helping the
participants to solve exercises.
The staff was bilingual, except for the two resource
persons, who mainly supported the instructor working with
the group in the classroom. There were three women and four
men
.
8
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P—
-S a staff
.ember of
e Smau Business Administration of Vermont, tbe other was
the program coordinator for the Partners of the Americas-
Vermont-Honduras. The author of this study was the
instructor. The bilingual staff who accompanied the
participants on the field trips had dif-pi:rip different backgrounds,
of them was a retired dean of the Agricultural
P rtment of the University of Vermont, another was a
consultant from Washington D.c. who worked in Honduras for
PTR, another was a Peace Corps volunteer in Honduras, and
the last was the person in charge of archives and museum of
Barre, Vermont, with a broad knowledge of the area.
Classroom Work
Three areas were covered in the classroom work: the
subjects to be studied during the course, processing of
field trips, and special subjects by guest speakers.
During the course the following topics were studied:
1) A Plan for the Small Industry, 2) Planning the Production
Process, 3) Analysis of the Production Process, 4) Cost of
Production, 5) Inventory Control, 6) Market Analysis, 7)
General Ledger, 8) Introduction to Profit and Loss and
Balance Sheet, 9) Break Even Analysis, and 10) Financial
Management.® Under each topic, explanations, exercises,
examples, and oases were included. Each of these topics were
developed in the training manual. The lecture was almost
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^ by a kind of seminar methodology, where the
P went together through the manual, reading it,
clarifying certain aspects and •er , doing the exercises. 10
After each field trip the group processed the visits
trie, to state the positive an. negative aspects ot
the vtsrts an. clarify iaeas they coni, use or a.apt to thetealrty of their situations in Hon.uras. There was first a
a.scussron a.ong the „e.hers of the group that tooh the trrp
together, then they presented their conclusions to the rest
Of the participants.
some speakers were invited to participate in the
course. There was a presentation for seamtresses and tailors
on fabrics by a faculty member of the University of Vermont,
the manager of a local coop talked about recordkeeping, a
member of the Small Business Administration made a
presentation on break even analysis, and an expert in wood
processing served as a guide for the carpenters in a special
trip observing wood drying processes. For these
presentations, interpreters had to be used.
Classroom activities were scheduled in the mornings,
afternoons and evenings. Usually the mornings and afternoons
were for studying the regular contents of the course and the
evenings for processing the field trips, group activities,
and guest speakers. Most of the classes were for half of the
group, while the other half was on field trips.
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Considering that all the •
entrepreneurs the
‘^^ipants were small
' studied were always
referred to their own situations. Many of the group
-tfvrtres asKed the participants to relate the content ofthe course to their own situatrons and to report to the rest
group. In this way the course provided the
opportunity to share experiences and to learn from each
Other
.
The following example can demonstrate the value of
connecting the content of the course with th^ 4- • •u e participants'
situations, when studying costs of production, each of the
partrcipants explained how he or she did it in calculating
oosts. There was also a long discussion on how to consider
the costs Of social security and benefits. This discussion
led to another, about paying or not paying these benefits to
the workers. It is known that many small industries try to
avoid paying benefits. The discussion was very interesting
since there were participants arguing in favor of paying and
others against. Especially one of the participants, rn favor
Of paying, explained that they were not very different from
their workers.- they were also poor and also workers, so they
had to be fair with them. The arguments against paying
based on their scarce resources.
were
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Training Manual
,,
'
,,3 Pa.tners of
^
e
.„erxcas in Ver^onf to serve as a basis for classroo.
J
ivitres and for the development of the different topics
e course rntended to cover. The manual contains the sameten topics that constituted the content of the course.
This manual was developed primarily using materials
originally written for training field personnel in the
Program for Rural Technologies of Honduras. H Also mat ' ,erials
from SBA and AITEC Acoinnc o internacional were adapted and
t ransla ted
.
Each topic explains the contents and gives examples
and exercises. The manual was used during the course as a
guide for each class.
Field Trips
Most of the field trips were scheduled in a way that
allowed half of the group to stay in classes, while the
other half went out. Four groups were formed: seamtresses,
tailors, woodworkers and leather workers. For the nature of
their trade, seamtresses and tailors went to many of their
visits together. On a few days everyone went on field trips
at the same time, but never all together.
The final report of the course says that in these
visits the participants got actual training from the
entrepreneurs they visited. Examples mentioned are wood
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strategies, bookkeeping,
-ora,e o. an. anppUes. etd^
v.s.ts „e.e organize, so that the husrness people in each
P ace would spend so»e time with the participants‘ , answerinq
questions, demonstra tinatr g, and explaining specific aspects oftheir operations.
. .
^^^P^nters visited carpentry workshops, wood
rying kilns and a sawmill. The seamstresses and tailors
Visited clothing factories m •y , clothing stores, tailoring
shops, and fabric stores Thp> io=+-'ui^ror . e leather workers visited
leather tanning, and shoemakers. All of them visited various
retail stores, and Prog
.Hollow, which is the state artisan
association store.
The role of the translators/facilitators was very
important during these field trips. An example can help to
Illustrate this role: The group of seamtresses and tailors
visited a very modern ski clothing factory. Obviously the
technology used was not relevant for them, it was important,
however, for them to observe certain aspects of the process
p eduction, like the way quality control was done. The
facilitators were supposed to point these aspects out to the
group, and to question the hosts, so that the information
given referred to aspects relevant to the group.
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Follow-up
various Ideas were given especially by the staff for
ollow-up Of the course. Technical assistance and support
were suggested through agencies li.e the Partners, or Peace
corps. New courses developed in Honduras were also
suggested. Peace Corps or INPOP could be in charge of their
implementation. The presence of Peace Corps volunteers was
considered very cruci^^iY ucial to ensure continuous service and
support to the industries. 14
A month after the end nfa or the course, the
participants organized a meeting in Siguatepeque, Honduras,
to discuss their progress since the end of the training and
their plans for the future. During that meeting, a
ntative of the Partners of the Americas talked about
the possibility Of sending experts from Vermont to provide
technical assistance in specific areas. He also discussed
the possibility of obtaining some funds to support small
business projects.
Perhaps the most important follow-up activities will
be the continuos support that Peace Corps volunteers can
provide to the entrepreneurs who participated in the course.
Without this support, the course stands alone, without a
framework to help them to assimilate and put in practice
ideas from the course.
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Results Obtained
Sources and Methodologies
on the last day of training the participants were
asked to answer a questionnaire about their opinions of the
The questionnaire covered the following aspects:
contents, classroom methodology, field trips, training
approach and logistics. The staff was also asked to comment
about aspects of the course. This information is used in
this section to assess the training activity itself (See
Appendix G )
.
Four and a half months after the course, Albertina
Centeno of AID Honduras, and Alex Corpeio of Peace Corps
Honduras, conducted an evaluation of the impact of the
course in the participants' industries. For this purpose
they interviewed a sample of the participants and visited
their operations. The results of this evaluation are used in
this study to assess the impact of the course.
Results of Training
Contents. Sixteen of the participants considered the
contents studied in the course very useful for their
businesses. Four of them considered the contents just
useful. Some of the them said that the topics studied
helped them to realize the importance of good administration
in their business and that they learned some techniques for
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better management.
cements Of the staff about this aspect included the
..portance played by the manual for the development of the
different contents, and questions about the appropriateness
Of the manual as a self-learning device, in other words
Whether the manual would be useful for the participants
course, it was suggested th;^f •at a section be added
in the manual on how to teach or communicate these contents
to collegues and employees as a way of facilitating
transference of the materials. The whole curriculum of the
course was considered by a staff person as "overly
technical" and too ambitious, suggesting that offering fewer
topics would provide the opportunity to study them in
greater depth.
There were also suggestions for studying other
topics, such as cooperative organization and problem-solving
techniques. A question was raised as to how to fine-tune the
course contents to best meet the needs of the participants,
when their specific needs are not known until the course is
underway. ^ seems that an answer to this problem is to
maintain flexibility and to have a daily staff review of the
progress of the course, being prepared to make any necessary
change
.
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Methodology, it seems that the majority of the
participants liKed the methodology of the course, fifteen ofthem said that they would like to have the same kind of
combination of field trips and classroom work in a future
training course. Seventeen participants said that having
this training in the United States was a positive experience
because of the opportunity to become acquainted with
businesses in this country. The opportunities to discuss and
p ocess the field trips was also appreciated by the
participants, because it allowed them to analyse what could
be adapted to the reality of their own situations.
Opinions were divided about what yielded the
g eatest benefits from this training trip. Ten of the
participants said that it was the experience of visiting
factories and businesses, and thirteen said that it was the
classroom learning, some of them selected more than one
option
.
The staff agreed that the methodology was very
appropriate. They considered that the mix of classroom
activities and field trips reinforced to each other, it was
also considered that there was a good balance between large
group and small group activities when working in the
classroom.
Clasroom Work. Most of the trainees said that they
felt interested most of the time when they were in the
classroom (fifteen out of twenty). They explained this
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interest saying that they were hiahiwy g ly motivated. They also
said that the subjects were w^n ^ iell explained and that active
participation made the classes more enjoyable.
Half Of the participants affirmed that the exercises
were at their level, while the other half was divided
between those who considered them very difficult and those
Who considered them very easy. According to their
explanations these perceptions were due to the different
kind of backgrounds and experiences they had had. However,
nineteen out of twenty participants thought that the
exercises provided them with new methods and skills for
administering or managing their businesses.
The staff agreed with the view that the group being
heterogenous made the classroom work more difficult. The
lectures were not equally accessible to all due to the wide
range of backgrounds. In response to this problem, some
suggested having more small group work and more space and
time to reach several levels of need, or to have a more
homogenous group in relation to skill level. Another opinion
about this aspect was that: •'more practical applications and
case studies were important", considering that some had
limited reading and writing abilities.
Field Trips. Seventeen out of twenty participants
said that the visits to factories, workshops, and businesses
during the training gave them ideas that they would like to
adapt to their own situation. More specifically, eleven of
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e. cons.aerea that the ptoduction ana
.athetin, ptocessesthey ohsetvea aurin, the vistts coula he aaaptea to theit
bustness, while eight consiaered the. too advancea to be
adapted
.
The leatherworkers felt that their field trips could
have been improved by visiting
.ore places where they were
really making leather articles si.ilar to their own
products, several opinions were expressed in relation to the
drstance to so.e of the places visited. Many suggested to
try in the future to go to closer places in order to reduce
the traveling time.
The staff's opinions about the field trips were, in
general, very positive* i. • /-y P t^irive. The field trips for the woodworkers
which I attended were excellent. They were grouped by
activity and/or work effort such as: furniture design and
production, sawmills and kiln drying. The individuals who
escorted us at these various operations received us with
open arms and made us feel at home. They answered our
questions freely and openly and were more than willing to go
into details about operations and processes 20
A staff person pointed out; "The concept of
marketing permeating every facet of doing business was well
conveyed at Frog Hollow where the general manager pointed
out that 'how one answers the phone is marketing' and
explained that in the gallery's presentation of products the
entire environment is planned, down to the placement of
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Plants,
.usic, use o£ hand.ade shelves and hooKs. the space
etween ite.s, lighting, and the arrangements o£ the crafts
at different levels of height". 21
Characteristics of the aronr^" g up. It seems that the
participants themselves liked the composition of the group,
since sixteen of them suggested to having the same kind of
combination for a future training.
The staff perceived the group to be heterogenous
according to the types of industries to which they belonged
and in terms of their study skills. There was agreement
among them that it was a very positive experience to have
people from different kinds of industries, since it provided
a good basis for cross-industry contrast and comparison.
This mix also helped to provide separate groups for the
field trips, so trips and classes could be done
simultaneously, and with smaller groups. However, more than
four groups do not seemed to be advisable, and two to three
the ideal.
some staff members pointed out that the selection of
participants is a critical issue to be considered. As one
said. The most critical issue for the type of group is the
selection of participants. The amount of motivation,
seriousness about learning and opportunities for making
changes in their workshops (rather than income levels to pay
for the trip) and assessment of basic skills, i.e. ability
to plan, tabulate, analyze and evaluate in written form.
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would be better selection criteria. "22
The diversity of study or educational sKills was notconsidered a real problem. However, if anticipated, theClassroom worK could have been organized i„ a different
-nner. Sometimes this difference in skills was an
advantage, since it motivated more advanced students to helpthe slower people. 23 ^
Staff. There was agreement among the staff that the
number and variety of expertise of the staff were very
positive for the training course, one problem was the lack
of ability to speak Spanish in the two hbusiness experts who
were usually supporting the classroom work.
There was also agreement that the use of guest
speakers was very good. One member of the staff even
suggested expanding the number of them for future courses in
order to give more breaks to the instructors and to provide
more variety of teaching styles. 24
Learning that Took Place. The majority of the
participants believed that they could make good use of what
they learned in the course. Fourteen of them said that they
believed they could make many beneficial changes in their
businesses as a result of this training course; five of them
said that they could make only some beneficial changes. 25
According to one staff member, the training model
facilitated the learning process for three reasons: "1) The
participants seem to have the capability to understand that
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the experiences lived here have to be adapted to become
relevant in their reality. 2) Taking the. out of their
reality, and having the. exposed to the shock that it means
to go into a different society, could be a factor that helps
them to pay more attention to the suggestions they have
gotten during the training. 3) The mix of class activities
and field trips seem to give a balanced experience in terms
of learning . " 26
The staff agreed that there was a great deal of
informal learning during the different activities of the
The field trips and shopping tours especially served
this purpose. Three areas were identified where the most
significant informal learning took place: 1) Working as a
group with their own colleagues. 2) Establishing networks as
they realized how through their collective contacts they
could Identify more resources and markets. 3) Observation of
the American reality and cultural di f
f
erences
.
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One of the members of the staff, who was a Peace
Corps volunteer in Honduras, mentions some learning
experiences of the participants in a memorandum reporting
her participation in the course. She says that the clothing
producers saw in one factory how the materials are stored in
sturdy cardboard tubes used to ship construction pipes. This
kind of storage keeps the bolts of fabric separated and it
is easy to take out bolts that are even at the bottom of the
pile. They also saw a demostration on how to test the fabric
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content of cloth using a burn-technique
. The carpenters
learnea how to use steel wool for finishing, ana they also
saw wooden hangers
.ade from scraps. Everyone learned a
s.mple method to calculate their costs which is used at one
carpentry workshop. 28
Impact on the Industries
The impact evaluation conducted by Peace Corps
Honduras and AID Honduras gathered information about changes
made after the training in the industries of the
participants and in their cooperatives. Information is
provided about three cooperatives, one of tailors of San
Pedro Sula, one of shoemakers of S igua tepeque
,
and one of
carpenters of Sigua tepeque
. For this evaluation seven
participants in the course were interviewed, all of them
members of the cooperatives mentioned above.
Four tailors of the Cooperative El Esfuerzo of San
Pedro participated in the courses. The following changes
made after the training were reported: 1) The retail store
that belongs to the cooperative was buying too many products
from the local market. They decided to sell all their
inventory and replace it exclusively with products made by
members of the cooperative. They wanted to replicate the
operation they observed in Vermont for retailing Vermont
artisans products. 2) They are using now a cardex system for
inventory control that had been taught to them by a Peace
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orps volunteer.
„Hi=h they had never used. The reason they
are r.ple.enting it now is because they saw the system in
practice in Vermont's factories and stores. 3) The
cooperative has purchased new materials in the United States
to he sold to the members in order to improve the quality of
Honduran products. An example is a new lining cloth that is
not sewed but pressed to the inside of the garment. These
purchases have been made through a contact in Vermont. 29
One of the participants in the course, a member of
this cooperative, said that now he is considering his real
costs to calculate prices. He mentioned the expense caused
by the payment of the employees' social security which he
never recorded before. He has also introduced a new control
of the orders received and delivered, keeping records of how
many clients buy the cloth and the service, and how many
bring their own cloth and pay for the tailoring only.
Another participant from this cooperative said that
being more aware of the need to have a good image for the
shop, he made improvements like painting inside and outside
of the building. Having brought catalogs from the United
States, he has increased interest among his clients. He also
said that he had a better knowledge of his real costs, so he
can lower prices for certain clients, if they need it,
without risking to losing money.
Another participant has posted in his store a list
of prices, a check list for quality control, and signs in
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the shop about how to keep clients satisfied.
The last participant member of the cooperative El
Esfuerso of San Pedro Sula, said that in his shop he has
introduced the use of accounting books, and has developed a
new way of controlling workers' time. 30
One member of the Association of Shoemakers of
Siguatepeque participated in the course. The association has
seven members. The participant reported that he had taught
his collegues some recordkeeping, he has shared the
catalogues he brought from Vermont, and he has taught the
sales person of their retail store how to sell and how to
deal with clients. Also the association has applied for a
loan for expansion.
The two carpenters from Siguatepeque who
participated in the course are the leaders of the Industrial
Cooperative of Carpenters of Siguatepeque. They reported
that they have joined with other cooperatives of the area to
organize the Union of Industrial Cooperatives of
Siguatepeque. This union includes carpenters, shoemakers and
seamstresses. Members of these three cooperatives
participated in the course in Vermont. One of the
participants has been teaching recordkeeping to the other
carpenter members of the cooperative.^^
One of the carpenters said that he has reorganized
his workshop in a more logical way, according to the
principle of lay-out given in the course. He is also
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calculating his costs of production and. therefore can .ore
easily predict the profit he is going to .ahe. He is using
now an accounting syste. and also has regulated the work
time for his employees, so they can take breaks. 33
Analysis of Problems and Achievements
According to the interviews conducted as a part of
the impact evaluation, it can be concluded that at least the
participants interviewed have made some changes in their
operations after they attended the course in Vermont. The
question remains open, however, about the effects those
changes are g_oing to have on the businesses. Indicators for
development of small industries are related to volume of
sales and production, profit, and number of workers. None of
these indicators were reported by the participants
interviewed as having changed after the training course. The
most important impact detected, however, is that the
participants are making changes in their industries which
are expected to result in benefits through reduction of
costs by better use of the materials and workers' time,
increase of sales and production by offering better services
to the client and better quality products, and a better
financial situation for the business by maintaining an
accounting system. Just four months after the course is a
very short time to determine actual development of the
industries
.
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Therefore, apparently, the training approach in this
case succeeded in motivating this group of small
preneurs and in teaching them some skills to better
-nage their industries. There is still a guestion, however,
about the exposure to small industries in the United States.
This question is important because of the costs involved in
implementing the course in another country, and the
implications that exposing small entrepreneurs from a less
developed country to a highly developed society could have.
The cooperative from San Pedro Sula is trying to
follow a model observed in Vermont for marketing the
products of their members. The participant interviewed said
that they are doing this because they saw it working in
Vermont. However, is that retail store able to maintain
Itself just selling products from the cooperative members?
In other words, a decision of that type should be based in
an analysis of their own reality and not just in an idea
that IS working in another place. This is a case of copying
an Idea, and maybe the participants are more open to adopt
Ideas observed in the United States because of the
stereotypes that many Hondurans have of this country:
anything that comes from the United States is good.
However, according to the author's experience,
Honduran small entrepreneurs are masters in adapting and
creating devices to replace tools and equipments that are
beyond their possibilities. Because of this, copying does
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not seem to be a major problem in this approach.
Certainly observing how other small industries
operate has great value for small entrepreneurs, and it is a
very practical method of training. There is no need for
generalization or examples; the trainees can observe how
Other businesses operate, and they can ask questions about
specific procedures or technologies used. But is it
necessary to observe other businesses in the United states?
What would be the results of a training course with the same
approach, but implemented in Honduras, or in another Central
American country? of course in that hypothetical situation
the participants could get new ideas, but probably to a
lesser degree than in the United States, because they would
find many more similarities. Maybe the participants would be
less motivated and the other entrepreneurs less willing to
be visited and observed by the trainees, since they could
constitute a potential competition.
It seems that the training was highly motivating for
the participants, and maybe one of the causes of this
motivation was the trip to the United States. If the support
and assistance that Peace Corps volunteers are supposed to
provide to those small entrepreneurs is not maintained,
probably the motivation will decrease and the positive
effect of the course will become weaker. A training for
small entrepreneurs has to be a component of a more
comprehensive effort for helping the industries. If it is
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conceived as an isolated activity, probably the impact of
the course is going to be very insignificant.
Perhaps the most important learning from this
training approach is the use of observation of other
industries as a tool for training small entrepreneurs. But,
for the experience to be fully used it has to be combined
with activities that allow processing those observations.
The combination of visits and formal training, classes and
group activities, seems to be the most valuable aspect of
this training approach.
Conclusions
Apparent Results
The opinions given by the participants at the end of
the course were very positive. It seems that the combination
of observation tours and classes, and the fact that the
course was implemented in the United States kept the
motivation very high among the participants,
One indicator of this kind of motivation created by
the course is the meeting which was organized and funded by
the participants in Siguatepeque approximately two months
after the end of the course.
The changes made in the industries as a results of
the course, seem to have been less spectacular than the
motivation shown by the participants. Some of the changes
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give the impression of a tendency to copy ideas from
operations in Vermont, without the necessary analysis to
determine the need for that measure. However, there have
been interesting adaptations of techniques and ideas
observed durinq the onurao -i. •xiy rn co se that are being useful in the
industries in Honduras.
Most of the participants interviewed seem to be
using some of the management concepts taught in the course.
Perhaps the most useful of those concepts is the calculation
of costs and cost analysis.
Variables Affecting Results
Training Variables. It seems that the main training
variable influencing the results is the model of combining
observation and formal training in a course. This seems to
have been the most important factor in keeping motivation
and interest very high throughout the course.
The location and schedule of the course seems to
have been another factor that influenced the output of the
training. The location provided isolation and no
disruptions, the schedule was very heavy, but with different
types of activities during the day, so the participants did
not become bored.
In relation to the formal learning, it seems that
having the training manual facilitated the process, because
it allowed the participants to consult the manual after
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Classes and to study aspects which they did not understand
or which they felt were particularly important.
However, the training manual was helpful for
supporting the training process because the maiority of the
participants had an educational background that allowed them
to take advantage of written materials, with less literat
participants, the manual would not have been as significant,
and probably it would have been necessary to use it less
intensively or not at all.
An aspect which could have positively influenced the
results was the opportunity the participants had of sharing
their own experiences as entrepreneurs. This opportunity
existed because all the participants were entrepreneurs and
because the methodology of the course facilitated the
interaction through group activities and relating the
contents to the participants’ experiences.
Another aspect that would influence the impact,
especially the long-term impact, of the course is the
existence or non-existence of follow-up. This is the weakest
part of this particular case since the implementation of
follow-up is not planned as a part of the training process,
but as part of the regular activities that the Peace Corps
volunteers develop with these entrepreneurs.
Non-Training Variables. When the participants were
being selected, it was believed that they had to pay their
airfares. This element was an unwanted selection criteria
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that left out some of the potential participants. However,
this belief meant that all the participants had a minimal
level of income which would allow them to afford a round
trip ticket to Vermont, contributing to a certain
homogeinity of the group in this respect.
The participants constituted a heterogeneous group
in many other ways, however, and this was another possible
factor that influenced the results. The selection was made
in Honduras by various Peace Corps volunteers, and the
members of the group were different in terms of educational
backgrounds, type of industries, size of industries, etc.
The funds available to implement this course also
influenced the results, making this specific approach
difficult to replicate, because of the costs implied.
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CHAPTER VIII
FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVING
THE ROLE OF TRAINING FOR SMALL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
Four training approaches for small industries
development in Honduras have been analyzed, each of them
having their own characteristics in terms of objectives,
methods, contents and type of population they are supposed
to serve. The analysis has explored the results obtained in
each case and the factors that have influenced those
results. The intent of the presentation and analysis of
these cases is to contribute to the improvement of training
strategies as a component of programs for the development of
small industries.
As presented in the framework of this study, there
is an a active interest in small industries as agents of
development in less developed countries.^ For over thirty
years, governments and international development agencies
have been concerned with the potential of small industries
especially at the regional and local levels, as a tool for
development. This concern has resulted in the implementation
of programs to support their growth.
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After many unsuccesful attemptsi-empt with programs that
provide.
^
widely Shared opinion that programs tor the development of
3.all industries should he comprehensive, aimed at helping
and supporting small industries in a variety of «ays. Among
these ways, training strategies have always been considered
an important component.
In Honduras several different training approaches
have been used in programs for the development of small
industries. This study has taken four different cases
implemented in Honduras to analyse their strengths and
weaknesses and to try to learn fromy CO them in order to suggest
some ideas for improvement of training strategies.
The contribution of training to the overall results
Of a program could be more or less significant, depending on
a number of factors. For each case presented, existing
evaluations and assessments have been used to determine the
results and degree of impact of the particular strategy.
Under each case there have been some characteristics,
elements, components or strategies, that have helped or
hindered the possible impact of training within the specific
program. Knowing what those factors are and being able to
ontrol them could result in a significant improvement in
the contribution of training to the impact of a program.
This chapter summarizes learnings from the study of
the cases considered.’ These learnings are presented as
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apparent results of each of the cases, and as factors or
variables that seem to have affected the results.
The results obtained, and especially the analysis of
variables affecting them, provide the basis for
recommendations regarding changes in training strategies or
programs.
The last section of this chapter will pose some
questions that will remain open for further study. They were
brought to light in the course of this study, but their
analysis was not part of its objectives.
Learnings from the Cases Studied
Summary of Results
Results of training in programs for development of
small industries can be observed most immediately in terms
of changes in the behavior of the participants. These
changes in turn, can potentially affect the design and
operations of the industry, its outcomes, and ultimately the
community. For the behavioral changes to happen, the
participants have to have learned something during the
training process. Learning can be of several types:
knowledge, attitudes, skills, and aspirations.
The results observed in the cases analyzed in this
study are presented primarily at the level of individual
learning and behaviors, and at the level of changes in the
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industries
.
In the area of knowledge, it seems that the field
agents best learned recorkeeping and basic accounting, and
had only a limited understanding of their functions as
cilitators for small industries development. Evidently,
there was greater success when the subject communicated was
concrete and able to be taught through traditional methods.
The process failed to clearly communicate what was supposed
to be their role as facilitators, and the methodologies of
working with the entrepreneurs.
Learnings in the area of management were also
_ observed among the entrepreneurs who received assistance.
When some of them received credit, they were well prepared
to use and manage the fund. This is a significant result,
since one of the major constraints of small businesses in
Honduras is that they have trouble handling credit; they do
not usually make use of the funds in a way that benefits the
industry, which generates trouble in paying them back.
In the area of attitudes, even though there is no
clear evidence, there are certain indicators of new
perceptions and values among entrepreneurs after assistance
and among the participants in the course in Vermont. Both
training activities helped entrepreneurs to see their
operations in a more dynamic way, as something susceptible
of change and growth.
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In the area of skills, the courses implemented by
INFOP for entrepreneurs seem to have been successful in
teaching new tehcnical skills to the entrepreneurs. The
field agents acquired skills in management of small business
and in how to communicate this content.
In the area of aspirations, the course in Vermont,
using the approach of observing other industries, was
apparently the most successful. The participants were highly
motivated with ideas of applying what they saw during the
course
.
At the level of changes in the industries, the major
achievement of the assistance provided by the field agents
seems to have been the use of basic accounting systems that
were implemented in about 50% of the industries that
received assistance. An important number of participants in
technical training reported that they were using the
techniques they learned, some of them with a very positive
impact, since they reported increase in production and
sales
.
Factors Affecting Results
The results of training can be affected by
characteristics of the training activities themselves, or by
external factors that influence the planning or the
implementation of those activities. Therefore, these factors
will be presented under two different categories: training
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and non-training variables.
Training Variables. Fro. the analysis of the four
cases considered in this study, variables in the areas of
design, contents, methodology, location, and staff of
training were identified as affecting the results of those
cases
.
The design of training for field agents seems to
have influenced its results in terms of the combination of
pre-service and in-service training. The most important part
of the preparation of this personnel was developed before
they had any experience in their work, and this seems to
have affected their learning. The courses were not able to
provide the participants with a good idea of the nature of
their future jobs, and they learned best specific contents,
such as bookkeeping, rather then acquiring a framework for
the development of small industries, where specific contents
could be used.
Possibly, the field agents connected the training
they were receiving with their former experiences in school,
and this connection affected they way they learned and their
limited understanding of the meaning of their jobs. The
participants were recent graduates from high school; being
students had comprised most of their experience in life.
They found themselves here again playing the student role
and reacted as is expected in the schools, by memorizing and
repeating information.
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For the case of the training in Vermont, the design
of combining classroom work with visits to small industries
seems to have affected the results in a positive way. This
combination no doubt helped the participants to keep their
interest, even with a very heavy daily schedule. The two
components also complemented each other: classroom training
provided concepts to take a better advantage of the visits
as well as the opportunity to process the experiences of
each visit; the visits provided examples and real cases to
Illustrate what was being studied in the classroom.
Regarding training contents, the choice of
recordkeeping as one of the main contents taught during the
training for field agents affected the results; the agents
put the same emphasis when assisting small industries.
Contents of training were also an important variable in
technical training for entrepreneurs. For training to have
positive impact on their small industries, the techniques
taught had to be relevant both for the production process
and for the market of their products. For example,
embroidery was one of the techniques taught in courses for
seamstresses, with the assumption that this kind of work
would add value to the products. If the assumption was
correct, learning this technique would have a positive
impact for the seamstresses; however, if their clients were
looking for cheap products, the technique would not be
relevant
.
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In the case of the training in Vermont, it seems
that more than the contents themselves was the training
manual that helped to a better understanding of them. The
manual presented the content of the course, with exercises
and examples, and thus gave the participants easy access to
those parts of the contents taught where they had
difficulties, or which they felt were most relevant to them.
The methodology used in Vermont encouraged
Participants to share experiences and to use their own
situations as entrepreneurs as a source of examples in the
class. This seems to have helped the understanding of the
content. This kind of sharing also took place during the
technical courses for entrepreneurs, in that case especially
related to aspects of the production process. It is
important to note, however, that this methodology was
significant and positive because the participants had
similar experiences to share. In the case of the first
course for the field agents, who did not yet experience on
their jobs, a methodology of this type would not have had
the same impact.
In two cases the location of training seems to have
had an effect on the results. The first and second courses
for field agents were held in training facilities away from
the places where they were assigned to work. This prevented
contact between the field agents and the setting where they
could observe and learn more from experience, a particularly
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important factor, since they did not have previous
experience in working with small business. The way the
location of the course influenced the results of the
training in Vermont was quite different. The location was a
small college in the country with easy access to the places
the participants were supposed to visit. This provided a
quiet atmosphere for the classes, and at the same time was
relatively close to the different places to be visited.
Staff was another factor that affected results in
the cases of training for field agents and assistance, in
the first case, some of the instructors tended to have a
"college approach”, using a traditional lecture methodology
and putting an emphasis on more general concepts rather than
taking a more practical approach. This factor could have
influenced the results, as the training was applied to
assistance. The field agents, under this influence, tended
to teach rather than facilitate a process of assistance.
training Variables. In three of the four cases
analyzed in this study, the selection of participants seems
to have been an issue that at the end affected the results
of the training process.
For the case of field agents of PTR, the alternative
of using people with business experience and/or professional
training in business management was considered. But this
possibility meant paying salaries beyond the capacities of
the program, and most likely having to hire people who were
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not members of the communities where they were going to be
assigned to work. Besides, the kind of preparation the
university offers is more appropriate for medium and large
business of the modern sector. There were no professionals
in Honduras prepared to work with micro rural industries.
The decision was to hire younger people, high school
graduated, from the communities, and to provide a pre-
service training, preparing them in the basics of small
business management.
But this alternative choice overlooked some very
important aspects, such as the lack of business experience
of young people and their image for older entrepreneurs.
These aspects proved to be hindering factors. The field
agents had problems in understanding the meaning of industry
development and tended to just teach recordkeeping, leaving
out other important factors for the industry, like
production process, marketing, financial aspects, etc. since
most of them were in their early twenties, often times they
were seen by the entrepreneurs as "kids"; their elders did
not pay much attention to them.
As for the case of assistance to small
entrepreneurs, selection of participants also seems to have
affected results. Neither economic criteria, nor priorities
of the program were used to select the clients for intensive
assistance. Considering the fact that the field agents did
not have previous experience, it was thought that those
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criteria would be applied later, and clients were selected
at the beginning based only on their interest in
participating in the program.
In the case of the training in Vermont, an unplanned
criterion was applied: the ability to afford the air fare.
This requirement meant that the group were from an income
level above the majority of small entrepreneurs in Honduras.
Another variable that seems to have affected the
results in some of the cases studied is the lack of support
from the programs. In the case of assistance to small
entrepreneurs, the field agents did not get some of the
supplies and equipment they needed in time, as for example
transportation and raincoats. In the case of technical
training, the same lack of support was detected. In both
cases activities were delayed or cancelled because of such
problems
.
Another aspect that especially affected the
assistance to small entrepreneurs — and to a lesser degree
the training for field agents and the technical training —
were the program policies. This issue became quite dramatic
in PTR, since less than a year from the beginning of the
implementation of the program very important changes were
made in policies and personnel. Those changes shifted the
focus of the program from small industries to other
components. Thus the extension service for small industries
did not have the necessary time to get to a stage where
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significant results could have been obtained. The
institutions that provided technical assistance to PTR
considered it a waste of resources and ti„e to invest in
P onnel training and in creating the conditions to
facilitate development of small rural industries. 2 The
P evaluation of PTR mentions the frequent changes of
P isors and field personnel as one of the problems of
this program.^
A related issue, in the case of assistance to small
industries, is the availability of credit. The impact
evaluation of PTR attributes great importance to credit for
having significant results at the level of small industries.
They consider that a program for assisting small industries
without credit is not very effective. 4 They also point out
when the credit program was implemented in PTR, the
profitability of the industries increased very strongly. The
evaluation report recognizes that "the combination of the
two inputs, technical assistance and credit, has provided
small enterprises with a much better opportunity to increase
production, profits, and hire more employees."^
This study has stressed the idea of combining
different strategies to help development of small
industries. However, in this author's view, the impact
evaluation gives too much importance to the credit
component. Two considerations should be noted. Previous
studies and the author's experience have shown that micro-
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industries have room for improvement even without the
assistance of external funds. This is so because of the
management problems most of them have. Indeed these
management problems are a reason why it is sometimes not
advisable to offer credit at the beginning. When businesses
improve their system of management, they are better able to
make beneficial use of the funds and to be able to pay them
back
.
There is a possible reason why the findings of this
evaluation could be distorted in this area. The interviews
were developed just after a fund implemented by PTR was
exhausted. For those who had obtained a loan, there was not
enough time yet to assess the long term benefits from those
funds. Also these people had received previous assistance
from the program, so they were better prepared to make a
good use of the money. Those respondents who did not have
the chance to get credit had the issue still very alive, and
most likely stressed this point. Probably, they felt that if
they insisted on the importance of making credit available,
they could influence the creation of a new fund.
For these reasons, this study does not give the same
importance to credit for the success of a program, as does
the impact evaluation of PTR.
The lack of coordination among different components
of PTR seems to have affected the results. This was
especially true for the technical training, where the
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courses were implemented by staff from a different
institution, INFOP. The field agents were not involved in
the courses, nor did they communicate with the instructors
to get information about those courses and about the
participation of their clients. This lack of communication
prevented the field agents from using in their own work the
experiences and skills their clients were obtaining from the
technical courses.
Recommendations for Improvement
Alternative Model of Field Personnel Training
The rationale for the long pre-service training
implemented by PTR for the field agents and its tendency to
focus in theory was the participants' lack of experience. An
alternative would be to provide much shorter pre-service
training with a long in-service training program that would
combine learning contents with experience.
The pre-service training could be designed as an
orientation and teaching of very basic contents. After that
period, the field agents would begin their work, in a very
guided manner, and with some time for training every day.
This alternative makes possible a much more practical
approach, where the participants' everyday experiences could
be used as contents for training. There some logistics
problems, however. If the field agents are going to be
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scattered through out the country, the in-service training
could not be held for everybody at the same time, or could
not be implemented by the same team. A possible solution to
this problem would be to begin the project on a small scale.
With just one group of field agents.
In terms of the contents, it seems important not to
focus the training for field personnel exclusively on
recordkeeping. Though recordkeeping is one of the most
crucial problems for small rural industries, the training
should stress all the different aspects involved in small
industries development. The emphasis on recordkeeping tend
to distort the trainees' concept of their job as teaching
only this aspect to the entrepreneurs.
Even during pre-service training, an effort should
be made to connect concepts being taught with the job the
participants are being prepared to develop. This connection
could be facilitated through the use of simulations, role
playing, visits to small industries, etc. It is important to
try to minimize the possibility that the participants assume
that the training situation is similar to school. If they
make that assumption, it is very likely that they will try
to act according to school patterns and standards,
emphasizing memorization and learning of theoretical
concepts
.
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comprehensive Training for Entrepreneurs
entrepreneurs should he comprehensivew-h means that no matter the content of training, it3 ould always provide a view of the different factors
ing the industry and of the connections among those
. good erample of this point is technical training,
usually technical training programs ignore other aspects of
e industry, such as management or marketing, its only
concern being aspects of the production process.
Entrepreneurs- Involvement in Assistance
In relation to individualized training, or
assistance, the key issue is the involvement of the
entrepreneurs in the process. They should be aware of the
problems the industry may have and want to take the
necessary measures to improve the situation. A good
indicator of this involvement is the plan of action, when
entrepreneur is able and willing to develop such a plan
and to put it in practice.
An assistance process that only provides a kind of
unpaid help in the business is totally meaningless, because
It will last only as long as the assistance lasts. If the
entrepreneur is involved in the process, then it becomes a
training experience for him or her, and what is learned
during that process more likely will remain even after the
end of the assistance.
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Use Of Participants Innovation in Technical Training
The technical training should be designed to use the
participants' innovations and experiences as a resource. The
instructors who were in charge of the technical training for
entrepreneurs in PTR reported that participants were sharing
Innovations, oftentimes designed by themselves, that they
had introduced in their workshops. As said before, it seems
that scarcity of resources sometimes works as a catalyst for
creativity. The author has seen machinery and tools designed
by the entrepreneurs and made from scraps. Technical
training should encourage the sharing of ideas among the
participants as a way of making the best use of forms of
technology developed by themselves.
Convenience of Providing Technical Training to Entrepreneurs
There are efforts in Honduras, and in general in
Latin America, to provide technical training for youth with
the purpose of qualifying labor for modern industries. These
efforts originated as a part of industrialization programs
in different countries. The training efforts have been
successful to some degree, because they actually provide
qualified labor. However, small industries do not usually
get their labor from among graduates from these
institutions. According to the study of Honduran small
industries,^ most of the entrepreneurs and their workers
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have learned their skills with their families or as
apprentices. This finding is an important consideration to
develop strategies for technical training for small
industries. Since the vast majority of people working in
small industries have gotten their basic skills through
nonformal means, it would make more sense to provide
technical training for upgrading skills rather than at a
basic level. The option suggested is to offer technical
training for entrepreneurs and workers of small industries.
This suggestion does not intend to replace basic skills
training, but it indicates that training to upgrade skills
is more appropriate for small industries.
Horizontal Approach
It seems that the use of a horizontal approach when
training field personnel and entrepreneurs would help to
obtain better results. This means to providing the
opportunity in a training situation for two-way
communication between the instructor and the participants,
as well as communications among the participants.
When participants have relevant experiences that
could be significant to the purposes of the training and to
other participants, sharing those experiences becomes an
excellent opportunity for learning. This kind of learning
has the advantage of being practical and based in real
situations. If the training approach does not encourage
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participation and communication among participants, it means
wasting a very powerful learning device.
The horizontal approach of training is not just a
rning device, it reflects a philosophy of education that
encourages self-reliant attitudes among the participants.
For instance, m the case of training for field personnel,
one of its purposes was that the participants become
facilitators for the development of small industries. In
this function they had to work together with the
entrepreneur to determine the situation of their industries
and to search for ways to develop the operations. It seems
that the best way to teach the field agents to become
facilitators would have been to practice the horizontal
approach to communication on their training and to
demonstrate it in the administration of the program.
During the technical course for entrepreneurs, the
learned from their colleagues about innovations
in the production processes and use of technologies. In the
course in Vermont, participants learned from sharing
experiences in management, marketing, technologies, etc.
These are examples of the advantages of creating a situation
where everybody can learn from the experiences of the
others
.
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Selection
Field Personnel. In the case analyzed in this study,
there was a selection process prior to the training to hire
people to serve as field agents working with small rural
industries. The criteria used were based on the needs and
requirements of the jobs these people had to accomplish.
However, since there was a pre-service training for the
personnel to be hired, some of the skills needed for the job
were to be developed through that training and therefore was
not required as qualifications for the applicants to be
hired
.
It seems to be very important to delimit clearly
what skills, attitudes, and background are prerequisites,
and what are expected to be learned during their training.
This is possible only if the functions to be accomplished by
the personnel are clearly defined and if it is also known
just what the training process can do with the resources and
time available.
Considering that usually the time and resources for
training are limited, it would be advisable to select the
most qualified people for the job and to reduce the pre-
service training to the minimum.
It seems that the field agents would have taken
better advantage of their training and would have done a
better job if they had had some previous business
experience, even if only working in a small industry, or at
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least some experience in other development projects. This
kind of background probably would not require a
substantially higher salary than the one offered in PTR to
the people they hired. By selecting high school graduates
without any working experience, PTR was asking too much of
the pre-service training. Business experience would have
provided a better understanding of the problems, constraints
and possibilities of a small industry; experience in
development programs would have facilitated the under-
standing of the approach of PTR and the nature of their
jobs
.
Entrepreneurs. Considering that resources are always
scarce, a basic criterion for selection should be to choose
those who can take most advantage of the training. However,
this will depend on the goals and target population of the
program within which the training is being implemented.
Purely from the point of view of possibilities for
development, there are some small industries with more
potential than others. In PTR the concept of "ceiling of
development" was used to compare the current situation of an
industry and its potential for development. Sometimes the
space between the current situation and the "ceiling" is so
little, that it is not worth involving that industry in any
development project. The ideal industry would be one with a
high ceiling, which means greater possibilities for
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development, and where few actions from the project would be
needed to initiate that process. However, each program will
have different priorities to determine selection of clients,
and more specifically of training participants. Some
examples of these priorities are rural industries, women
entrepreneurs, industries for production of tools for
farming, etc.
Therefore, if not conflicting with priorities of the
program, the participants should be selected considering the
development possibilities of their industries and the
purposes of the training activity. Those who can take better
advantage of the training should be selected.
Another approach analyzed in this study was the
training course implemented by the Partners of the Americas
in Vermont. The main characteristic of this approach was the
mix of formal training with visits to small industries in
the state of Vermont. It seems that for the participants to
be able to take the best advantage of an experience like
this one, they must have experience in their business. If
they have a good idea of the main possibilities and
constraints of their operations, they will be better suited
to get new ideas they can apply to their operations.
Comprehensive
It is
entrepreneurs
Programs for Small Industries Development
very important to remember that training for
will have a better impact when it is offered
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among other strategies for development of small industries.
If training is one component of a more comprehensive program
that includes for example, technical assistance, financial
assistance, and information services, there are greater
possibilities for the participating industries to obtain
positive results. Training as an isolated strategy for
development of small industries would not have a strong
impact since by its nature it can only affect certain areas,
such as skills and motivation.
Need for Program Support
When inexperienced field personnel work with
entrepreneurs, it is crucial that the program provide on-
going support and supervision. People with expertise in the
area should help to guide the process. When a program is
designed in this way, that support and supervision should be
considered from the beginning. If it does not exist, the
possibilities for success could become minimal.
Stability
It seems clear that managers and funding agencies of
a program should maintain a consistency between planning and
implementation. They also should be aware that if the
program intends to train their personnel, starting with
inexperienced people, they have to give time for that
process to yield results, and they have to ensure a certain
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degree of stability. If minimal stability does not exist,
the training process become totally meaningless. In other
words, what would be the reason for a program to invest in a
long training process for its personnel, if it cannot keep
this personnel for a length of time that justifies the
investment?
The definition of personnel stability should be made
by each program, taking in consideration the length of the
program and the length of the training for their personnel.
Participative Management
When an effort for development of small rural
industries is implemented within a large organization, as in
the case of PTR/CDI, it seems necessary to provide the local
offices or operations with enough autonomy to make decisions
and to devise solutions to their problems. In this kind of
project it is very difficult to foresee and regulate every
situation; and centralized program tends to be very slow and
bureaucratic. There are other reasons to advocate for
horizontal rather than vertical approaches to management. If
one of the purposes of the project is to develop self-
reliance among the entrepreneurs, that attitude should be
encouraged and practiced in the program itself.
To facilitate two way communication and to encourage
participation and involvement, it is convenient to have
systems of formative on-going evaluation and fluent channels
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of conununica tion
.
Some Areas for Further Study
The foregoing analysis of four cases of training for
development of small industries has provided ideas for
suggestions to improve the role of training in programs of
this field. But this analysis has also posed some new
questions that remain open at. In this last section these
questions are presented as areas where further study is
needed
.
in Programs for Development of Small Industries
It seems that more effort and resources are required
to obtain results, in terms of development, with industries
located in the more rural settings. Furthermore, it is
possible that the process of development for some of these
industries will not take them very far from the place they
are now. In other words, their "ceiling of development" is
not going to be very high. In more urban areas, the
industries have more availability of resources and bigger
markets, making their development easier. Because small
industries located in more urban areas have more
possibilities of development, they need the assistance of a
program less than those located in more rural areas.
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However, development does not necessarily mean
growth in production, it can also mean playing a different
and more important role in the community. From this point of
view, the potential for development of rural industries
maybe very high, because of the need of rural communities
for these operations which can provide more employment,
services and goods, and activate the local economy.
Considering what has been indicated, what target
population would be the best option for programs for
development of small industries — more rural or more urban
industries? Of course, the answer would depend on the
priorities of each program. However, the question is still
valid for programs with rural development as a main goal. In
areas considered rural, there is still the option for more
rural and less rural. The implications of this question
touch aspects of employment, benefits to the poorest sectors
of the population, results the program wants to see, and in
what period of time, etc.
.
To put the issue in a broader context two different
sets of questions pertaining to business and training should
be examined. First, what would be the optimal conditions for
an industry to participate in a program for development?
What are the indicators of "growth readiness" of an
industry? In other words, what characteristics must an
industry have in order to take most advantage of a program
for development? Second, what are the indicators of
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"training readiness’’? m other words, what characteristics
should participants have to take most advantage of their
participation in training activities?
This issue is very important to consider when
planning a program and setting deadlines for expected
results. Since for small industries in more rural settings
it will take more time to obtain some results, a realistic
plan is necessary to avoid frustrations among the planners.
Women Entrepreneurs
At the design level, PTR was very much aware of the
great number of women entrepreneurs in Honduras. Several
documents discuss the need for special assistance to women,
considering the problems they face when they run a small
industry. A workshop for field agents concerned this aspect.
However, at the implementation level, there were no
special strategies or services offered to women. Therefore,
the question that remains open is what kind of services are
more appropriate to help women entrepreneurs for the
development of their businesses? Exploring answers to this
question would mean analyzing their special problems,
problems that men entrepreneurs do not have to face. Some of
those problems are easy to forsee, such as the fact that
women have also to take care of the house and children, so
can very seldom devote all their time to the business.
Another possible problem is the status of women in the
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society. This problem
in order to determine
industry
.
should be studied within each society
if it infuences the running of a small
Another question that remains open concerns women in
industries non traditionally run by women, m Honduras most
of the women small entrepreneurs were seamstresses, bakers,
weavers, and potters. In the cases analyzed, only a few
women were in other type of industries — such as one who
run a small brick factory in Danli. what special problems do
women face when they are in industries traditionally for
men? Should development programs in less developed countries
encourage the participation of women in traditionally male
entrepreneurial activities? If so, how can this
participation best be promoted?
Limits of a Practical Approach of Training
Through this study it has become apparent that
training for small industries development, either for
entrepreneurs or for personnel to work with these
industries, should be very connected with reality, very
practical. It seems that training situations where the group
is isolated and the contents are mainly taught through
lectures, are going to be less appropriate to meet the goals
of that training than situations where the participants can
have first hand experience.
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As discussed above, in the case of training field
personnel, one way to connect training with the job the
trainees are being prepared to accomplish is to emphasize
in-service training, reducing pre-service training to the
minimum. Another complementary way, is to use very practical
methodologies, to try to re-create in the learning situation
those conditions the trainees will have to face in the real
situations. Training approaches that emphasize conceptual
ways of communicating information reduce the degree of
practical understanding of how to work with small
industries
.
Therefore, in general it seems to be more advisable
to use options for training that are related to daily work
to the shops. However, there are occasions where
training has to be implemented under situations where total
exposure to real experiences are impossible.
Regarding these issues, some questions can be
raised. What are the boundaries between training activities
and plain experience? What makes a daily life situation a
training situation? How much of "formal training" is still
functional for learning concepts or skills that would be
better learned through direct experience?
Using other
The
observation
Industries for Training
case developed in this study concerning
of other industries as a way of training. was a
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course implemented in the state of Vermont in the United
States, for Honduran small entrepreneurs. Of course, the
cost of the trip makes this model very difficult to
replicate, unless generous funding is provided. However, it
is possible that similar results could be obtained by
observing industries located in the same country of origin
of the participants.
There was a strong motivation in the participants of
the course that was perhaps created by the trip to the
United States itself. But there was always the danger of
their trying to adopt technologies and methodologies not
appropriate to the Honduran reality, if the exposure to
other industries is in a similar environment to their own,
this danger is reduced. On the other hand, there are more
possibilities of being exposed to innovations in a different
society than in their own.
If industries could serve as models and learning
situations for others regardless of their location, with
careful selection, some small industries in the same country
— even in the same region — could serve just as well as
U.S. industries to be observed by small entrepreneurs as a
part of a training process. The question is, does location
make a difference in this kind of model? If it does, what
elements of the training experience would be missing if the
course were implemented in the same country of origin of the
participants? What conditions favor adaptations and
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modifications of borrowed ideas?
Areas most Suited for Training
Training strategies are being used for different
purposes in programs for the development of small
industries: to develop management and production skills in
entrepreneurs, to motivate, to increase creativity and
encourage innovations, to train field personnel, etc.
In what areas does training seem to be most
appropriate, and in what areas does it not contribute much
to the results? This study touched issues related to
experience or lack of experience in trainees being prepared
to function as facilitators for small industries. Clarifying
this question would provide an answer to that problem,
because it would tell up to what point training can replace
previous experience. By knowing this, it would be easier to
set selection criteria, in other words, to decide what the
participants must have as requirements before training, and
what training can provide.
This question can be stated in a different way:
under what conditions can the use of training strategies in
programs for the development of small industries yield the
best results? This is a more general way of approaching the
same issue, not just considering content areas, but also
other training and non-training variables affecting the
results of training.
FOOTNOTES CHAPTER VIII
1. See Chapter I of this study.
PTR/cnT°"^^ Final 1982. Asesoria de PFP/OEF alI CDI, p. 9. (Typewritten.)
3. Development Associates, Inc., "An Impact EvaluationReport on the Honduras Rural Technologies Program " 198312. (Typewritten.) ' '
4
. Ibid
.
,
p. 4 .
5. Ibid.
6. See Chapter II, p. 88. Only 12% of the entrepreneursinterviewed learned their skills through formal training
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appendix a
CASE OF TRAINING FOR FIELD AGENTS
QUESTIONNAIRES USED FOR WORKSHOP
ON ASSISTANCE TO THE ENTREPRENEURS
This appendix contains three questionnaires used in
the workshops on assistance to the entrepreneurs. The first
one was for field agents to help them analyze their work
with the entrepreneurs. The second and third ones were for
the supervisors, to analyze their support to the field
agents and their administrative tasks.
These questionnaires were not used with evaluation
purposes, but as a training material. They were tools to
help the field personnel to think about the meaning of their
jobs
.
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C^ PRACTICO PAPA ASESORIA
Ncfl&nre
Zona
Fec}^
I^twcciones
:
Lea cuidadosanmte cada una de las preguntas. tanese el tieopo necesa-
rio ctue piense y analice las respuestas* no se vale contestar no
se, SI no ^ede contestar algunas de las preguntas por falta de infor-
raacidn indicue cudl es esa infonnacidn que hace falta, trate de ser
concrete en sus respiestas (no generalizar)
,
para cada respuesta es-
criba cuanto crea conveniente.
1.
- iAl inicio cuales fueron los problemas que el cliente identified
en su empresa?
2.
- ^Cudl de esos problanas considerd el cliente cemo el mas grave en
su enipresa?
3.
- ^Como llegd el erapresario a definir los problemas de su enpresa?
4.
- iTiene el cliente una buena definicidn del problema (s). Por oud?
5.
- iTiene usted una tuena definicidn del problemas(s) . Por qu6?
6.
- iCdmo se puede llegar a una mejor definicidn del problema (s) . Jus-
tifiquelo?
7.
- iQidhahecho usted para entender mejor los problemas de esta empre-
sa, y del tipo a que ella pertenece?
8.
- procedimiento siguid para la identificacidn de problemas?
9.
- iQid posibilidades de desarrollo tiene esta empresa. Explique?
TO.- iCon qud recursos cuenta esta erqjresa para poder desarrollarla?
iLos conoce todos? Enumerelos.
11.- iExplic^ la posicidn de esta empresa y sus productos en la cenu-
nidad?
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12.
- altemativas de desarrollo tiene esta ectpresa, y ni/n consi-
dera usted la mds adecuada?
13.
- necesita hacer usted para la ejecucidn de la altemativa se-
leccionada?
14.
- iCCno se lleg6 a fijar las metas de desarrollo de la enipresa?
15.
- ^C6no las metas fijadas ayudan al desarrollo de esta esnpresa?
16.
- 6C6no puede observar y medir ete desarrollo?
17.
- Relacione la meta con: mercado, instanos, mano de obra, proceso pro-
ductive y recursos financieros
18»- Indioue las actividades necesarias para lograr una raeta, y justi-
fiq^ CORK) estas conducen a ella
19.
-.iQu§ dificultades encontrd para la elaboracidn del plan de accidn
de la enipresa?
20.
- dificultades encontrb para la elaboracidn de. su plan de traba-
jo?
21 . - relaci6n cree que existe entre el plan de acci6n de la enipre-
sa, y el plan de trabajo suyo?
22.
- i(^e papel juega el empresario en la elaboracidn y ejecuciOn del
plan de accidn.
23.
- iEn que forma controla Usted la impleraentacidn del plan de acci6n
de esta enipresa. Para Que?
24.
- iDel plan de acci6n, senale que tipo dc preparacidn requiere cada
actividad de Usted y del empresario?
25.
- 4Como estS utilizando el archivo del cliente,para la preparacifin
de su trabajo?
26.
- Justifique el tipo de actividad que Usted esta realizando en esta
empresa, y su intensidad.
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2 .-
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.
-
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.
-
5
.
-
6
.
-
7
.
-
8
.
-
9 .-
10 .-
11 .-
12 .-
13 .-
14 .-
15 .-
16 .-
17 .-
18 .-
19 .-
ANALISIS EE LA LABOR DE APOYO DEL SUPERVISOR AL TRARA.TO
ro LOS AGBfTES DE CAMPO
iCfiroo se hizo el contact© con los clientes en su zona?
iAl uiicio que busc6 el cliente del servicio?
iPoiqug aceptd el cliente asistencia del servicio?
iQu6 considerd el agente de campo para decidir si el
empresario calificiS para el servicio?
iDel total de empresas para asesorla intensiva cuantas
conoce listed. EstS de acuerdo con las empresas que se
han seleccionado?
iQue tipo de preguntas considera necesario hacer al cliente
que visita. Justifiquelas?
^Con que frecuencia visita a los agentes de campo. Y para qi«?
tCono prepara listed las visitas que les hace al agente de
canpo en su trabajo?
^Con quS lideres de las comunidades tiene contact© cuando
lo visita y con qu6 objetivo?
iQue ha hecho listed, para conocer el trabajo de los agentes
de omipo?
iEn qu6 forma estS llevando la supervision actualmente?
^Considera que hpy otra mejor forma de efectuar la supervision,
expliquela?
^Cuales son los probiemas que tiene en la actualidad para
efectuar una supervision adecuada?
^CuAl ha sido su reacciOn ante probiemas del agente de cam-
po en el trabajo con sus empresas?
^Ha analizado conjuntamente con el agente de canpo esos
probiemas?
Comente acerca de la reuniOn semanal con los agentes de canpo.
sistema ha desarrollado para recolectar informaci^ sobre
reoirsos de la zona? Para que lo usa, sino lo tiene, PorquO?
tQuS enpresarios ha identificado que pueden servir de recursos
para el desarrollo de otras empresas?
iQuO factores generales de su regiOn influyen en el desarrollo
de las enpresas, y de quO manera este prograna puede influir
positivamente?
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ANALISIS DE LA AIWINISTOACICN Y
*CgfTRDL_DE IAS OFICINAS ZONALES
En su labor de siq>ervisor zonal seftale de que manera estS tratando los
siguientes aspectos; y por qug:
1 . * Control de la utilizacifin del tltinpo por los agentes de campo
2.
- Permisos
3.
- Disciplina
4.
- Revisidn y evaluacidn del trabajo de los agentes.
5.
- Elaboracidn de infotmes
6. - Elaboraci&i y presentacidn de foimatos
7.
- Archivos
8.
- Programaci6n
9.
- Recoleccidn de inforines para cursillos
10.
- Otros aspectos
appendix b
CASE OF TRAINING FOR FIELD AGENTS
INSTRUMENTS FOR THE EVALUATION OF THE
TRAINING PROCESS
This appendix contain
interview guide. The first in
questionnaire for field agent
express their opinions of the
is a guide to interview the f
and the third is a questionna
of the first course.
s two questionnaires and an
strument included is a
to assess their learning and
irst course; the second one
Id agents as reg ional groups;
e applied to the instructors
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CUESTIONARIU PARA PARTICIPANTES DEL PRIMER CURSO
.
El equipo de PFP/OEF estd realizando una primera eva-
luacion de la aplicacion que los participantes del primer curso para agentes de cam-
po estan haciendo de lo aprendido en esa actividad. Para este efecto, le rogamos res-
ponder el siguiente cuestionario.
La informacion que usted proporcione es estrictamente
confidencial y solo sera utilizada para efectos de esta evaluacidn.
Desde ya le agradecemos responder en la forma mas com-
pleta posible. Esperamos que esta evaluacion contribuira al mejoramiento de las activi-
dades de capacitacion del PTR. y al mejor exito del programa en general.
A. GENERAL
1. aspirriziones tiene del trabaio que esta desempenando?
2.
iPorque cree usted que la pequena industria tiene un papel importante en el desa-
rrollo de su Zona?
3.
iCual considera usted que es el papel del promotor (agente de campo) en general?
4.
zQue se entiende por asesoria?
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ler. OBJETIVO: TECNICAS BASICAS BE ADMINISTRACION DF BiPRRgA^
1.
iQu6 es una empresa?
2.
LQae es el sistema smbolico de contabilidad, y cuando se lo usa?
3.
^De que utilidad es un libro de caja para un empresario?
4.
iQue son otros libros basicos para un empresario?
5. iQue mecanismo puede utilizar el
va a gastar en el futuro?
empresario para planificar el dinero que se
6. iCuales son los elementos del mercadeo?
C. 2do.OBJETIVO:MErODOS PARA EL DESARROLLO DE LA PEQUER.A B1PRF.?;a .
empresa de transformacion que puede facilitar
2. iComo se hace un estudio de factibilidad? iQuien? ^Cuando? y ^Porque?
3. iQue tipo de capacitacior. necesitarian los empresarios con que usted trabaja yque forma deberia ser el curso? ’ ’
D. 3er. OBJETIVO: H'XBILIDADES B.ASICAS PAR^\ AM^IZAR EL CONTEXTO
SOCIO ECONOMICO DE LOS BENEFICIARIOS DE LA LOCUIDAD Y DE LA
REGION, Y DE APLICAR ESE ANALISIS A LAS ACTIVIDADES DEL P.T.R.
1. iQue elementos deberia usted considerar para saber si una empresa es importante
para la vida de una comunidad?
2. 2Que diferencia hay entre objetivo y actividad- de un ejemplo de la vida diaria
4°0BJETIV0: IDENTIFICACION Y UTILIZACION DE RECURSOS DE ASESOR IA.
1.
iCuales son los objetivos del P.T.R.?
2.
iComo se beneficiaran los siguientes grupos del P.T.R.?
Pequenos empresarios
:
Canpesinos:
Hogares rurales:
3.
iQue recursos extemos al P.T.R.hay en las comunidades donde listed trabaja
r. 5°0BJETrV0: H^ILIDADES NECESARIAS PARA DESBlPE'iARSE CCMO AGENTE DE CAMPO
EN SEFl’ICIO DE EXTENSION DE LA PEQUE^ EMPRESA.
]. iCuales labilidades son necesarias para ser un buen agente de campo? y
iPorque?
G. 6°0BJETIV0: CONCIENCIA DE LOS ASPECTOS ESPECIALES ENFATIZADOS POR
EL P.T.R. INCLUYENDO MUJERES EMPRES.ARIAS, ELECCIC^ DE TECNOLOGIA
Y EL ROL DEL HOGAR RURAL EN LA DETERMINACION DE LA DEMANDA POR
ACTrvmADES DEL PROGRAMA
.
Senale cjue ventajas y desventajas tiene un empresario por el hecho de ser
mujer.2.
zPorque cree listed necesario involucrar la mujer en el proceso de desarrollo
empresarial (o porque cree usted que no es necesario)?
3.
ZQue entiende usted por Tecnologla apropiada?
4.
iQae aspectos debe tonar en cuenta para una buena eleccion de Tecnologla?
H. 7°OBJETIVO: CONOCU'IIENTO DE LOS RASGOS Y NIETODOS DE LA ESTRATEGIA DE EJECUCION
DEL SERVICIO DE EXTENSION.
I. Nombre algunos criterios para seleccionar empresas para asesoria intensiva.
PAUTA DE ENTREVISTA DE GRUPO PARA LOS AGENTES DE CAMPL.
1. iComo fue su experiencia al reconocer su zona de trabajo?
2. iCuales fueron^los problemas que usted tuvo en el desempeno de su trabajo?
3. iCree usted que cumplio con los objetivos definidos en su plan de trabajo?
4. iCual fue la reaccion del empresario con su primera visita?
5. iLe ayudo ser originario de la Zona?
6. zQue aspectos cree usted que le ayudo a reconocer facilmente la zona?
7. zEn que aspecto lo estudiado en el primer curso le sirvio para hacer esta
actividad?
8. zQue temas le sirvieron mas? y zPorque?
9. zQue otras cosas que no fueron estudiadas en el curso, usted cree le hubiera
ayudado a desempenar mejor esta actividad?
10.
ZComo fue su experiencia al introducir el servicio de asesoria y capacitacidn
(los beneficios del P.T.R.) ?
n.ZEn que medida lo estudiado en el curso le sirvio para hacer esta actividad?
IZ-ZQue temas le sirvieron mas? y zPorque?
13.
zC6mo le fue en el periodo de convivencia?
14.
zEn que aspecto le ayudaron las visitas del equipo INFOP/PFP/OEF?
15.
zCono fue el primer curso en general?
Ib.zQue temas le quedaron claros?
17.zQue temas no le quedaron claros?
IS.zQue tipo de aprendizaje le gusto mas?
19.zQue tipo de aprendizaje le gusto menos?
ZO.zQue temas le gustarla a usted, que fueron repetidos del primer curso en el
segundo?
Z’l.ZQue temas nuevos le gustaria que se incluyan en el segundo curso?
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CUESTIO.\ARIO PARA INSTRUCTORES DEL PRI^ER CURSO.
El ecjuipo de PFP/OEF estd realizando una primera evalua-
cion de la aplicacion que los participantes del primer curso para agentes de campo es-
t5n haciendo de lo aprendido en esa actividad. Para este efecto le rogamos responder
el siguiente cuestionario La informacion que usted proporcione es estrictamente confi-
dencial y solo serd utilizada para efectos de esta evaluacifin.
Desde ya le agradecemos responder en la forma mas comple-
ta posible. Esperamos que esta evaluacion contribuird al mejoramiento de las activida-
des de capacitacion del P.T.R. y al mejor exito del programa en general.
A. CONTENIDO DEL CURSO.
1
.
iQue modules del primer curso fueron bien entendidos? y iPorque?
2. iQue modules del primer curso fueron menos entendidos? y iPorque?
3.iQue contenido (o modulo) que usted considera importante no fue tratado en el pri-
mer curso?
4. iQue modules podrian no haberse presentado en el primer curso? iPorque no son
importantes?
5. iQue recomendaciones tiene acerca del contenido del segundo curso?
METODOLOGIA DE ADIESTRAMIENTO
i®
diferentes mater iales entregados con cada modu
iPor^e?
utilidad, de utilidad, de gran utilidad
Fichas de participante:
Plan de sesion.
Guias del instructor:
Ej ercicios;
Pautas de observacion de los participantes
:
Pautas de observacion de actividades e instructores
:
Estudios de caso:
Carpetas Individuales
:
2. Denos su opinion acerca del tioo de ai-r ' c. ~
dizaje de los participantes duSnte el nri... conducente al apren-p liner cursor
Aprendieron
poco
Aprendieron
algo
Aprendieron
nnicho
Lecturas
Estudios de casos
Practicas- ejercicios
Panel de empresarios
Representacion de papel
Trabajo de grupjo
Algun ccncntario qua funda^ente el porque de su qpiuian expresada antepiqmente
3. iQue reconienda usted
miento?
para el segundo curso acerca de la metodologla de adiestra-
4 .
^
SU opinion sobre la metodologla utilizada
durante el primer curso.
en la evaluacion de instructores
C. PREPARACION PARA EL PRI>ER CURSO.
1 . Denos su opinion acerca de la preparacion de
cho por las siguientes instituciones;
materiales para el primer curso. he-
INFOP
Aspectos Positivos Aspectos negativos
GDI
PFP/OEF
3. Denos su opinion acerca de la preparacion de materiales para el segundo curso?
D. PARTI ClPAC ION EN EL CURSO.
1. Denos su opinion acerca de la
se incluya usted)
:
Agentes de Campo de Olancho.
actuacion en el curso del siguiente personal (no
—
i^pgctos Positivos Aspectos negativos
Agentes de Campo de Danli
Agentes de Campo de Nacaome
Agentes de Campo de Ocotepeque
Supervisor de Olancho.
^pectos Positives Aspectos Negatives
Supervisor de Danli.
Supervisor de Nacaome.
Supervisor d: Cootepeque.
Division de Estudios.
Division de Serv'icios y Apoyo
Personal de IKFOP.
PFP/OEF.
appendix c
CASE OF TRAINING FOR FIELD AGENTS
FIELD AGENTS LEARNING PROCESS
ANALYSIS AND RECOMENDATIONS
This appendix contains the analysis of objectives
and indicators of results of the first course for field
agents, based on the data obtained for the evaluation of the
training process.
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appendix d
CASE OF ASSISTANCE TO SMALL INDUSTRIES
PLANS OF ACTION AND PLANS OF ASSISTANCE
This appendix includes two examples of plans
developed as instruments for the process of assistance to
small industries. The first one is a plan of action
elaborated by an entrepreneur for the development of his
operation. The second one is a plan of assistance, written
by a field agent to provide assistance to a small industry.
The two examples presented are not connected; they belong to
two different regions.
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appendix e
CASE OF TECHNICAL TRAINING
EVALUATION INSTRUMENTS
This appendix contains the instruments
evaluation of technical training. The first one
interview guide for the sample of participants,
entrepreneurs. The second one is a questionnair
instructors of the courses.
used in the
is an
small
e for the
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CBm» ffi ffiSARROLLO INDUSTRIAL
Programa de Tecnologia Rural
ENCUESTA DE EVALUACIO^ A LA CAPACITACICN FTR/INTOP
Nombre del Investigador
I
.
DATOS GENERALES
1. Lugar y Fecha:
2. Nombre del encxiestado;
3. Edad:
4. Ocupacion principal (la que genera mayores ingresos)
5. Desde cuando se dedica a esta ocupacion.
6. Ocupacion secundaria mas importante.
iEn que cursos que ha patrocinado Pl'R/INPOP ha participado Ud.?
II. ASPECrOS CUALITATIVDS-aJANTITATIVOS DE LA CAPACITACION
8. Enumere que tecnicas aprendio usted durante los cursos recibidos
iCuales de las tecnicas que aprendio esta utilizando en su taller?9.
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10. iQue tecnicas de las que aprendio no esta utilizando?
iPorque?
11
.
12 .
iPuede usted aplicar las tecnicas aprendidas en los cursos con el equipo o
maquinaria que posee en su taller?
a.
b.
c.
Totalmente
En parte
Ninguna
En caso de estar utilizando las tecnicas, iha mejorado la calidad de los -
productos que fabrica o el servicio que ofrece?
1. Si 2. No
13.
iFueron las preguntas que surgieron en el grupo contestadas en forma clara
y directa por el instructor?
1. Si 2. No
14.
iMostro interes el instructor por las experiencias que surgieron del grupo?
1. Si 2. No
15.
iUtilizaba el instructor durante sus exposiciones palabras que ustedes enten
dian?
1. Si 2. No
16 i,Ha aumentado sus ingresos mensuales despues que participo en el o los cur
SOS impartidos por PTR/ INFOP?
1. Si 2. No.
17. iEn cuanto?
18. Que progresos ha evidenciado en su taller despues de haber
participado en
los cursos
1
.
iHa aumentado las ventas? Si No
En cxianto
1 . i.Ha aumentado su ntimero de clientes? Si
iEn cuanto?
3.
i,Ha fabricado nuevos productos? Si No
iCuales?
4. iDesperdicia menos material? Si No
5. iUtiliza menos tienps para la fabricacion de un productoTSi
6. Otros (explique)
19. i.Fue visitado usted en su taller por el instructor durante o despues del -
curso? ‘
1 • Si 2 . No
20. En caso positivo, ique provecho obtuvo de esa visita?
21.
iComo considera usted que fueron desarrollados los siguientes aspectos en
el curso que usted participo? (marque con X)
Local Reeular Bueno Excelente
Materiales utilizados Insuficiente Inadecuados Adecuados
Preparacion del Instructor Regular Bueno Excelente
Tiempo que durd el curso Mry poco Adecuado Demasiado
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22.
iQue tecnicas considera importantes y que puedaiser incluidas en nuevos cur
SOS impartidos por P.T.R. /INFOP?
23.
i,Le ha solicitado alguno de sus clientes trabajos 6 algun tipo de servicio
que usted no puede realizar?
1. Si 2, No.
iPorque?
24.
iPorque cree usted que se retiraron algunos de sus companeros del curso?
niv.
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CBOSO IESAISSSJjO IKDGSTPIAL
Programa ds Tecnologias Rurales
DATOS GENERALES
1. Nombre: Edad:
2. Fecha:
3. Rama de Actividad:
4. Tiempo de experiencia en capacitacion:
5. Tiempo de trabajar en INPOP:
6. Especieilidades Tecnicas:
7. QuS tipo de cursos esta usted desarrollando en su especialidad:
II. ASPECTOS OJALITATIVOS-aiANTITArrVDS DE LA CAPACITACION:
8. En cuales^de las etapas de la capacitaci6n a enpresarios y operairios ru
rales esta usted participando.
~
Programacion
Prcmoci6n
Desarrollo Curso
Seguimiento
n
9. Esta de acuerdo con el proceso seguido en la inqjlementacidn de la capac^
tacion a enqiresarios rurales.
Si No
iPorqu6?
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10. cuiles etapas considera importante su participacion?
11
. iQue aspectos toma usted en
que sirve en el P.T.R.
?
cuenta para la preparacion de los cursos
12
. iLos cursos que usted sirve dentro del PTR
ve o ha servido en el INFOP?
son iguales a los que sir
Si
iPorqui?
No
13. inhale los problemas encontrados en la organizaci6n de los cursos y
el apoyo logistico que se necesita? ^
340
14. iQue problemas ha encontrado en el desarrollo de los
H>iF0??
cursos de PTR7
15.
iConsidera que el proceso de seguimiento que ofrece en los cursos -
que usted sirve a enqsresarios del PTR/INTOP es adecuado?
Si_ No_
iPorque?16.
iCree usted que deben ser los mismos cursos para enpresarios en las -
ciudades grandes como para aldeas o caserios?
Si_ No
iPorquS?
17.
^Cuales tScnicas de las que usted ensehd ha observado que est^ siendo
aplicadas?
18.
iCXi^es no estan siendo aplicadas?
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iPorque?
1
9.
iDe acuer
a
su experiencia que tecnicas considera deben iaiDleraen-tarse en futura capacitacion de PTR/ INPOP?
20. iCono calificaria usted la desercion en los cursos que ha servido:
Excesiva
Regular
Poca
21
.
iCuHes han sido los raotivos para que los participantes se retiren de
22. aQu6 ntinero de participantes por curso considera mSs adecuado:
Curso Intensive
Curso serai
-intensive
23. AQu6 tScnicas de su especialidad hacen falta irpartir en las zonas y
Cfiinmidades del Programa?
L U G A R TECNICAS
Danll
El oaralso
Juticalpa
Catacamas
rV*nt»»p#vpiA
San Marcos de Ocotepeque
Nacaooe.
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24.
iQue teaucas dc los cursos quc ha setvido, coiisidera que se adaptan
menos al equip© con que se cuenta ea los talleres rurales?
25.
opina usted de la coordinacidn y supervisidn de los cursos PTR/
L'^FOP?.
26.
iQue tipo de colaboracidn de parte del PTR/CDI C^egucigalpa-oficinas
zonales) necesita para el desarrollo de los cursos?
27.
iQui6 colaboracidn ha recibido del PTR/CDI?
28.
iQll6 sugerencias tlene en relacidn con las tres preguntas anteriores?
cursos PTR/INTOP que us29.iQug temas administrativos desarrollo en los
tes ha impartido?
30.
^Cual ha sido la utilidad para el enipresario, los 'tonas administrati-
vos que usted desarroll6?
31
.
^C6mo considera la efectividad del sistena de implementacion de los -
Qirsos para empresarios en los siguientes aspectos (marque con I)
LOCAL ^ ADEOJADO ^ INADEOJADO
Materiales utilizados ADEOJADO LNADEOIADO
Horarlos ADEOJADO INADEOJADO
Becas ADEOJADO INADEOJADO
32.
iQu6 otros aspectos is5X3rtantes que conoce usted deben ser considera-
dos en la nueva planificaci6n de la capacitacion a enqjresarios PTR/
INPOP?
appendix f
CASE OF OBSERVATION OF OTHER INDUSTRIES
TRAINING SCHEDULE
This appendix includes the training schedule of the
course in Vermont. Everyday activities are detailed, with an
explanation of the content or orientation of each of them.
This schedule was elaborated for the use of the staff. A
similar one, less detailed and in Spanish, was given to the
participants
.
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AMERICAS: VERMONT-HONDURAS
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT TRAINING PROGRAM FOR MICRO INDUSTRIES
TRAINING SCHEDULE
training schedule describes the activities and content of the TRAINING PROGRAMBY DAY. THE PARTICIPANTS WILL BE DIVIDED INTO FOUR GROUPS AS FOLLOWS:
A - TAILORS (SASTRES)
B » SEAMSTRESSES (COSTURERAS )
C - WOODWORKERS ( CARPINTEROS )
D - LEATHERWORKERS (TRABAJADORES DEL CUERO )
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 2
8:45 AM LEAVE HONDURAS VIA TAN
AIRLINES
2:25 PM ARRIVE MIAMI
6:10 PM LEAVE MIAMI VIA AIRFLORIDA
11:30 ARRIVE BURLINGTON Will be met by bus to be taken to Goddard College,
Plainfield, VT
,
where the participants and staff
will be housed. Brief snack will be served and
Informal Introductions will be made.
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MONDAY, OCTOBER 3, 1983
7:30 AM BREAKFAST
9:00 ORIENTATION AND REVIEW OF
TRAINING SCHEDULE
- Review the overall objectives and
process of the training
- Present the overall training schedule for each
group
- Elicit comments from the participants on the
schedule and any special needs not already
identified
12:00 LUNCH
[Flip chart and printed schedules]
1:00 PM RETAIL STORE VISITS IN - Initial hands-on exposure to
NORTHERN VERMONT Vermont's retail business environment, marketing
practices, product design, display and packaging
in each of the participant group's industries
- Each craft group will go to one or two selected
stores to discuss with the manager/owner the above
areas
:
5:30 PM SUPPER
7:00 WELCOME FROM GODDARD COLLEGE
7:30 PARTICIPANT'S ROUNDTABLE ON
DAY'S FIELD TRIP
- Location: Champlain Mills, Winooski
[4 translators/drivers with vehicles]
- Jack Lindquist
- Identify the similarities and
differences between Honduras and
Vermont business environment, market,
retail practices, etc. and reasons
- Identify any ideas and methods that would be
applicable in Honduras and why
- Begin process of building the participant's
identification with training group
- Articulate reaction to Vermont
9:00 FREE TIME
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TUESDAY, OCTOBER 4, 1983
7 : 00 AM BREAKFAST
8:00 SEMINAR - All groups together
in - EXTERNAL AND PERSONAL
FACTORS AFFECTING THE
BUSINESS ENVIROMENT
- Exercise: Listlna reasons that
businesses succeed or fail
- Determine those factors the small entrepreneur
in Honduras is able to affect
9:30 112 - INTRODUCTION TO BUSI-
NESS PLANNING AND ELEMENTS OF
PRODUCTION
- Identify all the factors to be
considered in business planning and
production to provide an overall framework to the
field trips
- Excerclse: Part I of "Business Plan for Retail
Manufacturers" (Sp. transl.)
- Written material: "Proceso de Producclon"
.
Anallsls ae proceso Productivo", and "Planiflc-
aclon Flsica del Taller"
12:00 LUNCH
[Flip Chart & "Business Plan for Retail
Manufacturers"]
1:00 PM SMALL GROUP SEMINARS - Participants divided into groups by industry
- To elicit from the participants the specific
questions, problems, needs, (as perceived by them)
to be addressed on the field trips, in subsequent
seminars and roundtable discussions.
n - PROBLEMS IN THE ELE-
MENTS OF PRODUCTION
- Industry specific as relates to
Honduras
3:00 #2 - PROBLEMS IN BUSINESS
MANAGEMENT
- Reading: "Identif Icacion de Problemas"
- To begin to identify the business
management problems and needs of the participants,
both for this training program and subsequent
followup in Honduras .
5:00 PM SUPPER
- Resources for addressing the Issues raised in
these seminars will be the training staff,
consultants, the participant's small business
counterpart consulted on the field trips and the
evening roundtables
7:00 ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION - All participants and staff
REVIEW OF SEMINAR SESSIONS - To Identify those problems and needs that are
general to all the groups
9:00 FREE TIME
- To discuss the next day's field trips and the
specific information each group will be seeking
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 5, 1983
7:00 AM BREAKFAST
”
8:00 FI^ mP ON PRODUCTION
- Groups divided by industry and ™eet with th-.i-
counterparts in Vermont to observe and discus^
A/B: production, marketing, and management
#1 - Bogner - Newport
#2 - Manchester Manufacturing
St. Johnsbury
C:
#1 - Union Woodworks - E. Thetford
#2 - Pomoanoosuc Mills - Northfield
- Workspace Inc - Chelsea
D:
<*1 - Champlain Leather - Burlington
//2 - Various Leather Retail Stores
12:00 LUNCH (Box lunch on the road)
1:00 PM CONTINUATION OF FIELD TRIPS
5:30 SUPPER AT GODDARD COLLEGE
7 : 00 SMALL GROUP DISCUSSION
8 : 30 GENERAL GROUP DISCUSSION
~ To enable the individual participants to
process the day's experience both on an individual
level
,
then as a group
- To allow each group to share with the others a
summary of the experience and specific information
and ideas that may be applicable to Honduras9:30 FREE TIME
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THURSDAY
7:00 AM
8:00
12:00
1:00 PM
3:00
5:30 PM
6:30
8:30
,
OCTOBER 6, 1983
BREAKFAST
SEMINAR: COST ANALYSIS
CROUPS A & B
FIELD TRIP
UKOUPlj C & D
Introductory presentation on cost
analysis including definition of costs
identification of actual costs, cost control, and
analysis of costs.
Presentation: Short lecture, group discussion,
and simple exercises
- Written Materials : "Admlnlstracion de Insumos”
and "Determlnaclon y Analisls de Costo de
Produccion"
,
and practical exercises on the
determination and analysis of costs
- To continue to visit a variety of
production operations in order to observe methods
and have an opportunity to discuss the elements ofproduction and marketing
#1 - Robt
. Neudorfer - Duxbury
#2 - Depot Woodworking - Burlington
D:
//I ~ Karl Llmmer-Bakersf leld
#2 - Shirley Pearson - Essex Junction
LUNCH (Field trip » sack lunch)
FIELD TRIP CONTINUES
SEMINAR: CONTINUATION OF
C'OST ANALYSIS
SEMINAR: INVENTORY CONTROL - A brief review of the importance of inventory
control, methods of physical controls, and simple
accounting approaches and procedures
— Written Material : "Manejo de Existenclas"
- Method of presentation will be primarily
discussion with flow charts
SUPPER
STAFF MEETING TO REVIEW AND
EVALUATE THE TRAINING
CANADIAN CLUB — Social event
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FRIDAY,
7:00 AM
8:00
12:00
1:00
3:00
5:30 PM
6:30
8:00
OCTOBER 7, 1983
BREAKFAST
SEMINAR : COST ANALYSIS
CttOUPS C & D
“ Same as previous day's session
FIELD TRIP
GROUPS A & B
#1 - Flamstead of Vt . - Chester
~ 3 • B. Dask - Townsend
LUNCH
SEMINAR : COST ANALYSIS cont
.
field TRIP : cont.
SEMINAR; INVENTORY CONTROL - Same as previous day
SUPPER
PARTICIPANT ROUNDTABLE
PARTICIPANT EVALUATION
results of the last two day'sfield trips and to continue the Identification oftechnical resource needs to assist in the
development of appropriate technologies and
approaches for each Industry
- To enable the participants to provide specific,formal feedback to the staff on their reactions,
suggestions, criticisms, and possible modifica-
tions of the training program
9:00 FREE TIME
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1983
7:00 AM BREAKFAST
8:00 FIELD TRIP - BURLINGTON AREA
ALl grOIjps
- To provide the participants
additional exposure to selected retail
operations in their industry for additional
observation of retail practices, marketing,
design, and examples of the three market levels
and their effect on material, design, production,
quality and price
(Additional Vermont Partners will provide
assistance on this trip]
12:00 LUNCH
1:00 PM SMALL GROUP PERSONAL SHOP-
PING IN BURLINGTON AREA
5:00 PM SUPPER
6:30
SUNDAY,
SOCIAL EVENT
OCTOBER 9, 1983
8:00 BREAKFAST
9:00 FAMILY VISITS WITH MEMBERS
OF THE VERMONT PARTNERS
- Thrush Tavern as guest of owner, .e
- Those wishing to attend church
services will be provided
transportation prior to meeting their host
families
~ The participants will be divided into groups of
two to spend the day with a Vermont family. The
schedule of activities will be up to the host
family, however, effort will be made to match up
interests
.
OPTIONAL FIELD TRIP TO
MONTREAL
7:00 RETURN TO GODDARD COLLEGE
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MONDAY, OCTOBER 10, 1983
7 : 00 BREAKFAST
8:00
12:00
SEMINAR : INTRODUCTION TO
Marketing
GROUPS C & D
- To introduce Che participants to the
basic elements of marketing: market
research, customer analysis, buying, pricing andpromotion => r o
- Written Itoterials : "Marketing Checklist" (Span,trans.), Anaiisis del Mercado", and "Como
Elaborar un Cuestionario Para La Invescigacion deMercados
FIELD TRIP
GROUPS A & B
- Emphasis will be on the integration
of design, quality control and marketing in
manufacturing
A 6. B:
/i*l - Geiger - Mlddlebury
*72 — Frog Hollow — Mlddlebury
LUNCH
1:00 SEMINAR CONTINUED
FIELD TRIP CONTINUED
5:30 PM SUPPER
7 : 00 SHALL CROUP SEMINAR
9:30 FREE TIME
- A session involving the participants and staff
in following up the problems previously
Introduced
.
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TUESDAY
7:00 AM
8:00
12:00
1:00
5:00 PM
6:30
OCTOBER 11, 1983
BREAKFAST
SEMINAR : INTRODUCTION TO
Marketing
GROUPS A & B
FIELD TRIP
Ckoups C & D
#1 - Bell-Gates Lumber Corp.
#2 - Caledonia Kiln Corp
D:
#1 - Pownal Tanning Co.
LUNCH
- Same as previous day
- These field trips will address
specific needs already identified for the two
- “ood selection anddrying techniques; leatherworkers
- tanninetechniques and processes
““ g
- Tour hardwood sawmill and lumberdrying operations: conventional forced hot airsteam heated, package kilns. Wood wast^boul;air drying yard and dry storage sheds ’
To have a tour of a commercial tannine
operation, with an effort to elicit non-
=
techniques and formulas that would besuitable for Honduras
SEION^ with Dr. Suzanne Lokar - Focus on fabrics and threads with
qualities of fibers and testato Identify specific fibers.
field TRIPS CONTINUED
SUPPER
SMALL GROUP SEMINARS:
- Presentation by Linda Markin of Union
Woodworks on complete accounting system
that is being used in their shop.
9:00 FREE TIME
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WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1983
7 : 00 BREAKFAST
8:00
12:00
FIELD TRIPS
GROUP A - TAILORS
GROUP B - SEAMSTRESSES
GROUP C - WOODWORKERS
These field trips will be conducted to address
specific concerns identified prior to or during
the training or as a followup to a previous field
By necessity, the specific schedule for
this day is relatively unstructured to allow forflexibility and individualized planning
- Nate's - Burlington
- Shepard & Hamell Clothing - Burlington
- Hayes and Carney - Burlington
- House of Sewing - Essex Junction
- Peyton's Yardstick - Burlington
- Tina's Fabrics - Burlington
~ Rags and Riches * Burlington
- Vacutherm - Warren
- H. P. Kiln Corp. - South Chester
Vacuum drying method, predrier, dehumidlf icatlon
drying, wood fired boiler.
GROUP D - LEATHERWORKERS - CDR Footwear - Keene, NH (Dunham Shoes factory).
- The Cordwainers - Deerfield, NH (Custom,
handmade shoes)
- Carl Llmmer Boots - Intervale, NH
LUNCH (Box Lunch on the road)
1 : 00 FIELD TRIP CONTINUED
5 : 30 SUPPER
ROUNDTABLE : MARKETING - To process the results of the seminars and field
trips with a special emphasis on design,
packaging/presentatlon
,
and distribution
9:00 FREE TIME
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER 13, 1983
7:00 AM BREAKFAST
8:00 SEMINAR: FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
AIT'CROUPS
- A brief review of profit/loss state-
menCs and the balance sheet with model pro formas
and how to derive the statements from financial
records
- Written materials : "Introduce ion a la Ganancia yPerdida y a ia Hoja de Balance" and "Estados
Financieros Para Empresas de Transf ormacion"
- A short case study exercise will be conducted in
developing financial statements
lliOO SEMINAR : FINANCIAL MANAGE- - An overview of what is meant by
HEnT financial management and the types of analysis and
actions that should be taken by a small
entrepreneur
— Written material : "Introduccion a la Administra-
cion ' and "Administracion Financiera"
12:00 LUNCH
1:00 PM SEFttNAR : FINANCIAL MANAGE-
MENT - PROFITABILITY AND
BREAKEVEN ANALYSIS with
SBA staff
3:00 SEMINAR: CASH FLOW MANAGE-
HETmUl) CREDIT
5:00 SUPPER
6:30 ROUNDTABLE: PROBLEM SOLVING
TI
9:00 FREE TIME
- To discuss procedures of analyzing
expenses, profitability, and breakeven
analysis and to how to determine what
steps must be taken to improve profits
- To discuss how to do cash flow
projections, methods to improve cash flow, and
better utilization of credit institutions in
Honduras
- A second session of problem solving
with participants, and staff with an emphasis on
business and financial management
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FRIDAY, OCTOBER 14, 1983
7:00 AM BREAKFAST
8:00 SEMINAR ! BUSINESS PLANNING
12:00 LUNCH
1 : 00 SMALL GROUP SESSION
:
2:00 ROUNDTABLE : FOLLOW - UP
4:00
5:00 PM
7:00
PREPARATION FOR RETURN TRIP
SUPPER
FAREWELL PARTY AND PRESENT-
ATION OF CERTIFICATES OF
ACHIEVEMENT
developln^’^r^^S discussion on
means to evaluate the training.
i^eview and a
j j . ^ r®^ticipants and staff
"iSoSirs:
't“;-
jip;:“E!£
by fhe^pfrticlDlnt^’th° *’®/“'Pl®®e“ted in Honduras
aLncLr ? themselves and the sponsoringwould provide a basis forpossible future training and support by thesponsoring agencies. "
~ Attended by the
Vermont Partners,
students
participants, staff,
and Goddard staff and
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 15, 1983
*******"********••
5:00 LEAVE FOR BURLINGTON
7:00 DEPART ON AIR FLORIDA
9:00 STAFF REVIEW AND EVALUATION
OF THE TRAINING PROGRAM
Coffee and sweet rolls en route
Pedio^Suli^^^^^^
‘ to Teguclgalpa/San
appendix g
CASE OF OBSERVATION OF OTHER INDUSTRIES
EVALUATION INSTRUMENTS AND DATA COLLECTED
AT THE END OF TRAINING COURSE
This appendix includes the questionnaire given to
the participants at the end of the course, with the
tabulated answers and comments. The last page is the outline
for staff evaluation of the training course.
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final evaluation.
This evaluation
in the course for small
course
.
is Intended to gather the opinions of the participantsbusiness people regarding the different aspects of the
Since this is not an evaluation of knowledge or skills, it is notnecessary that you sign your name. Actually, it would be betted if yL replied
^thout signing your name, because the organizers of this even need to knowyour very most frank opinions possible. It would be a shame if theparticipants, wishing to thank the organizers, did not give their sincereopinion about the different aspects of the course which these questions raise.Please be as frank and sincere as possible.
question, make a cross (X) before the answer closest to your
^ y
only one answer for each question. If you have any commentsto make, write it in the blank spaces provided.
1 ) The contents of the following topics in the Training Manual seemed to youto be: ^
Topic No
. 1 ;
^ P Ian for the Small Industry
.
Of limited use for my business o
Useful for my business 5
Very useful for my business 15
Comments
:
~ Excellent because it enabled me to consider aspects I never took into
account before, especially those that help planning in the business.
359
* very useful, although it would be a long-term* ••
I hope there will be a follow-up on these topics, because we need it.
- It is very useful, since without this we could not keep controls.
- Very useful because it relied in practical methods.
- Very useful for my business because in this way I can improve my small
enterprise.
Topic No. 2; Planning the Production Process.
Of limited use for my business o
Useful for my business 4
Very useful for my business I 6
Comments;
~ This topic enabled me to envision in a more professional manner how I
ought to plan or organize the different factors which Influence my
production process.
- Planning must take place first.
~ Very useful for me because I had a project I could not Implement
,
but now
I feel I know how to succes.
- Very useful because my operation is very small and perhaps with new ideas
it will grow.
- When planning the production production, it is natural that there is an
Increase of the profits.
Topic No
. 3 ; Analysis of the Production Process.
Of limited use in my business 0
Useful in my business 4
Very useful in my business 16
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Comments;
~ I have realized chat even I have taken In consideration many factors of
the production process, I have never done a real analysis of it.
- It is very useful because we can really know what we are doing.
- Very useful because my operation is very small and with new ideas perhaps
it will grow.
- The analysis of the production process is the best way we can use to know
how our work yields.
Topic No. 4 ; Cost of Production
.
Of limited use in my business
Useful in my business
Very useful in my business
Comments;
- Yes, it helped me to an extraordinary degree, because it is in this way
that I should determine what it costs me to produce each product in my
business
.
- The first step is to analyze the cost.
- Cost of production was ther most Important for me because I had no
controls in my business.
- In doing an analysis of the cost of production it is logical that we will
know what we spend on raw material and what we earn.
Topic No. 5 ; Inventory Control.
Of limited use in my business 1
Useful in my business 6
Very useful in my business 13
Comments;
0
3
17
- Very useful because it enables me to establish the raw materials needs
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which I have in my business and how I should buy materials for optimumprice*
- Of limited use to me because of lack of capital.
- Useful because I did not pay much attention to this aspect before.
- If we know what raw materials we have in stock as well as what finishedproducts, we will know what we need and what to produce.
Topic No. 6; Market Analysis
.
Of limited use in my business o
Useful in my business 2
Very useful in my business X8
Comments;
~ Fantastic, because I had never been able to clarify what type of
improvements and quality I wished to have in my products.
- The market.
- Very useful because I only took my products to the market and I never
thought of the problems I could have.
- Very useful because we know contacts for finding a market or not. The
reality is that, yes, one can find a market. Everything depends on us.
You gave us wings, now we have to learn to fly.
- Very useful because I thought it was very difficult, but now I have a
focus for what I analyzed.
- Very useful to Increase the practice on the different methods of
marketing
.
- Having done an analysis of our market, we will know what we need to make
or produce to sell in our market.
Topic No. 7 ; General Ledger.
1Of limited use in my business
Useful in my business 4
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Very useful In tny business 15
CommenCs:
- Very useful. Helped me to realize that every type of accounting
Information is basically very Important in my business and I will
organize it better.
- Very useful because it provides control for all profit and loss.
- There were mistakes in the explanation and the manual was not in
agreement with the teaching.
- I have been able to realize that keeping books up to date is very
Important, eventough I already had some information from you about this
aspect
.
It is very useful because I always did what I was suposed to do. but notin order.
- Very useful because this the stirring wheel of my business, that is the
key to information and the possibility to focus any doubt about profit or
loss
.
~ To clarify the use of the most common double entry system in the country.
To take in consideration the information about the use of the three legal
accounting books: 1. General Journal. (Libro Diarlo).
2. Inventory. (Libro de Inventarlo)
.
3. Balances. (Libro Mayor).
Orientation to auxiliary type of books and their use.
- The general ledger is very important because it enables us to know and
analyze what is happening in the business.
Topic No. 8: Introduction to profit and Loss and Balance Sheet.
Of limited use in my business
Useful in my business
Very useful in my business 14
1
5
Comments:
- Clarlfyed my idea of what to know constantly, what is the current
situation in my business, so I can make the changes and decisions that I
think are Important
.
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Just as with the topic General Ledger, this topic requires more time; the
Instructor has knowledge, but the teaching was a little confusing.
Very useful for me since I have been losing In my business without
knowing what my error was.
I have learned a new system, but I understand my own perfectly.
It Is very Important to help us realize If our business is going well or
badly.
Topic No. 9 ; Break Even.
Of limited use In my business 1
Useful In my business 4
Very useful In my business 15
Comments:
“• Enabled me to learn the formula for establishing the break-even for my
business and decide about the relation between costs and Income and make
the appropriate decisions.
- It Is very important.
- This is a key I have already used for my little project.
- In this way I can realize what is the average of production as well as of
materials used.
Topic No . 10: Financial Management.
Of limited use In my business 2
Useful In my business 0
Very useful In my business 17
Comments:
- With all the information I have about my business I must analyze it and
find the way to adequately distribute all my resources.
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- Done with very bold strokes. What Is needed is something more clearly
explained, since not only money is capable of make a business go up, but
It Is always necessary. These aspects were not touched on very much.
2) During the classes you felt;
Bored most of the time
Not very bored, not very interested 3
Interested most of the time 15
Reasons given;
- I was interested because this is something different. Something which is
part of my daily life and every day I have to work in each of the
subjects we covered here.
- I was Interested because we were taught how we should function in our
workshops
.
- I need to know a lot to succeed in my business.
- I was Interested because I want to succeed in my small business.
~ I was Interested because my goal is to progress more every day; in other
words to Increase my knowledge and then put it into practice.
- I was Interested because I had never received a course of this type and
it is very interesting for me.
~ I was bored most of the time because I never give much importance to this
things, but now that I know it is concerned with my future, I will pay
more attention.
- I was Interested because I have a better idea how to manage my business.
- I was interested because our goal was to learn new planning systems,
accounting systems, systems to reduce the cost of our products, how to
mantaln the break-even point in order not to have to close our workshops.
- I was interested because there was no subject I knew in its entirety, so
what I did not know I learned and what I already knew I remembered.
Consequently I was not bothered in any way.
- I was Interested because during the classes I knew very well that what
was being taught was very useful for my business and for me as a person.
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I was Interested because everything Interested me and T = adeal. Everything was explained In I very detailed w^y.
program that was worked out was right Inline with our needs and also suited me. I will trv to nut im-r. * ^In my business and also In my cooperative.
^ ^ ^ practice
I was Interested because the wav in uhinv. .-u i
Lr„L5c“nu«LS!"“" ' -y
Not very bored not very Interested, because I had knowledge In the
to
^ decided not to participate very actively to |lve the chance
procLs
po p.rtlclpat. and c.ka bapper advaapaga !f ph, La^i'g
Lprovrdd":“as^““’' to
I was Interested because the topics were Just what a small business needswe can manage things better In our small business.
3) The exercises were:
Very easy
At my level
Very difficult
Comments
:
Very easy, although In same respect we need a clearer explanation the
exercises are adequate for the general level of the whole group. For me
In particular were very easy.
Very difficult. This Is the first time I have learned, but although Ifound It difficult, I sure I managed to learn something and I ask youplease to continue to do more training In the future because this Is how
these groups can progress, training those who do not know.
At my level. Some I have already put Into practice, others no.
- At my level. The exercises seemed to be at my level, chat Is, more easy
than difficult because that Is what my capacity Is.
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- Very difficult because my preparation was not adequate, but I will trv to
study a lot. ^
- Very difficult at the beginning, but at the end they were easy.
At my level, adapted to our capacity. We understood a lot. They are very
clear and with lots of content. ^
- At my level. Very interesting because they Included various types of
methodologies for good business management.
- Very easy, because they were adapted to the level of each one.
- At my level. We needed more practice, but the time was short.
- Very easy and very good to be understood by the participants. However we
needed more in practice in the double entry system and to clarify the*
area of auxiliary accounts.
- At my level because I understood 90Z of what was taught.
4) The exercises seemed to me that:
They gave me certain method/skills for
administering/managing my business 19
I am not sure sure what connection they
could have with my business 2
I could not see how they were useful 0
5) In a future training course, I would like:
To have more classes and less group work 8
To have less classes and more group work 4
The same as in this training course 10
Comments:
- The same because I believed we have all learned.
- There would have to be a better schedule, better organized, with more
classes than travel in order to better cover the course material.
- More classes and less group work because in this way one learns more.
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The seme plus three more days of the training course
6)
The vUU. to tectorlee,
.orkehope businesses during this training
Gave me almost no ideas for
my workshop or business
Game ideas for my workshop or
business
4
Game ideas which I would like
to adapt to the reality in Honduras i 7
Comments;
- I will adapt all the ideas I have gained to my own reality
7)
The process of production and marketing observed during the visits were
Too advanced to be useful in Honduras 8
Similar to the reality in Honduras 2
Could be adapted to the reality
in Honduras
,
,
Comments
:
- Yes. It is very easy to adapt them.
~ Could be adapted in some respects.
Too advanced to be useful in Honduras,
in order to try and adapt them.
but we will put them into practice
Could be adapted little by little.
8)
Other observations and comments about the visits;
We need to visit sites where our work is similar to what we find here.
- Arrange to visit factories closer to the site of the course in order to
have more time to appreciate their operation systems.
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- Everything was very useful for all of us
Improve the ways in our workshops.
since we saw how we could do to
They were very beneficial since we realized that the physical plant ofthe business must be well organized in every respect and also that the
owner or manager must have a good appearance and very good human
relations skills.
- They were all very good, but I think that if the classroom had been
closer to the factories and business, there would have been more time forthe classes, since the distances traveled did not leave much time to
continue the classes.
- The visits good with respect to me because by only observing the
organization and the market were interesting.
- 1 consider that it was very tiring for the Instructors in view of thedistances and the students began to be bored when they returned because
of the tiredness.
- It should be possible for the saddlers/harness-makers to have the
opportunity to visit sites where they really are making leather articles
such as those indicated by the name "talabartos" (saddlery/harnesses),
such as: saddles, harnesses, suitcases and briefcases, golf bags and
dozen of other things.
- Successful, good and useful. To take into account possible time to buy
hand tools.
- Everything was good.
9) Do you consider positive to have this kind of training for Honduran small
entrepreneurs in the United States?
Yes 19
No 0
Comments:
Yes, because in this kind of training I can gather more knowledge in
order to be able to work in my country.
Yes, so we can see how well organized every business in this country is,
in comparison with the business in our country.
10) If you answered yes, for what of the following reasons do you consider it
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positive?
For the opportunity to know
another country
For the opportunity to know small
businesses in the U.S.
^7
For the opportunity to buy parts and
equipment to take to Honduras 2
Comments;
- To know another country and to get new ideas.
- For the opportunity to know small businesses in the U.S. The fact of
making a comp»arison enables us to better understand our business.
Opportunity to buy parts and hand operated machines to take to Honduras.
11) How would you like a future training course to be organized?
Classes only 2
Field trips only 0
More field trips, less classes 1
More classes, fewer field trips 3
Same as this time 15
Comments
:
- The same because there is opportunity for us all to learn and discuss our
points of view.
- The same but with a better schedule, since one does not learn when the
mind is forced to it. There should be time for recreation between
classes
.
12) For this training course we brought together different types of small
entrepreneurs. What would you suggest for the future?
Only entrepreneurs of the same type 3
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Same as this time
Another combination. Explain.
Comments:
The same because more people think better than one, although
relations left something to be desired, but everything ended
the social
peacefully
.
- A different combination: Businessmen; that is, people who have
established a small business and now have a large one, so they can
recount their experiences if they wanted it so; manufacturers of raw
materials according to the branch of the course being offered.
Same as now because if they try to
same type it would be very costly,
the limited Interest.
do a course for entrepreneurs of the
due to the scarcity of each kind and
13) How many beneficial changes do you believe you can make in your business
as a result of this training course?
Many
Some
A few
None
14
5
1
0
Comments:
- Many. Incredibly it has put my mind to work and my spirit in a new type
of business.
14) In what way did you obtain the most benefit from this training trip?
Through classroom learning 13
Through group discussion 3
Through the experience of visiting
factories and businesses 10
Through parts and equipment which
I am taking back with me l
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15) The schedule was;
Overloaded
About right
Very light
Comments;
- Good, because it is possible to resist it.
- Adequate according to the schedule, but certain limits have to beimposed. For example; no drinking alcohol, to comply with the hours of
the meals. To take a picture of the students and of the teaching team to
give each participant and teacher as a souvenir at the end (size 8 x 12).
16) The facilities for housing and course activities were;
Excellent 1^5
About right 4
Inadequate 0
Comments
;
- Good, but lacking of cleanliness.
- Excellent, but one observation; there was too little lighting at night;
it should be Increased if there are to be classes.
17) The food was;
Good quality and plenty of it 20
Poor quality but plenty of it 0
Poor quality and not enough 0
18) The size of the group taking part of the training was;
3
16
1
Very small 3
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About right
Very large
^
Coniments:
- Adequate, although there so many who need this training.
General comment written on^ back of one of the forms:
received. The classes and factoryvisits have been magnif icient
. But there has been a lack of order among thestudents as well as among the instructors, since they have been a little
^dulgent in terms of discipline. Some of their behaviors were not according
^th the teachings. The drinking of alcohol was permited during the course Ldthere were even cases where the Instructors offered these drinks in their
rooms. There was too much smoking and some students, when they were
reprimanded, answered "they are doing it too”. I hope that this is not just abeginning and an end, but that there will be follov^up. Thanks to everyone.
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OUTLINE FOR STAFF EVALUATION OF TRAINING COURSE
A - Learning that took place
1 - Formal
2 - Informal
B - Improvements on Model
1 - Agenda/Scheduling
a - Field Trips
b - Classroom
c - Timing
2 - Course Content (Topics in Manual)
3 - Prior Planning
a - Honduras
b - Vermont
4 - Heterogenous / Homogenous Group
55- Staffing
6 - Logistics
7 - Methodology
(Lecture, Field Trip/Demo, Seminar, Formal elicitation,
self-instruction, problem-solving, etc.)
C - Reommendations for Follow-Up
a - Vermont
b - Honduras

